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ABSTRACT 

The objectives of this study were to quantify the rate and means of spread of hop mosaic 

carlavirus (HpMV), hop latent carlavirus (HpLV), and Prunus necrotic ringspot 

ilarvirus, apple (PNRSV-A) and intermediate (PNRSV-I) serotypes in Australian-bred 

cultivars of hop (Humulus lupulus L.), and to determine if viruses posed a significant 

constraint to the yield and quality of hop products from these cultivars. 

Significant reductions in yield and levels of brewing organic acids were associated with 

virus infection in 'Opal' and 'Pride of Ringwood'. Infection by HpLV + HpMV + 

PNRSV -A and HpL V + HpMV + PNRSV -I, had the most significant impact on yield and 

levels of bittering com pounds in 'Opal'. Yield of cones (ripe flowers) was reduced by 48 

%, and 53 %, respectively, alpha acid content by 23 %, and 33 %, respectively, beta acid 

content by 15 % and 14 %, and the alpha to beta acid ratio by 35 % and 41 %, 

respectively. Infection by HpMV and PNRSV-I had the most significant impact on yield 

of cones and levels of bittering compounds in 'Pride of Ringwood'. Yield of cones was 

reduced by 55 % and 51 % respectively, and alpha acid content by 19 % and 15 %, 

respectively. Virus infection in 'Pride of Ringwood' caused no significant reduction in 

beta acid content. No significant reductions in yield of cones and levels of brewing 

organic acids were associated with viruses or combinations of viruses in 'Victoria', or 

from infection by HpLV, HpMV, PNRSV-I, and HpLV + PNRSV-I in 'Nugget'. 
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Significant differences in virus incidence were consistently demonstrated between 

cultivars. 'Victoria' gardens planted with elite (virus-tested) material became almost 

totally re-infected with PNRSV within eight years. Mechanical inoculation of PNRSV 

into a range of hop cultivars suggested ' Victoria' was more susceptible than traditional 

ones. In contrast, the spread rate of HpL V, HpMV, and PNRSV was consistently slower 

in 'Opal' gardens, and this was found to be the most field resistant cultivar to infection by 

all three viruses. 

PNRSV was detected by double antibody sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 

(DAS-ELISA) in chronically infected ' Victoria' plants throughout the growing season. 

Testing of a range of tissues from 'Victoria' plants suggested a symmetrical distribution 

ofPNRSV within the plant. Similar testing of 'Nugget', 'Pride of Ringwood', and 'Opal' 

plants suggested an asymmetrical distribution of PNRSV within the plant. The longer 

period of elevated virus levels in all tissues in 'Victoria' may increase the probability of 

virus transmission and be responsible for the accelerated transmission of PNRSV in this 

cultivar. The asymmetric virus distribution in 'Nugget',  'Pride of Ringwood', and 'Opal' 

suggested that accurate virus testing relies upon sampling from several hines from each 

string. 

Spatial analysis of PNRSV epidemics by ordinary run and radial correlation analyses in 

'Victoria' gardens in Myrtleford, Victoria and Bushy Park, Tasmania associated PNRSV 

transmission with mechanical mowing of basal growth. Transmission was reduced in 

field trials by preventing basal growth contact between infected and virus-free plants 
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along rows early in the season. This demonstrated that plant contact early in the season 

increases the probability of transmitting PNRSV to virus-free plants by decreasing the 

distance infective virions have to travel to infect new plants. Glasshouse trials also 

confirmed PNRSV to be transmitted by contact and simulated slashing between infected 

and virus-free plants. Root grafting was also successful at transmitting PNRSV between 

infected and virus-free plants. The presence of root grafts in Tasmanian hop gardens was 

suggested by injection of the translocatable herbicide marker, glyphosate. However, 

quantifi cation of the extent to which root grafts contribute to transmission of all three 

viruses requires further work. 

Spatial analysis of carl avirus epidemics showed different distributions between 

'Victoria' gardens in Myrtleford and Bushy Park. Random distributions of both HpL V 

and HpMV at Myrtleford suggested transmission by alatae aphid vectors. Autocorrelated 

along row distributions of both viruses at Bushy Park suggested transmission by either 

mechanical transmission through basal growth mowing, and/or aphid vectors (alatae or 

apterous) directed along rows from basal growth bridges formed through basal growth 

mowing between rows. A significant positive association between HpLV and HpMV 

was consistently demonstrated in several cultivars. This may suggest transmission by 

common aphid vector species, transencapsidation, or the possibility that infection by one 

virus makes the plant more susceptible to infection by the other. 
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In most hop cultivars grown in Australia the slow rate of virus transmission and 

significant effect of some viruses on yield of cones and levels of brewing organic acids 

suggested the continued use of a virus certification scheme for planting stock is 

warranted. However, in 'Victoria', the usefulness of certification schemes is uncertain 

because of the rapid spread ofviruses in this cultivar and its tolerance to infection. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The hop industry in Australia is situated in Victoria and Tasmania and consists of 604 

hectares. The majority of production is in Tasmania, consisting of 462 hectares. The 

industry supplies the maj ority of domestic market needs, while 88 % of the crop is 

exported to breweries in Europe, Asia, and North America (Barth and Sohn, 1 988). Hop 

production in Australia has the advantage of being off-season for northern hemisphere 

markets, and in the absence of major fungal pathogens and insect pests, the products are 

marketed as pesticide-free. 

The sole diseases threatening the sustained production of high yields and quality hop 

products in Australia are virus and virus-like pathogens. There are three viruses that 

commonly infect Australian hops, hop latent carlavirus (HpL V), hop mosaic carlavirus 

(HpMV), and Prunus necrotic ringspot ilarvirus, apple (PNRSV-A) and intermediate 

(PNRSV-I) serotypes. The dominant vector of the two carlaviruses is Phorodon humuli 

Shrank (hop aphid). However, the absence of P. humuli in Australia was associated with 

a low rate of transmission in traditionally grown cultivars (Munro, 1 987). Only two 

aphid species in Australia, Macrosiphum euphorbiae Thomas and Myzus persicae Sulzer 

are capable of transmitting HpMV (Adams and Barbara, 1 980). No alternative vector of 

HpLV has been identified (Adams and Barbara, 1 982), and consequently the means of 

transmission of these carlaviruses in Australia remain unknown. The means of 

transmission of PNRSV in hop also remains unknown. Although the cherry serotype, 

PNRSV-C is transmitted between Prunus spp. by pollen there are a number of reasons 
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why pollen transmission is believed to be of little or no importance in hop. These 

include: a) the qualitative description of autocorrelation along row spread was not typical 

of the expected random distribution of plants infected by a pollen-borne virus, b) 

reduction in number of male plants per hectare was not associated with a significant 

decline in the rate of PNRSV spread, and c) PNRSV can be transmitted to flowering, 

nonflowering, and male hops (Thresh et al., 1 988). Assuming these viruses have an 

economically significant impact on yield and/or the levels of bittering compounds in 

Australian hops, the lack of epidemiological knowledge surrounding their transmission 

among plants poses a significant constraint to their control. 

The main focus of the Australian hop industry is the production of bittering cultivars. 

The traditionally ·grown diploid cultivar, 'Pride of Ringwood', was released in 1 958 

(Cyster, 1 98 1) ,  and was the first of a new generation o f bittering cultivars. The increase 

in PNRSV incidence in this cultivar in gardens over twenty years old was minimal ( 4-9 

% ). However, the increase in incidence of HpL V and HpMV was in some cases, 

considerably higher (up to 60 % over the same period) (Munro, 1 987). This was 

comparable to re-infection levels over much shorter periods with HpLV and HpMV in 

the United Kingdom (Adams et al., 1 978; 1 982). The slow spread of viruses in 'Pride of 

Ringwood' ensured effective control by establishing gardens with elite (virus tested) 

material. Characteristic symptoms of infection also ensured that gardens could be easily 

monitored in early years and re-infection reduced by roguing infected plants. 

Unfortunately, the replacement of 'Pride of Ringwood' with the higher yielding triploid 

cultivar, 'Victoria' was associated with an increase in reinfection levels of PNRSV after 
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planting with elite material (Munro and Johnstone, 1 993), making these control methods 

ineffective. 

The objectives of this project were: 

1 .  To determine virus incidence in maj or hop cultivars in Australia. 

2. To assess the continued effectiveness of establishing gardens with elite (virus tested) 

material. 

3 .  To spatially characterise epidemics of HpL V, HpMV, and PNRSV in Australian hop 

gardens, and to hypothesise mechanisms of spread. 

4. To determine how PNRSV transmission occurs within hop gardens. 

5. To optimise the serological detection of PNRSV. 

6. To determine whether HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV have a significant effect on yield 

and the levels ofbittering compounds in the cultivars grown in Australia. 

7. To determine whether the occurrence of the three viruses is dependent upon each 

other, and if one virus influences the spatial characteristics of other viruses. 
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1 .1 .  Hops 

1 . 1 . 1 .  Botany 

CHAPTER ONE - LITERATURE REVIEW 

The hop is a dioecious, climbing plant, native to China and endemic to the temperate 

zones of Europe and North America. There are three species of hop, Humulus japonicus, 

and Humulus lupulus L ., the cultivated hop (Plate 1 . 1 . 1 )  (both perennials), and an annual 

ornamental, Humulus yunnanenis, (Plate 1 . 1 . 1 .), belonging to the Family Cannabidaceae 

(Neve, 1991) .  Hops are grown predominantly for their hop cones, used in brewing to add 

bitterness and aroma to beer. However, hops are also known for their medicinal and 

soporific effects, their ornamental nature, and bacteriocidal properties. In addition, hop 

shoots are considered a delicacy in some cultures (Maton, 1986; Poll, 1 986). 

Hop plants have a strict day length requirement, which restricts production to between the 

40 and 60° latitude in either hemisphere (Table 1 . 1 . 1 .). Hops are grown commercially in 

Eastern Europe and the United Kingdom (43-54 �). Japan (35-44 �. North America 

(38-5 1 �). Argentina (35-40 °S), Australia (37-43 °S), and New Zealand (41 -42 °S) 

(Munro, 1 995). Hops are also grown in the George District of South Africa at 34 °S 

latitude but require supplementary lighting to counteract shorter daylength. The absence 

of supplementary lighting results in earlier flowering and subsequently limited cone 

formation and inferior yields. Supplementary lighting of 3-6 Lux in South Africa 
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increased the yield of 'Southern Brewer' by 40 % over five years (von Weschmar et al., 

1 988). 

Table 1 .1 .1 .  Area planted to hops (ha) and production (tonnes) in countries growing hops 

in 1996/97 (Barth, et al., 1 998). 

1996 1997 

Country Acreage Production Acreage (ha) Production 

(ha) (tonnes) (tonnes) 

Germany 21, 8 1 3  39,5 1 1  21, 3 8 1  34,082 

England 3, 1 1 1  5, 145 3,067 4,474 

Remaining European . 27,264 48,090 26, 754 41, 898 

Union* 

Rest of Europe** 24,450 24, 194 18,652 19,339 

N. and S. America 18,291  34,389 17, 874 34,252 

Africa 691 1, 409 65 1 985 

Asia 4,903 12, 901 4,903 12,547 

Australia 1, 014 2,9 19 1, 053 2,545 

New Zealand 354 833 354 769 

TOTAL WORLD 76, 967 124,378 70,241 1 1 2, 337 

* Spain, France, Belgium, Austria, Portugal, and Ireland. 

** Czech Republic, Poland, Slovenia, Ukraine, Federation of Russia, Slovak Republic, Romania, former 

Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Turkey, Switzerland, and Hungary. 
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Plate l.l.l. Humulus lupulus L. (the cultivated hop) grown on a trellis (5.5 m). 
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1 .1 .2. Hop production in Australia 

Hops were first cultivated in Australia in New South Wales some 60 years after first 

settlement, but production was abandoned due to poor and unreliable yields. In Tasmania 

commercial hop gardens were established in 1 804 in Providence Valley, Melton 

Mowbray, and Bothwell. Between 1 855 and 1 864 production became concentrated in the 

Derwent Valley on the banks of the Derwent and Styx Rivers at Bushy Park, mainly due 

to a good water supply for irrigation. Hops are still produced at Bushy Park and in 

addition, production has expanded to Scottsdale in the North East and Gunns Plains in the 

North West (Davies, 1 973). Hops are also grown in Victoria, however, overproduction 

by the Victorian hop industry has forced the industry to retract to where it is now 

restricted to the Ovens and King River Valleys (Cyster, 1981  ). Tasmania and Victoria 

currently produce 80 and 20 % of the total Australian hop crop respectively (Anonymous, 

1 999). 

The total area planted to hops in Australia in 1 998/99 is 1 1 13 hectares, of which 8 1 3  

hectares i s  grown in Tasmania. The largest planting of hops in Australia i s  at Bushy Park 

(Plate 1 . 1 .2 ), consisting of 260 hectares, which supplys enough hops to produce one 

billion litres of beer annually. Australian hop production is split into 3 1  enterprises. 

Australian Hop Marketers, a division of John I. Haas Pty. Ltd., the worlds largest hop 

grower, has claimed 60% of the market since 1 988. The Tasmanian hop crop is sold in 

the proportions of 1 2% domestic market and 88% export. Hops are exported mainly to a 
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number of major breweries in Europe, Asia and North America. The farm gate value of 

the hop industry in Australia is $15.5 million per annum (Munro, 1 995). 

Australian hop production is fortunate in that many of the significant diseases or pests 

found in other hop growing countries are not present (Anonymous, 1 999). The major 

fungal pathogens infecting hop including Pseudoperonospora humuli (Downy Mildew), 

Sphaerotheca humuli (Powdery Mildew), and Black Root Rot (Phytophthora citricola) 

are all exotic diseases (Munro, 1 995). The hop aphid, Phorodon humuli Shrank i s  also 

absent. This species is a vector of hop latent virus (HpLY) and hop mosaic virus (HpMY) 

(Paine, 1953;  Adams and Barbara, 1 980; Adams and Barbara, 1 982) and is a major pest 

of hops in other countries (Davies, 1 973 ). It is assumed that these pathogens and vectors 

(Munro, pers. comm.) failed to survive with planting stock during the sea voyage to 

Australia from the United Kingdom at the time of settlement. The sole pest of economic 

importance to Australian hops is the two spotted spider mite (Tetranychus urticae) which 

is controlled by the release of predatory mites (Phytoseiulus per simi/is) and other native 

predators and the strategic use of miticides (Anonymous, 1 999). Arabis mosaic virus 

(ArMY) was recorded in early commercial hop production in Australia (Cartledge, 1956; 

Wade, 1 962; Johnstone, 1 965). However, more recent surveys in commercial hop 

gardens (Munro, pers. comm.) indicated freedom from both ArMY and the nematode 

vector, Xiphenema diversicaudatum (Micoletzky, 1 927) Thome, 1 939.  American hop 

latent virus was detected in breeding material and subsequently destroyed (Wade, 1 962). 

The main disease threats to hop production in Australia are plant viruses: HpLY, HpMY, 

and two serotypes of Prunus necrotic ringspot virus (PNRSY). Control methods for virus 
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diseases are restricted to the use of virus tested material after a fallow period, roguing of 

diseased plants soon after establishment, and the use of herbicides to control volunteer 

alternative hosts that may otherwise bridge inter-crop periods (Munro, 1 995). 

Hop prices are subject to large variations because the market is volatile and there are few 

alternative markets. Market indicators concerning the future of hop production in 

Australia is mixed. Negative factors include, 1)  a worldwide trend for less bitter beers, 2) 

a static or declining demand for beer, 3) the more efficient use of hop products in the 

brewing process requiring less hops for the same quality of beer, and 4) the development 

of higher yielding, triploid cultivars that require less land area to fulfill demand. Positive 

factors for the Australian hop industry include, 1 )  off-season production to fill a gap in 

northern hemisphere production, 2) a stable and diversified base producing both bittering 

and aroma hops, 3) yield increases through the use of virus-free stocks, and newly 

developed triploid cultivars, 4) low nitrate levels which do not cause problems during the 

brewing process in Europe, and 4) marketing advantages by the production of pesticide

free hops (Munro, 1 995; Anonymous, 1 999). 
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Plate 1.1.2. Hop gardens growing in the Derwent Valley in January 1998 at Bushy Park, 

Tasmania, Australia. 
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1.1.3. Hop cultivation 

Hops require well-drained, deep clay loam soil (pH >6.5). Hop culture requires a climate 

cold enough to allow for winter dormancy but with sufficient degree days in spring and 

summer that favour rapid plant growth and development of bittering compounds within a 

relatively short growing season (Frost, 1 983). 

There are several methods by which hops can be propagated, however, vegetative 

softwood cuttings are the most common. Cuttings consisting of one node and two leaves 

approximately five to eight centimetres in length are placed in a peat/sand mixture and 

allowed to root on a mist bench (Hartmann and Kester, 1 975). Strap cutting, an 

alternative propagation method, involves soil placement around the bines late in the 

season, which stimulates the development of perennial buds. New buds are then removed 

and planted elsewhere. Propagation is also achieved by layering, in which bines are laid 

on the ground, covered with soil, and the tip re-trained along another string. This allows 

cuttings to be made between each node once fibrous roots and buds have developed 

(Neve, 1991) .  

The hop plant consists of an annual aerial section and a perennial crown and rootstock. 

The root system is comprised of perennial roots, extending to depths of up to four metres, 

and annual secondary roots extending laterally at depths of approximately 30 em. Shoots 

emerge from buds when temperatures start to rise in early spring (August-September). 
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Crown buds require temperatures below 5 °C for at least four to five weeks for optimum 

spring growth (Thomas, 1 982a). Leaves have between three and five lobes and a serrated 

margin and are arranged opposite each other, at right angles to leaves at the immediate 

lower node, allowing for maximum light interception (Thomas, 1 982b ). 

Hop production methods differ according to region and country. In Australia, each hill 

(individual plant) is spaced at 2 . 1  x 2. 1 m with a trellis height of 5.5 m (Plate 1 . 1 .3). In 

early spring, two to four strings are placed between the crown and the top of the trellis. 

In spring, two or three hines (climbing shoots) are trained up each string when 

approximately 0.5 m in length. Bines wind up the strings in a clockwise direction using 

tiny hooked hairs on the leaf petiole and main stem for anchorage (Edwardson, 1 952). 

Trained shoots can grow up to 25 em per day. In Tasmania, superfluous growth of the 

lower laterals and untrained hines (basal growth) is allowed to grow down the row (Plate 

1. 1.4 ), and is controlled between rows by regular mowing, or later in the Tasmanian 

season by grazing sheep (Davies, 1 973). In Victoria, basal growth is controlled by 

mowing both along and across rows throughout the season. In the United States of 

America, basal growth is kept minimal by cultivation and in the United Kingdom by 

dessicant herbicide sprays. Basal growth removal is more important in these countries, 

where fungal diseases limit production, to reduce canopy humidity. Perennial and annual 

weeds are controlled by herbicides and slashing throughout the season. Irrigation is 

applied predominantly by overhead sprinklers. Soil moisture is monitored by neutron 

probes and tensiometers, however, flood irrigation is still used on some commercial 
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farms. Fertilizer (40 kg P:  120 kg K: 1 60 kg N ha.1) is applied once throughout the 

growing season. Additional applications of phosphorus and nitrogen are applied in early 

spring, if required (Munro, 1 995). The commercial lifespan of a hop plant is 

approximately fifteen years, but this varies according to industrial market forces. Hop 

plants have been known to survive up to 100 years (Haunold, 1981  ). 

Hop plants become responsive to flowering stimuli once the photoperiod has exceeded 1 6  

hours (Haunold, 1 980) and the plant has produced a certain number of differentiated 

nodes. The hop is a short day plant with flowering induced by shortening day length. This 

is depicted by a reduction in the diameter of the apical meristem in the terminal bud, 

initiating the development of lateral branches from leaf axils. In Australia, flowers (5- 10 

mm i n  diameter) begin to develop in late February and consist of 20 or more florets (Plate 

1 . 1 .5). Individual florets consist of a cup-shaped perianth enclosing an ovary and two 

papillate stigmas (Burgess, 1 964). When the stigmas are fully developed this stage is 

referred to as burr, developing further to form the hop cone or strobile (Plate 1 . 1 .6). Later 

during cone maturation, resin glands develop on the bracteoles and to a lesser extent on 

perianths and bracts (Munro, 1 995). The majority of commercial hop gardens consist 

predominantly of female plants producing seedless hops (less than 2 % seed by weight) 

(European limit) (Neve, 1 99 1 ). The presence of seed is undesirable to breweries as 

oxidation of the seed fat is responsible for the production of impurities, which adversely 

affect beer colour and flavour. Seeds also add approximately 1 0-20% to the weight of 

dried hops, increasing storage and freight costs. Diploid seedless hops produce lower 
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yields than seeded cultivars, but this is compensated for by use of higher yielding triploid 

cultivars, which are of low fertility (Anonymous, 1999). 

UTAS 
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Plate 1.1.3. Plant spacing and trellis design in Australian hop gardens. 

Plate 1.1.4. Basal lateral growth contact between adjacent plants along rows prior to 

sheep grazing. 
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Plate 1.1.5. Female flower of the hop. 

Plate 1 .1.6. Fully developed hop cone (strobile) prior to harvest. 
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1 .1.4. Harvesting and Processing 

Harvesting in Tasmania is conducted over approximately 26 days in March-April 

(Munro, 1 995). Hops are ripe when the cones are a bright yellowish/green colour and are 

sticky from resin acc11mulation, resilient and crisp to touch with a water content varying 

between 65 and 80 %. Estimation of harvest date is aided by regular assessment of the 

levels of bittering compounds. Bines are cut at the top and bottom of the string and fall 

in to trailers for transport to picking machines (Plate 1 . 1 .  7). An alternative method of 

harvest is a topcutter machine (Plate 1 . 1 .  8). This machine reduces the amount of labour 

needed by only requiring manual string cutting at the bottom. Hops were once picked by 

hand, however, automated picking machines now reduce harvest time and labour costs. 

At the Bushy P ark commercial farm, currently two picking machines can handle 30 - 40 

bines per minute, covering 1 0  - 1 5  hectares per day, depending on type and size of 

machine. Picking machines consist of wire fingers to strip material from the vine and 

mechanical cleaners to separate cones from plant residues, which are eventually returned 
. 

to the field following composting (Plate 1 . 1 . 9). Cones are dried at 60 - 65 °C for 8 to 1 0  

hours which reduces the moisture content from approximately 7 7 to 8 % before 

packaging in bales (Plate 1 . 1 . 10) (Anonymous, 1 999). Marketing criteria specify that 

moisture content must be less than 1 2  %, leaf and stem material may constitute no more 

than 6 % of the weight and hop waste less than 3 % (defined as small particles not arising 

from the cone itself from machine picking) (Edwardson, 1 952; Munro, 1995). 
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Plate 1.1.7. Traditional method of hop harvest. Strings on which hop bines were 

trained are cut at the top and bottom fall into trailers for transport to picking machines. 

Plate 1.1.8. Topcutter automated harvest machine to cut the strings from trellis. 
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Plate 1.1.9. Commercial hop cone picking machines at Bushy Park, Tasmania, 

Australia. 

Plate 1.1.10. Drying of hop cones to reduce the moisture content before packaging in 



1 .1 .5. Hop chemistry 

Hop cones consist of alpha acids (2-1 6  % by weight), amino acids (0. 1 %), beta acids (1-

1 0  %), cellulose (40-50 %), essential oils (0.5-5 %), monosaccharides ( 2  %), oils and 

fatty acids (up to 25 %), pectins (2 %), polyphenols (2-5%), proteins ( 1  %), salts (10 %) 

and water (8- 12 %) (Verzele and De Keukeleire, 1 99 1). The resins responsible for 

bittering, aroma and preservative action of hops are enclosed in the lupulin glands 

produced in each strobile. Alpha acids are acyl-substituted phloroglucinols, differing 

from each other only in the nature of the acyl R side chain. Alpha acids (congeners) can 

be separated into humulone (R = isovaleryl), cohumulone (R = isobutyrl), adhumulone (R 

= alpha-methyl butyrl), prehumulone and posthumulone (Palamand and Aldenhoff, 

1 973). The structural name for humulone is 3,5,6-trihydroxy-4,6-bis (3-methyl-2-

butenyl)-4-(3-methyl-1 -oxybutyl)-2,4-cyclohexdien-1 -one (Figure 1 . 1 . 1  ). Humulone and 

cohumulone levels vary with hop cultivar while adhumulone levels are fairly constant (1  0 

- 1 5  % ). The levels of each congener alters with harvest time and weather patterns during 

the growing season (Thomas and Darby, 1984). The main properties of beer production 

associated with alpha acids are improved foam stability (Dale and Shardlow, 1 986), 

suppression of gushing, and contributions to bacteriological stability. The bitterness of 

beer is related to stereoisomer formation of each major alpha acid in the brewing process 

(Spetsig, 1 95 8). As a result, beer contains six bitter iso-alpha acids, cis-and trans

isohumulone, cis- and trans-isocohumulone, and cis- and trans-isoadhumulone (Otter and 

Taylor, 1 978). 
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Figure 1.1.1.  Structural fonnulae of alpha acid congeners (Verzele and De Keukeleire, 

1991). 
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The development of alpha acids begins early in strobile growth. The common precursor 

of alpha and beta acids is 4-deoxyhumulone. During ripening 4-deoxyhumulone reacts 

with carbon dioxide to form several alkylated phoroglucinol derivatives leading to pre

cursor constituents of the alpha and beta acids (Verzele, 1 986). Production of the alpha 

and beta acids is almost complete prior to initiation of essential oil biogenesis. The 

interactions of environmental factors responsible for alpha acid levels are extremely 

complex. An association was established between alpha acid content and number of 

sunshine hours. Exposure to warm weather prior to harvest also increases alpha acid 

yields within a certain range. Yield factors such as cone weight, resin gland numbers per 

cone, resin gland size and resin levels are all affected by environmental conditions 

prevailing at flower initiation and pollination time for seeded crops. Exposure to 

temperatures either lower or above a threshold at burr results in lower alpha acid levels. 

The extent of temperature fluctuations in this period between successive days has been 

negatively correlated with alpha acid synthesis (Thomas and Darby, 1 984). Nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) studies found the proportions of each homolog of the 

essential oils were genetically fixed and less prone to variation due to environmental 

conditions than levels of alpha and beta acids (Molyneux and Wong, 1 975). 

The beta acids consist predominantly of lupulone, colupulone and adlupulone, while a 

small percentage consists of prelupulone and postlupulone. The structural name for 

lupulone is 3,5-dihydroxy-2,6,6,-tris (3-methyl-2-butenyl)-4-(3-methyl-1 -oxybuty 1)-2,4-

cyclohexadien-1 -one (Figure 1 . 1 .2). Beta acid composition is also characteristic of hop 

cultivars and varies with ripening stage. The beta acids contribute minimally to the 
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Figure 1.1.2. Structural formulae of beta acid congeners (Verzele and De Keukeleire, 

1991) .  

(3,5-dihydroxy-2,6,6-tris(3-methyl-2-butenyl)-4-(3-methyl-l -oxybuty 1)-2,4-cyclohexadien-1-one ). 
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bitterness of beer. They are readily oxidized and some of these products (e.g. 

hulupulones) also have limited bittering power. The main property associated with beta 

acids is antibiotic. The ratio of alpha to beta acids varies between one and four 

depending upon stages of hop development and hop cultivar (Verzele and De Keukeleire, 

1 991) .  Biogenesis of the beta acids begins several days before alpha acid initiation, 

involving the prenylation of the intermediate 4-deoxyalpha acids (Verzele, 1 979). 

More than 200 other essential oils, responsible for aroma and flavour of the final product, 

constitute 0.5 to 1 . 5  % w/v of dried cones. The oil is made up of hydrocarbons, 

oxygenated and sulphur-containing compounds (Green, 1986). The hydrocarbons can be 

either aliphatic, monoterpenes (myrcene), or a sesquiterpene. Famescene is an acyclic 

sesquiterpene, humulene a monocyclic sesquiterpene and B-caryophyllene a bicyclic 

sesquiterpene (Figure 1 . 1 .3). The ratios of these determine the brewing quality of hops. 

The oxgenated compounds include alcohols, aldehydes, acids, ketones, epioxides, esters 

and other miscellaneous compounds. Essential oil levels in the cone increase 

logarithmically with ripening. Tannins (water-soluble polyphenolics) are also present in 

the lupulin glands. If tannin levels rise above an industry threshold, tannins form 

insoluble precipitates which make beer cloudy and unacceptable for marketing (Neve, 

1 99 1) .  Loss of volatile oils is  a major concern with the use of aroma hops. Loss can 

occur in storage through oxidation, polymerization or resinification of components, 

machine picking, drying and poor baling and pelleting (Sharpe and Laws, 1 981 ) .  
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Figure 1.1.3. Structural formulae for major constituents of essential oils (famescene, 

humulene, and B-caryophyllene) (Sharpe and Laws, 1981) .  
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Hops are processed by baling, pelleting or resin/oil extraction. Bales are bulky to store 

and oxidation of the bittering and aroma compounds can occur. Pelleting reduces bulk 

for easy transport and storage, and vacuum packing increases shelf life (Munro, 1995). 

Solvent extraction is performed by hexane extraction in Tasmania or by liquid carbon 

dioxide at Carlton and United Breweries (C.U.B) in Victoria. Alkali treatment of the 

alpha acids or heating the solid material with a catalyst produces isomerised extracts 

(Hough, 1 985). This prevents the loss of bittering compounds during the wort boiling 

and fermentation processes of brewing (Edwardson, 1 952 ). 

1 . 1 .6. Analytical methods for hop quality 

There are two widely accepted methods of estimating bittering compound levels in hop 

products. Conductometry involves titration of an extracted hop solution with lead (III) 

acetate. The endpoint is accurately determined by addition of either a base or 

dimethylsulphoxide, and the level of alpha acid read from a standard curve. The 

absorption data is then analysed by matrix calculus to estimate concentrations of both 

alpha and beta acids (Verzele and Keukeleire, 1991) .  An alternative method is reverse 

phase high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), used to determine levels of 

alpha and beta acids in dried hops or hop extracts. This involves extraction of alpha and 

beta acids into methanol, separation by HPLC and quantification by spectrophotometry 

using an internal standard. This method is based upon characteristic retention times in a 

liquid phase depending upon particle solubility. The area under characteristic peaks is 
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calculated to assess exact amounts of each acid (Gross and Schwiesow, 1 982; Otter and 

Taylor, 1978). 

Storage losses of alpha and beta acids can be quantified by the hop storage index (HSI). 

HSI is defined as the ratio of absorbance values at 275 nm and 325 nm in alkaline 

methanol of a nonpolar solvent extract of hops, increasing with accelerating oxidation 

rates (Nickerson and Likens, 1 979). 

1 .1 .7. Hop cultivars and breeding programmes 

Hop plants are usually diploid (n=20), however, recent advances in breeding have 

produced triploid cultivars with higher alpha-acid contents, higher yields and infertility 

(low seed levels) (Neve, 1991) .  Triploids are produced by crossing a tetraploid female 

parent (chromosome number doubled by colchicine treatment) with a diploid male (G. 

Leggett, pers.comm.). 

Hop cultivars can be divided into two types based upon bittering or aroma potential. 

Bittering hops contain high levels of alpha acids, are high in isobutyric acid and 

consequently have a lower humulone to cohumulone ratio (Nickerson and Likens, 1 978). 

The storage life ofbittering hops is poor, ripening is in mid-to-late season, aroma level is 

moderate, and overall yield is good. (Neve, 1 991) .  Bittering power is a combination of 

genotypic and environmental factors (Frost, 1983). 
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The main emphasis of the breeding programme in Australia has been the development of 

bittering cultivars. Cultivars are selected on cone yield, alpha acid content, alpha acid 

stability, low cohumulone content, essential oil profile, aroma, seed content, harvest 

maturity, and agronomic characteristics (G. Leggett, pers. comm.). The early Australian 

hop industry expanded with the use of the diploid bittering cultivar, 'Golden Cluster', and 

was enhanced by adoption of 'Pride of Ringwood' (Munro, 1995). This cultivar was the 

first of a new generation of high alpha acid producing diploid hops, produced from open 

pollinated seed of 'Pride of Kent'. 'Pride of Ringwood' was released in 1958 (Cyster, 

1981)  and a few years later made up 90 % of Australian hop gardens. 'Pride of 

Ringwood' has an alpha acid level of 9-1 1 %, an alpha to beta acid ratio of 1 .  7, a 

cohumulone content of 33 %, an oil content of 2 % and a humulone to caryophyllene 

ratio of 0. 1 .  'Pride of Ringwood' has been gradually replaced by 'Victoria', an Australian 

bred triploid yielding 400-500 kg alpha acid per hectare with the additional advantage of 

being relatively seedless. The mother of 'Victoria' is a tetraploid daughter of 'Pride of 

Ringwood'. ' Opal' and 'Nugget' are also important cultivars in Australian hop 

production. ' Opal' is an anonymous diploid sterile female, probably a daughter of 'Pride 

of Ringwood', with highly desirable storage and aroma characteristics. 'Nugget' is a 

diploid American bred bittering hop grown for the convenience of early maturation, 

spreading the harvest period to a more manageable level (G. Leggett, pers. comm). 

Aroma hops are produced to enhance beer flavour (Anonymous, 1999). Kenny and 

Haunold (1 984) identified ideal aroma hop cultivars to include 'Saazer', 'Hallertauer', 

'Mittelfruh' and 'Hersbrucker Spat' . Aroma hops have low alpha acid yields ( 4-5 %), a 
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low alpha to beta acid ratio ( 1 : 1) and high oil levels. Oil content varies with the extent of 

pollination and picking time (Sharpe and Laws, 1 981) .  Aroma hops have lower yields 

( 1 .2 t ha-1 - 'Hallertauer')  than bittering hops ('Pride of Ringwood' - 3 t ha-1 ; 'Victoria' -

3.5 t ha-1) but the price paid per tonne is higher (Frost, 1 983). Aroma hops such as 

'Tettnanger' and 'Hallertauer' constitute a small proportion of Australian gardens, grown 

to sustain speciality markets (Anonymous, 1 999). The Australian hop breeding 

programme also selects for new aroma cultivars based upon seedlessness, similarity to 

existing cultivars, dry matter yield, maturity, and agronomic characteristics (G. Leggett, 

pers. comm.). 

New dwarf cultivars are also being developed in the United Kingdom. These cultivars 

are grown on a trellis supported by mesh as a hedge and have comparable yields to 

cultivars grown on traditional wirework. The advantages of dwarf hop cultivars include: 

1 .  Variable costs (e.g. stringing) are reduced. 

2. Fixed costs are reduced. This is important m the United Kingdom where 

production costs are currently higher than the market value of hop products. 

3 .  Basal growth removal i s  easier for control of fungal diseases and re-direction of 

nutrients to the cones to increase production. 

4. Harvesting of dwarf cultivars is easier. Machinery is taken to the field instead of 

hops being taken to the pickers as in traditional systems, again reducing variable 

costs. 
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5.  Nutrient return is higher because only the cones are picked, leaving bines to return 

more nutrients to the rootstock. Subsequently, fertiliser costs in the next year are 

reduced. 

6. The canopy shape allows for better penetration of miticides and fungicides, 

important to comply with Environmental Protection Authority spray aerosol 

limits. 

7. Reducing shading throughout the canopy allows for better light interception 

leading to increased photosynthetic rates and higher yield. However, the 

accelerated photosynthetic rate may increase aerial growth, increasing the relative 

humidity in the canopy, and subsequently increasing the intensity of fungal 

diseases (P. Darby, pers. comm.). 

-· 
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1 .2. Carlaviruses 

The genus acronym, carla refers to the type member of this group, carnation latent virus. 

Virions are typically filamentous, straight but can be flexuous, and unenveloped. 

Members have well-defined modal dimensions, varying between 509 and 720 nrn in 

length and 1 1  to 1 8  nm in diameter, and only one sedimenting component in purified 

preparations, with an isoelectric point of pH 4.5 .  

The genome consists of one molecule of linear, positive-sense single stranded RNA, 

varying between 6480 to 8535 nucleotides in length. Virions contain between 2 .5 and 

8.5% nucleic acid. The remaining protein portion varies in size between 23 ,200 and 

40,000 Da. The 3 '  end of the genome has a polyadenylated tail, while the 5 '  end may 

have a monophosphate cap. An additional factor is not required for infectivity and non

genomic nucleic acid or subgenomic mRNA is absent. Electron microscopy studies have 

found that virions can occur in infected cells individually or within inclusions (including 

viroplasmas, amorphous X-bodies, crystals and membranous bodies), in the cytoplasm, 

chloroplasts, and mitochondria (Brunt et al., 1 996). 

Three members of the carlavirus genus are commonly found infecting hop, hop latent 

virus (HpL V), hop mosaic virus (HpMV), and American hop latent virus (AHL V). The 

latter is absent from Australian hop gardens. 
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1 .2.1.  Hop latent virus (HpL V) 

HpLV was first described by Schmidt, et al., (1 966). It was first thought to be 

synonymous with HpMV (Bock, 1 967b) until discovered as a latent infection in a cultivar 

highly sensitive to HpMV infection (mosaic sensitive) (Thresh, and Onnerod, 1 976). 

Most hop cultivars infected by HpLV remain symptomless, but unreliable symptoms of 

systemic chlorotic flecking in 'Hersbrucker Spat' were recorded by Eppler (1 988b ). 

HpLV has been reported in hop gardens from the United Kingdom (Thresh, 1 969), U.S.A 

(Probasco and Skotland, 1 978), New Zealand (Hay et al., 1 992), Australia (Munro, 

1 987), China (Yu and Liu, 1 987), South Africa (von Weschmar et al., 1988), Japan 

(Kanno et al., 1 993), and Europe (Eppler, 1988a). 

A latent virus is defined as causing no distinctive symptoms (Cooper and Jones, 1983). 

However, the existence of a truly latent virus must be questioned as innate pathogens (i.e. 

viruses) are assumed to have some effect on the re-direction of subcellular processes and 

metabolites. This can result in varying levels of damage including loss of plant vigour, 

production and quality, changes in crop maturity, and adverse influences on vegetative 

propagation. Latent viruses may also have a synergistic effect on these parameters when 

co-infecting with other viruses (Converse, 1 985). 

Virions are straight and filamentous with characteristic dimensions of 6 7 4 nm long and 

14.4 nm wide. They consist of approximately 6 % single stranded RNA, of molecular 

weight 2.9 x 1 06, and a single protein species of molecular weight, 33 ,000 Da (Adams 

and Barbara, 1 982). HpLV is able to infect plants in the Moraceae, Cannabidaceae, 

Chenopodiaceae, and the Leguminosae-Papilionoideae (Probasco and Skotland, 1 978). 

No reliable diagnostic host species are known, and hop is the only suitable maintenance 

and propagation host (Brunt, et al., 1 996). 
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HpLV is serologically related to several other carlaviruses including nerine latent, hop 

mosaic, lily symptomless, carnation latent and helenium S viruses. Distant relations are 

shown to American hop latent and potato M viruses. No serological relations have been 

recorded to potato S and poplar mosaic viruses (Adams et a/., 1 982). 

1 .2.2. Hop mosaic virus (HpMV) 

HpMV was first reported by Salmon in 1 923, but characteristic symptoms were first 

recorded in experimental plots at Wye, Kent in 1907 (Mackenzie et al., 1 929). It has 

since been found infecting hops in Europe (Schmidt and Klinkowski, 1 965), Australia 

(Cartledge, 1 956), the U.S.A. (Probasco and Skotland, 1 976a), New Zealand (Hay, et.al., 

1992), China (Yu and Liu, 1 987), and South Africa (von Weschmar et al., 1988). 

Virions are straight and filamentous with modal dimensions, slightly smaller than HpLV, 

of651  nm long and 13 .8  nm wide (Brunt et a/., 1 996). Virions consist of approximately 

6% single stranded RNA and a single protein species of molecular weight, 34,000 Da 

(Adams and B arbara, 1 980). HpMV infects plants of the Chenopodiaceae, 

Cannabidaceae, Solonaceae, Urticaceae, and Leguminosae-Papilionoideae (Bock, 1 967b). 

Suitable diagnostic and assay host species are Nicotiana clevelandii and the hop cultivar, 

'Wye Golding'. Infection of the latter results in chlorotic vein-banding and mosaic 

symptoms. In addition, infected plants in the field climb poorly and hines fall away from 

the strings. Systemic infection of N. clevelandii is symptomless, making it suitable as a 

maintenance host. Similar particle shape and modal particle size makes differentiation of 

HpMV and HpL V difficult without detailed measurement or use of serological methods 

such as immuno-sorbent electron microscopy (ISEM) and enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
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assay (ELISA). Use of high quality antisera is required to prevent cross-reactions between 

the two viruses. 

HpMV is serologically related to hop latent, helenium S and carnation latent viruses, and 

more distantly related to nerine latent, American hop latent, lily symptomless, potato S, 

potato M, and poplar mosaic viruses. HpMV is not related to narcissus latent virus 

(Adams et a/. ,  1 982). 

1 .2.3. Transmission of carlaviruses in commercial hop gardens 

Insects of the families Aphididae and Alegradidae are primarily responsible for the spread 

of carlaviruses. However, carlaviruses may also be spread mechanically, by root 

grafting, vegetative propagation, and machinery (Koenig, 1 982 ). In hop, spread is 

assumed to be predominantly by aphid vector species. Transmission by seed is not 

considered important for HpLV (Adams and Barbara, 1 982) or HpMV (Barbara and 

Adams, 1981 )  in hop. 

Aphid transmission of HpMV and HpLV to hops is non-persistent (Adams and Barbara, 

1 982). Virus is acquired by the insect after a short acquisition period lasting only a few 

seconds or minutes. There is no latent period in the aphid and the virus can be 

transmitted to plants immediately after feeding. The virus is carried on the insect 

mouthparts and does not enter the haemolymph. Virus degradation on the mouthparts is 

responsible for the rapid loss (approximately four hours) of transmission ability. Viruses 

spread in this manner are not propagative within the insect host and the relationship 

between virus and vector is of low specificity, allowing several aphid species to transmit 

the same virus or alternatively, one aphid species to transmit several viruses (Brown and 

Ogle, 1 997). 
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Aphid Aetiology 

Two aphid vectors of HpMV are present m Australian hop gardens, Macrosiphum 

euphorbiae Thomas (potato peach aphid), and Myzus persicae Sulzer (green peach 

aphid). The rate of carlavirus spread in Australian hop gardens is typically slower than 

rates of spread in other countries. The slower rate in Australia has been attributed to the 

absence of the hop aphid, Phorodon humuli Shrank, although no studies have identified 

P. humuli to be a more efficient vector of HpLV and HpMV than other aphid species. 

Despite this in German hop gardens, P. humuli is regarded as the only epidemiologically 

important aphid vector of carlaviruses (Eppler, 1 994). In a worldwide survey of hop 

gardens, eleven species of aphids, including these vectors, were found commonly on hops 

(Eppler, 1 988c). Spring alates of Phorodon humuli Shrank were shown to be capable of 

HpMV transmission (Paine and Legg, 1 953), despite prior unsuccessful attempts by 

Massee, 1 943 . Further work identified two additional aphid vectors of HpMV, 

Macrosiphum euphorbiae and Myzus persicae (Paine, 1 953; Adams and Barbara, 1 9 80). 

Adams and Barbara ( 1982) and Adams et a!., (1983) demonstrated HpMV transmission 

with acquisition periods of less than ten minutes and virus retention for less than two 

hours. However, Adams et a!. (1 982) concluded that the experimental transmission of 

HpLV and HpMV between hop plants using P. humuli was extremely inefficient. 

Transmission frequencies to Nicotiana clevelandii with P. humuli were slightly higher 

than M. euphorbiae. 

Myzus persicae is found widely throughout Australia (D. Hales, pers. comm.). It  is a 

vector of many economically important plant viruses, including potato leafroll, potato 

virus Y, cucumber mosaic and pea mosaic viruses (Agrios, 1 997). Some clones do 

produce the sexual phase of the lifecycle in Tasmania, and overwintering occurs as eggs, 
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laid on the primary host, peach (Prunus persica) in autumn. The following spring,a 

female hatches from the egg, which reproduces parthenogenetically several generations of 

females. Later in spring, winged forms and fly to the secondary (summer hosts), which 

includes a range of herbaceous species (D. Hales, pers. comm.). If the winters are not too 

severe, parthenogenetically reproducing viviparous females can maintain high population 

densities throughout winter (Eastop, 1 983). 

Macrosiphum euphorbiae is also widespread and a common vector of plant viruses in 

Australia (Brown and Ogle, 1 997). This aphid species is polyphagous and occurs on both 

monocotyledons and dicotyledons. Overwintering usually occurs as eggs on Rosa sp., 

however populations can remain high throughout the year by parthenogenetic 

reproduction on herbaceous plants (Eastop, 1 983). 

The hop damson aphid has a holocylic lifecycle and a narrow host range. Overwintering 

eggs occurs in the bud axils of Prunus sp., while hop is a summer host. In spring, larvae 

of the fundatrix (morph) feed on swelling buds on Prunus sp. and develop into 

fundatrigeniae apterae found on the underside of leaves, of which a small proportion 

develop wings (fundatrigeniae alatae) and migrate to hop plants. Winged morphs may 

move to nearby Prunus sp. to develop into females (gynoparae ), while males form after a 

one generation delay on hop plants (Blackman and Eastop, 1984). Comparisons of aphid 

populations in German hop gardens. using enzyme loci analysis, found that P. humuli 

populations originated from populations on adj acent Prunus sp. (Eggers-Schumacher, 

1 988). 
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1 .2.4. Spatial p attern of carlavirus epidemics in commercial hop gardens 

Rapid rates of spread of HpMV and HpLV in the field have been reported in areas where 

P. humuli is endemic. In the United Kingdom, in a block of initially virus-free 'Northern 

Brewer', Thresh and Adams ( 1 983) found that after one year HpMV infected 

approximately 50% of plants. Adams, et a!. (1 977) reported that 42% of plants were 

infected after one year, but in the second year 8 1 %  of plants were infected. Further work 

by Adams et a!. ( 1979) reported 87% of plants were infected by HpLV and HpMV three 

years after planting with virus-free material. The spread of HpLV has been reported as 

similar to HpMV, and is assumed to result from transmission from the same vectors 

(Adams et a!. 1 983). 

The reinfection of plants after planting with virus-free material depends upon inoculum 

levels and distance from the virus source (Brown and Ogle, 1 997). In areas where P. 

humuli is ubiquitous, strong edge effects and infection gradients are characteristic of hop 

carlavirus aphid spread, reflecting the use of Prunus sp. as a winter aphid host. Obstacles 

such as roads, headlands or hedgerows were found to significantly steepen the infection 

gradient (Adams et a!., 1 979). Chambers et al. (1 986) reported carlavirus incidence in 

the outer rows of a 'Perle' garden positioned directly adjacent to a hedgerow and infected 

block, as almost 100%, while virus incidence in inner rows was less than 1 0%. Infection 

was reduced significantly in plots of 'Wye Northdown' with guard rows of 'Northern 

Brewer' positioned to reduce aphid flight distances. However, as the experimental design 

involved two different cultivars, further investigations are needed to distinguish whether 

the significant difference in virus incidence resulted from aphid cultivar preferences or 

the guard row barriers. 
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Trials in a mosaic-sensitive cultivar in Australia showed only 0.4% of plants infected 

after three years after planting with virus-free material, with no evidence that new 

infections were acting as foci for secondary spread. Shallower infection gradients were 

depicted in plants of 'Pride of Ringwood'. After seven years, 8 % of plants in the first 

row next to an infected block were infected with either HpMV or HpLV. In the fourth 

row 1 % of plants were infected with HpMV and 2.0% with HpLV, while in the 44th row 

1 % of plants were infected with HpLV (Munro, 1 988). 

1 .2.5. C arlavirus strains infecting hop 

Differential strains were first suggested by Mackenzie et al. ( 1929), who observed that 

outbreaks of severe plant reactions to HpMV were correlated with the presence of 

European cultivars. Similar reactions were detailed after cultivars from the United 

Kingdom were planted into areas in Germany to replace wilt sensitive cultivars. These 

reactions were attributed to exotic strains inducing more severe reactions, or that UK 

cultivars were more sensitive to German isolates (Legg and Ormerod, 1 959; Eppler, 

198 8b ). Host range differences between AHL V isolates also support the existence of 

virus strains (Barbara and Adams, 1 983). 
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1 .3. Ilarviruses 

The genus acronym, ilar, depicts that all species have an isometric particle shape, are 

labile in existence, and infection commonly results in ringspots symptoms. The type 

member of this group is tobacco streak virus. Negative staining and electron microscopy 

reveals that ilarvirus particles are not enveloped, are quasi-spherical or slightly 

pleomorphic in shape, and range in diameter between 26 and 35 nm (Francki et al., 

1 99 1  ) . Virions consist of 12-14 % nucleic acid and are found predominantly in the 

cytoplasm, but occasionally also in the nuclei (Brunt et al., 1 996). 

The virus genome consists of three molecules of linear positive sense single-stranded 

RNA (RNA-1 :  2.90 1-4.3 kb, RNA-2: 2.366-3.7 kb, RNA-3 : 1 .605-2.7 kb, RNA-4: 0.845-

1 .409 kb) (Brunt et al., 1 996). The fourth RNA strand is a coat protein mRNA. A 

subgenomic fragment of RNA-3 is also encapsidated. An interesting feature of the 

ilarviruses is that the coat protein of specific members of this group can activate other . 

ilarviruses. For example, the RNA-4 of PNRSV is able to activate the three RNA strands 

of rose mosaic virus (RMV), while the reverse is not possible (Gonsalves and Fulton, 

1 977; Ong and Mink, 1 989). Successful infection requires all three RNA strands and 

either the coat protein or RNA-4. In vitro translation studies found that RNA strands 1 

and 2 encode proteins representing the total genetic information present on these two 

strands, RNA 3 is responsible for encoding products for protein synthesis, and RNA 4 for 

coat protein synthesis (Francki et al., 1991) .  
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1 .3 . 1 .  Serological relationships between ilarviruses in subgroup III 

The term "PNRSV" broadly encompasses all serologically related viruses in subgroup III. 

More specifically this term relates to a virus infecting Prunus spp. ,  serologically and 

biologically distinct, but similar in morphology and chemical composition from 

ilarviruses found in Malus spp. (apple) and Rosa spp. (rose). 

The confusion in PNRSV terminology has stemmed from a wide variety of symptoms, 

including rings and spots, mosaic, and line patterns recorded in hosts including Prunus 

per sica, P. avium, P. dulcis, H. lupulus, and P. x domestica. 

PNRSV serotypes in apple 

Apple mosaic virus (ApMV) was first isolated from apple petals. Serological testing and 

differences in host range, symptomatology, and thermal inactivation poif}ts suggest that 

ApMV is related to, but distinct from PNRSV strains infecting Prunus spp. (De Sequeira, 

1966). 
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PNRSV serotypes in rose 

The finding that rose mosaic disease could be induced by infection with PNRSV isolates 

from Prunus spp., was the first suggestion that isolates from rose were serologically 

related to PNRSV (Traylor et a/., 1 966; Fulton, 1 967). Symptoms of PNRSV in rose 

include chlorotic line patterns, ringspots, and leaf mottling (Ikin and Frost, 1 97 4; 

Thomas, 1 9 81) .  Further studies by Thomas (1984) found that two different symptoms 

were induced following inoculation with a PNRSV isolate from Prunus spp. or ApMV. 

He suggested these differences were due to either mixed infections and/or an intermediate 

isolate between PNRSV and ApMV. Casper ( 1973) confirmed these suggestions by 

identifying a wide range of serological reactions from isolates infecting rose, some 

clearly belonging to the ApMV serotype, others to PNRSV, while one reacted with 

antisera prepared against both serotypes. 

PNRSV serotypes infecting hop 

The first suggestion that hop could be infected by PNRSV was from the successful 

inoculation of a virus from hop to Cucumis sativus L., which caused symptoms 

indistinguishable to those induced by isolates of PNRSV (Fridlund, 1 959). Initial 

investigations by Bock (1 967a) revealed two hop serotypes, designated "A" and "C". 

Further investigations by Fulton (1 970) reported the "A" isolate to be serologically 

identical to ApMV, and the "C" closely related to isolates from Prunus spp. 

Serologically-based investigations of isolates from hop gardens in the United Kingdom, 
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found serotypes resembling ApMV and an intermediate serotype between ApMV and 

PNRSV isolates from rose (Barbara et al., 1 978). 

Extensive host range studies of PNRSV isolates from hop gardens in the United States of 

America (U.S.A) identified two isolates, HP-1 and HP-2, distinguishable by differential 

symptom production in herbaceous indicator species, Chenopodium hybridum and C. 

berlandieri. Extensive serological testing identified HP-2 as an "intermediate" isolate, 

and HP- 1 as similar to ApMV (Smith and Skotland, 1 986). Further studies characterised 

these isolates using both monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies. Isolates either reacted 

strongly with antisera prepared against the intermediate, or "hop" serotype and weakly to 

antisera prepared against ApMV, or vice versa (Klein and H usfloen, 1 99 5). 

Ilarviruses belonging to subgroup III can now be characterised into one of three 

serotypes using standard positive controls, the "Paradise" ApMV isolate and the PNRSV

G isolate from Prunus spp. The first serotype group (PNRSV -A) encompasses isolates 

serologically identical to ApMV, the second (PNRSV -C), isolates serolo�ically identical 

to strains found in Prunus spp. A third group of isolates (PNRSV-I), show intermediate 

reactions to antisera prepared against isolates from both groups. PNRSV -A isolates can 

be found infecting apple, rose, and hop. PNRSV -C isolates can be found infecting 

Prunus spp. and rose, and PNRSV-I isolates are found exclusively infecting hop and rose. 

Serological evidence, biophysical differences between PNRSV-I and PNRSV -C isolates 

(Crosslin and Mink, 1 992), and the failure of PNRSV -I isolates to react with cRNA 

probes prepared against PNRSV -C isolates (Crosslin et al., 1 992) suggested that the 
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PNRSV -I isolates infecting hop are best considered strains of ApMV (Klein and 

Husfloen, 1 995). 

1 .3.2. PNRSV isolates infecting Prunus spp. 

PNRSV-C was first reported infecting Prunus persica Miller trees in the U.S.A (Cochran 

and Hutchins, 1 941). Symptoms may persist between seasons and vary with host and 

virus strain. Common symptoms of infection, usually manifested in the year following 

infection, are tissue chlorosis, necrosis, deformity, and some stunting. Recurrent ringspot 

strains are exceptions and induce annual symptom development (Uyemoto and Scott, 

1 992). There are three predominant strains of PNRSV, necrotic ringspot (NRSS), cherry 

rugose mosaic (CRMS), and almond calico. Infection by NRSS or CRMS of P. persica, 

P. amygdalus B atsch, and P. avium induces acute shock symptoms on emerging leaves, 

chlorotic rings, and spots. This phase is usually followed by a recovery phase with no 

obvious symptoms, despite slower bud break, flower and bud death, cankers, and gum 

production. If infected with CRMS, symptoms may vary with host species. CRMS 

infection in P. avium and P. cerasus results in "rugose mosaic" symptoms including 

chlorotic blotches, leaf and fruit distortion, and leaf necrosis and enations. CRMS 

infection in P. amygdalus induces severe leaf distortion, bud failure, and yellow, white or 

light green mosaic patterns on leaves. Symptoms of infection by the almond calico strain 

are most prevalent in early spring including chlorotic spots or blotches and vegetative 

bud development failure. Infection by the almond calico strain in P. persica results in 
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"mule ear" disease, describing more erect than normal terminal shoot leaves which lack 

axil buds (U yemoto, 1 99 1  ). 

1.3.3. Transmission of PNRSV between Prunus spp. 

Spread of PNRSV follows no particular pattern and can occur between adjacent trees 

(Mink, 1 992a ). Transmission is possible by tissue grafting, mechanical transmission 

(Everett et al., 1 993), and normal vegetative propagation techniques (Uyemoto, 199 1 ) . 

This virus is also easily transmitted through seed of some Prunus spp., the proportion of 

infected seed varying with host species (George, 1 962; Taylor et al., 1 963; Fleisher et a!., 

1 964). Root grafting may be a potential transfer route for PNRSV, however, it has not 

been recorded to occur between Prunus spp. trees, but has been indicated in Robinia spp. 

and Juglans spp. using translocatable herbicide marker (glyphosate) injection (C. Elmore, 

pers. comm.). No vectors have been associated with the natural spread of PNRSV 

between Prunus spp. Reports suggesting the role of the nematode, Longidorus 

macrosoma L. (Fritzsche and Kegler, 1 968) and the gall mite, Vasatesjo�keui (Watt and 

Trt), have since been discounted due to the lack of confirmatory evidence (Proesler, 

1 968). Yuan et al. (1 990), demonstrated that the nematode Criconomella xenoplax 

(Raski) Lua and Raski, was able to acquire PNRSV, but transmission could not be 

demonstrated. 
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PNRSV is intimately associated with the pollen of Prunus spp. trees, although the 

location of the virus remains controversial. PNRSV has been reported to be borne 

· internally (George and Davidson, 1 963; George and Davidson, 1 964; Cameron et al., 

1973) and on the pollen surface (Cole et al., 1 982; Kelley and Cameron, 1986). The role 

of honeybees as vectors (George and Davidson, 1 963; Mink, 1983;  Howell and Mink, 

1 988) during foraging (Cole et al., 1 982) has also been suggested. Bees coat pollen with 

an enzyme complex, degrading viruses at normal hive temperatures, however, enough 

virions are able to survive to enable viable virus-contaminated pollen to be carried to 

successive trees (Cole and Mink, 1 984 ). Thrips have been implicated in aiding the 

transmission of PNRSV between trees, by carrying infected pollen between flowers, and 

causing injuries to the nongametophytic tissue by feeding, which creat an entry route for 

virions (Greber et al., 1 99 1 ;  Greber et al., 1992). 

Mink ( 1 992b) postulated the spread of PNRSV between Prunus spp. trees required, 1 )  

infectious particles associated with mature pollen (probably not internally borne) ; 2) that 

honeybees, contaminated with pollen grains with PNRSV, are transpo�ed to healthy 

trees, and 3) that PNRSV is transmitted to the flower parts of healthy trees through 

wounds made by pollen feeding thrips. 

1.3.4. Control ofPNRSV in Prtmus spp. 

Virus certification schemes which select virus tested clones to act as mother plants for 

subsequent propagation are an important method of obtaining virus tested planting 
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material (Uyemoto, 1 99 1). Heat therapy and meristem tip culture, have also proved 

successful in providing virus tested plants from desirable cultivars previously diseased. 

Success has also been achieved by exposure of infected plants to sustained periods of 

high air temperatures (Nyland, 1 960; Patrakosal, 1 985). Injection of an antiviral 

compound, 2,4 dioxohyexahydro-1 ,3,5-triazine (DHT), under the cortex of P. avium trees 

has also shown promise for PNRSV elimination (Bogusch et al., 1 985). 

Effective control of PNRSV also relies upon the implementation of effective 

management practices to prevent, eradicate and limit inoculum spread. Measures 

preventing spread include the use of virus tested clones for the establishment of new 

plantings geographically separated from virus infected orchards and allowing a lag period 

before moving hives between orchards. Measures of minimising the virus source involve 

identifying and roguing infected trees prior to bloom. Success of eradication relies upon 

symptom expression or accurate serological testing of dormant buds during winter (Mink, 

1992a). 

The wide biological variation in PNRSV isolates has lead to studies examining cross

protection as a possible control method. Cross-protection involves an organism acting 

directly or indirectly to prevent a related pathogen from infecting the same host plant 

(Brown and Ogle, 1 997). Howell and Mink (19 84) restricted the spread of the severe 

rugose mosaic strain of PNRSV between P. avium trees by pre-infecting trees with 

benign PNRSV variants. 
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1 .3.5. PNRSV isolates infecting hop 

Jlarviruses have been reported infecting hop worldwide (Table 1 .3 . 1) .  

Table 1 .3 . 1 .  Geographical distribution and literature citation of ilarvirus infection in 

commercial hop gardens. 

Country Reference 

United States of America Klein and Husfloen ( 1 995) 

United Kingdom Thresh et al., ( 1988) 

Japan Sano et al., ( 1 985) 

Australia Johnstone et al., (1 995) 

New Zealand Hay et al., ( 1 992) 

Czech Republic Albrechtova et al., ( 1979) 

Germany Eppler and Sander ( 1981 )  

Belgium Legrand and Maroquin (1988) 

France Eppler ( 1988a) 

Romania Macovei (1 988) 

Yugoslavia Dolinar ( 19  88) 

China Yu and Liu ( 1 987) 

South Africa Von Wechmar et al., ( 1988) 
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1.3.6. Spread of PNRSV in commercial hop gardens 

The means by which PNRSV is transmitted between hop plants remains unknown. Rate 

of spread is generally slow and varies according to cultivar. Unlike Prunus spp. the role 

of pollen is not considered important between hop plants. This is because, a) there has 

been no reduction in virus spread following the shift to seedless hops and decline in 

numbers of male plants and consequently, lower pollen levels in commercial hop 

gardens; b) male plants can become infected by PNRSV; c) virus transmission occurs to 

both flowering and deflowered plants; and d) infection can occur in gardens devoid of 

male plants (Neve and Thresh, 1 984; Rohloff, 1 988). Although, in some cultivars up to 

5 1 %  of seeds have been infected by PNRSV (Thresh, 1 980), the role of seed transmission 

in virus spread in hop gardens in Australia is of little consequence because cultivars are 

triploid, and vegetative propagation is used for planting material. 

The spread of PNRSV in hop is usually to adjacent plants, implicating means of active 

transmission different from that involved with Prunus spp. This was also suggested by 

observations of PNRSV spread between hop plants in an insect proof glasshouse (Thresh 

and Ormerod, 1 973). Insect or mite vectors (Swenson and Milbraith, 1 964; Proeseler, 

1 968) have been discounted, and negative results were obtained in transmission trials 

using aphids and spider mites (Thresh et a!., 1 988). The lability of ilarviruses and other 

important genome differences infer that they are unsuitable for transmission by 
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nematodes and previous reports of transmission were hence concluded to be an artefact of 

experimental design. Eppler ( 1 992) suggested that hop dodder, Cuscuta e11ropaea, may 

have played a role in the transmission of viruses in traditional hop cultivars in Germany. 

Two-thirds of dodder species found in Germany were able to colonise hop. However, 

both C. europeaea and C. suaveolens were unsuccessful in transmitting PNRSV, HpMV, 

and HpLV. 

Mechanical transmission of PNRSV by cultural operations such as mowing, stringing, 

training, leaf stripping, and thinning have also been suggested (Thresh et.al. 1 988). Root 

grafting is also a possiblility, considering the large root mass of commercial hop plants, 

its perennial nature and close planting spaces. Eppler and Dahdahbiglou ( 199 1 )  

supported this theory in  glasshouse trials, concluding that spread via hop roots was 

possible. Transmission was successful by root contact, root grafting, vortexing healthy 

roots with infected roots, and root cutting following watering. However, the probability 

of transmission through roots of C. sativus plants in a model system was significantly less 

reduced, compared to transmission via above ground tissues of C. sativus. 

The transmission mechanism of PNRSV remains controversial. The role of management 

procedures has been suggested, but not conclusively proven. The involvement of insect, 

nematode or mite vectors has been discounted. The spatial pattern of PNRSV indicated 

that plant contact through either the above or below ground tissues seem the most likely 

means of spread. 
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1 .3.6. Incidence and spread of PNRSV in commercial hop gardens 

United Kingdom 

Assessments of PNRSV infection during the 1 960's found almost all plantings of 

cultivars 'Fuggle' and 'Goldings' were infected. Prevalence in gardens dropped 

dramatically in the 1 970's with the release of uninfected new clones via the newly 

introduced "A-plus" scheme. Under this scheme, new cultivars such as 'Wye 

Northdown' and 'Wye Challenger' were freed of virus by combinations of heat therapy 

and meristem tip culture. Four mother plants of each main cultivar were grown under 

isolation and tested for PNRSV every two years. Mother plants were replaced every ten 

years. Layer beds were established and propagation carried out at nurseries which were 

geographically isolated from commercial hop gardens, and on soil free from Xiphenema 

diversicaudatum (vector of arabis mosaic virus, ArMY), and over 30 km from areas with 

virulent Verticillium albo-atrum. Nurseries were required to pass two inspections 

throughout each growing season to gain the "A-plus" certification (Thresh, 1 985). In , 
.. 

1980, releases of cultivars, 'Zenith', 'Yeoman' and 'Omega', had very low PNRSV 

incidence through this scheme. 

Differential levels of PNRSV infection have been reported among cultivars. For 

example, PNRSV infected 30 % of 'Northern Brewer' plants over a four year period, 

while virus incidence in ' Wye Northdown' increased more slowly (9 % of plants over six 

years). In a separate planting of 'Wye Northdown' 26 % of plants became infected over 
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a ten year period (Thresh et.al. 1 988). The "A-plus" certification scheme remained 

effective because incidence and prevalence in hop gardens in the United Kingdom was 

low (P. Darby, pers. comm). 

Former Yugoslavia 

In a survey of hop gardens in the former Yugoslavia 5 1 % of 'Aurora' (n=7 1 0),  100 % of 

'Savinj ski Golding' (n=7 1 0),  78 % of 'Apolon' (n=l l 2), 9 %  of 'Atlas' (n=250), 4 %  of 

'Bobek' (n=520), 1 % of 'Buket' (n=1 12) and 2 % of 'Blisk' (n=1 1 2) plants were 

infected with PNRSV (Dolinar, 1 988). Highest levels (30 %) of PNRSV in 'Aurora' 

gardens were found in young gardens (2-6 years), while in separate gardens 1 3  to 1 5  

years after establishment, PNRSV incidence was only 1 3  %. This resulted from older 

plantings being established with virus tested material. Further studies examining the 

incidence of PNRSV in 'Savinja Goldings' concluded that infection varied according to 

plantation age and the number of volunteers within the new planting (Dolinar, 1 988). 

Germany 

Eppler and Sander ( 1981 )  found 57 % of plants in 9 1 % of hop gardens in Germany were 

infected by PNRSV. Detection in this survey relied upon mechanical inoculation to 

herbaceous indicator plants, which may have underestimated incidence levels. 
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South Africa 

PNRSV infection in hop gardens in South Africa varied between 1 0  and 1 5  % in two 

year old gardens of ' Southern Brewer' (von Wechmar et a!., 1 988). 

Japan 

The apple serotype of PNRSV was detected in 37 % of plants in the majority of hop 

gardens. Detection was again based upon mechanical inoculation to herbaceous indicator 

plants and electron microscopy (Kanno et a!., 1 993). 

New Zealand 

A study in commercial hop gardens in New Zealand of cultivars, ' Superalpha', 

'Greenbullet' and 'Sticklebract' found 15 of 24 fields had over 81 % infection with 

PNRSV (A and I). Testing of one 'Superalpha' garden (n=1 50) found no change in the 

level of PNRSV-I over three years. In a second garden of the same size and cultivar, 

PNRSV-I incidence increased by 1 3 % from 1 to 14 % over the same period (Hay et al., 

1 992). 
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Australia 

PNRSV infection in 'Pride of Ringwood' gardens ranged between 4 and 9 % (Munro, 

1987). However, a related cultivar, 'Ringwood Special', was totally infected at release 

(Munro, 1 987). The relatively low incidence of PNRSV in some cultivars suggested 

control by use of virus-free planting material and roguing of infected plants could prove 

effective (Neve and Thresh, 1 984 ). However, a recent shift in the Australian industry to 

the triploid variety 'Victoria' coincided with an increase in PNRSV spread, making 

previous control methods ineffective (Munro and Johnstone, 1 993). Johnstone et al. 

(1 995), suggested the accelerated rate of PNRSV spread may relate to facilitation of 

mechanical transmission from the highly abrasive nature of the leaves of 'Victoria'. 
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1.4. Other viruses and viroids infecting hops 

1.4.1.  American hop latent virus (AHLV) 

American hop latent virus (AHLV) is another member of the carlavirus genus, and was 

first reported by Probasco and Skotland (1 976b) infecting hop plants in the U.S .A. 

AHLV was also detected in breeding material in Germany (Eppler, 1 988b), England 

(Barbara and Adams, 1 983), and Australia (Munro, 1 995). The material was 

subsequently destroyed and the virus was not detected in commercial hop gardens in any 

of these countries. Virions are filamentous, straight or slightly flexuous particles, with 

modal dimensions of 678 nm long and 1 5  nm wide (Brunt et a!., 1 996). 

Infection by AHL V resulted in a faint ring and line pattern in an American seedling clone 

(Probasco and Skotland, 1 976b ), but in all other cultivars infection was symptomless 

(Adams et a!., 1 982). Infection of the herbaceous indicator plants Datura stramonium 

and Chenopodium quinoa, induced necrotic and chlorotic local lesions. Ultrastructural 

studies of infected C. quinoa plants four weeks after inoculation showed virus particles to 

be arranged in bundles (Probasco and Skotland, 1 976b ). 

AHLV is spread in a non-persistent manner by the aphid, Phorodon humuli. AHLV is 

distantly related to nerine latent virus and more distantly to hop latent, hop mosaic, and 

chrysanthemum B viruses. No serological relations were detected between AHLV and 
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carnation latent, lily symptomless, potato virus S, poplar mosaic, helenium S, or narcissus 

latent viruses (Barbara and Adams, 1 983). 

1 .4.2. Arabis mosaic virus (ArMV) 

Arabis mosaic virus (ArMY) is the only nepovirus found commonly infecting hops. The 

genus acronym describes that they are nematode transmitted and PQlyhedral in shape. 

Nepoviruses are members of the family Comoviridae (Brown and Ogle, 1 997) and the 

type member of this group is tobacco rings pot virus (TRSY) (Brunt et al. , 1 996). 

ArMY virions are isometric, unenveloped particles, ranging in diameter between 25 and 

27 nm. They are angular in profile and lack a conspicuous capsomere arrangement. The 

genome consists of single-stranded, linear RNA of total size 1 3 . 1  kb, split into two parts 

of 9 kb and 4. 1 kb, both of which are required for infection and multiplication. With 

other nepovirus members (e.g. raspberry rings pot virus, (RR Y) and tomato blackring 

virus (TBRY)), RNA-1 encodes information for host range, seed transmissibility, and 

symptom reaction. The second RNA strand encodes information for additional symptom 

development, serological specificity and nematode transmission (Harrison and Murant, 

1 977). Certain ArMY isolates also encapsidate a satellite nucleic acid (SNA) (Clark et 

al. , (1 979); Davies and Clark (1 983)). The satellite constituted 80% of the genome in 

isolates producing unusually severe symptoms in C. quinoa. Ultrastructural studies of 

infected C. quinoa revealed that individual virions and inclusions were found in the 

cytoplasm of epidermal cells, phloem, and plasmodesmata (Brunt et al., 1 996). 
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ArMY is spread between hop plants by the nematode, X diversicaudatum (Milcoletzky, 

1 927) Thome 1 939, Order Dorylaimida, Family Longidorae. ArMY can also be 

transmitted mechanically, by dodder (Eppler, 1 992) and by seed (Johansen et al., 1 994). 

ArMY infection of hop can cause a variety of symptoms including split leaf blotch, 

barebine, hop chlorotic disease, and nettlehead. Split leaf blotch was first described in 

1 926 (Thresh et.al., 1 972) in 'Fuggle'. Symptoms appeared as interveinal yellow, oily 

blotches, which split as the leaves expand. Split leaf blotch was associated with reduced 

plant growth and reductions in yield of 'Fuggle' of 50%, while in other cultivars 

symptoms were less pronounced (Legg, 1 959; Thresh and Pitcher, 1 978). Barebine or 

spidery hop symptoms were characterised by reduced, weak spring growth. Developing 

hines were curved, darker than normal, and developed small, retarded leaves (Thresh et 

a!., 1 972). Hop chlorotic disease was first described by Salmon and Ware (1 930) and 

since correlated with ArMY infection (Thresh et a!., 1 972). This symptom was 

characterised by severe distortions (parrot beak syndrome) of the developing foliage 

(Adams et a!., 1 986). Nettlehead developed in early spring as 'bare bine' symptoms. 

However, later in the season, stiff, erect shoots fell away from the string, and leaves were 

upward rolled, chlorotic, and mottled. Symptoms of nettlehead were ephemeral, and in 

high temperatures (>1 8°C) symptoms may fail to develop. A diseased plant showing 

symptoms in one year may not necessarily exhibit symptoms thereafter (Bock, 1 966). 

Nettlehead symptoms were first attributed to ArMY co-infection with PNRSY (Bock, 
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1966; Bock 1 967a). However, Davies and Clark ( 1983) correlated nettlehead symptoms 

with ArMY and SNA. Symptom severity was also closely correlated with SNA levels. 

ArMY was first reported infecting Arabis hirsuta in England (Smith and Markham, 1944) 

and infected a wide range of weeds and crop plants (Pitcher et al., 1 974). ArMY 

infections in hop have been recorded in England (Brown, 1 975), West Germany (Eppler, 

1 983), Czech Republic (Polak and Svoboda, 1 988), South Africa (von Wechmar et al. , 

1 988), Belgium (Legrand and Maroquin, 1 988), France (Eppler, 1988a), New Zealand 

(Hay et al., 1 992), and Australia (Wade, 1 962). The absence ofreports from the U.S.A is 

surprising, given the frequent introduction ofhop breeding materials. 

Symptoms of nettlehead were prevalent in early commercial hop production in Australia. 

Presumably the causal agent was introduced in breeding stock from overseas (Cartledge, 

1 956; Wade, 1 962). Johnstone (1 965) measured spread rates of nettlehead by re-planting 

the centre of a severely infected block with healthy hop plants. Three years later 58 % of 

centre plants developed symptoms of nettlehead disease suggesting spread. The aetiology 

ofnettlehead disease at that time was unknown. 

More recent surveys following re-planting of all commercial hop gardens at Bushy Park, 

Tasmania with virus-tested stock have failed to detect ArMY and X diversicaudatum 

(Munro, 1 987). 
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Hence, when re-establishing hop gardens, the use of virus-tested stock assists the control 

of ArMY. In addition, Thresh and Ormerod ( 1976) suggested a fallow period of one 

year, including the use of herbicides to eliminate volunteer plants, rendering the vector 

nematode population non-viruliferous (Thresh, 1 985). Nematicides, such as 1 ,3-

dichloropropene (DD) were ineffective. This was attributed to heavy soil textures 

impeding fumigant movement, the efficient spread of ArMY by low vector populations, 

the wide host range of X diversicaudatum, the perennial nature and extensive root system 

of the hop, and the longevity of the nematode and virus within it (McNamara and Eppler, 

1 988). 

1.4.3. Hop stunt viroid (HSYd) 

Hop stunt disease was first identified in hop gardens in Japan. It was first thought to be 

associated with a virus infection (Yamamoto et al., 1 970), but was later found to be 

associated with viroid infection (Sasaki and Shikata, 1 980). 

HSYd was described by Shikata ( 1985) and Sano and Shikata (1 988). The viroid consists 

of 297 nucleotides of single-stranded RNA. HSY d infected plants have shortened 

internodes on the main and lateral hines, reducing plant height to approximately three 

metres. Upper leaves appear curled, smaller in size, and chlorotic. However, diagnosis 

of infection, based upon symptoms, at various times of the year may be difficult because 

of the ephemeral expression of symptoms. Transmission of HSY d is solely mechanical 

(Sano and Shikata, 1 988) 
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Infected plants produce fewer and smaller cones, decreasing yield by up to 50 %. 

Numbers of lupulin glands were reduced and appear deformed, causing the levels of 

alpha and beta acids to fall between 50 and 70 % (Sano and Shikata, 1 980). Lower bitter 

acid component levels were characteristically associated with HSVd infection. For 

example, if the beta-alpha acid ratio is less than 1 .20, the hop plants were declared HSVd 

free, while ratios greater than 1 .44 signify infection. Plants with ratios between these 

threshold values were treated with caution. Bioassay using C. sativus seedlings is also an 

indicator of HSV d infection. The disadvantage of this method is that indicator plants 

required a constant 30°C for one month. Successful inoculation resulted in small, rugose, 

vein-cleared upper leaves, shortened internodes and flowers with deformed petals. Later 

growth was retarded, veins of upper leaves appeared banding and fruit were small and 

pale (Sano and Shikata, 1 988). This method was more reliable than visual symptoms and 

bitter acid congener levels, but molecular hybridization assay was preferred . 

. 

HSV d isolates, with a single nucleotide difference from isolates from hop were reported 

in grapevines in China (Sano and Shikata, 1 988), Australia and possibly the U.S.A 

(Koltunow et al., 1 98 8). HSV d has also been detected infecting Prunus armeniaca L., 

Prunus dulcis Miller, Punica granatum L. (Astruc et al., 1 996), and citrus species (Hsu 

et al., 1 994 ). 
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In Japan, control of HSV d was achieved with certified materials combined with removal 

of volunteer hop plants using urea and chloropicrin treatments in autumn. No alternative 

weed hosts of HSVd were identified and infectivity was lost in hop residues after three 

months (Yaguchi and Takahashi, 1 984). Spread was also reduced by tool disinfestation. 

The most effective procedure was a ten minute exposure to solutions of formaldehyde, 

sodium hydroxide, sodium or calcium hypochlorite, or trisodium phosphate. Heating 

blades at 1 60°C for ten minutes was also effective (Sa no and Shika ta, 1 98 8). 

1 .4.4. Hop latent viroid (HLVd) 

The presence of a second viroid infecting hop was first suggested by Pallas et a!. (1 987), 

and later described by Puchta et a!. (1988b ). In the majority of cultivars, HLVd infection 

was asymptomatic. Symptoms of weak, pallid growth have only been recorded in 

cultivar ' Omega' in hop gardens in the United Kingdom (Anoymous, 1 996). 

HLV d is a circular RNA and 256 nucleotides in length. HL V d contains the central 

conserved region, found in all viroids to date but does not possess the viroid-specific 

oligo(A) stretch in the upper left part of its structure. This feature and its low sequence 

similarity to type representatives of other groups was responsible for the classification of 

HLVd as the first member of a new viroid group (Puchta et a!., 1988a). 
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Surveys found plants infected with HLV d in commercial hop gardens in 1 8  of 20 

countries, and 73 of 80 cultivars. HL V d was detected in four of five cultivars bred in 

New Zealand including 'New Zealand Hallertauer' ,  'Sticklebract' ,  'Superalpha' and 

'Green Bullet' (Hay, pers. comm.). Surveys conducted in Germany found 26 of 27 

samples from 14 'Northern Brewer' gardens infected with HLVd, while 27 of 32 samples 

from 1 6  gardens of 'Hersbrucker' were infected (Puchta et a!., 19 88a). Surveys 

conducted in the Czech Republic (Matousek et a!., 1 994) and Australia (McGee, pers. 

comm.) found HLVd to be ubiquitous across several cultivars, although bulk sampling 

may have over-estimated HLVd incidence. Surveys in the United Kingdom found the 

majority of gardens planted after 1 982 were infected, including nuclear stock plants for 

breeding (Anonymous, 1 996). The world-wide distribution of HL V d is likely to reflect 

spread in germ plasm collections and exchange of breeding material. HL V d was detected 

in all seven cultivars, introduced from the USDA-ARS National Clonal Germplasm 

Repository in Corvallis, Oregon, U.S.A., into Brazil (Fonseca et al., 1 993). 

Differences in the increase in incidence of HLVd in commercial plantings of 'Omega' 

(heavily infected) and ' Wye Northdown' (moderate infection) suggested a varietal effect 

or the influence of higher inoculum levels (Barbara et al., 1 990a). Spread was 

predominantly between adjacent plants. The appearance of new isolated infections also 

suggested the role of an unknown vector (Adams et a!., 1 992; Barbara et al., 1992). 

Later studies by Adams et a!. (1 996) confirmed the spread by mechanical transmission 

and found stem cutting was more effective for transmission than mechanical abrasion 
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between adjacent plants. Tests also failed to demonstrate transmission by Phorodon 

humuli. 

HLV d is considered to be a potentially important constraint to hop production in the 

United Kingdom. Cone yields and alpha acid contents were reported to be 35 % and 30 

% lower, respectively, in HLVd infected ' Omega' plants than healthy plants. The effect 

on 'Wye Northdown' was less severe with no significant decrease in cone weight but a 

significant 1 5  % reduction in alpha acid content. In both cultivars, beta-acids were higher 

in infected plants, suggesting that cone maturation was accelerated (Barbara et al., 

1 990b). 

Detection using dot-blot hybridisation was unreliable early in the growing season. Early 

in the season, HLVd was first detected at the base of new stems, and at mid-season 

exclusively near the shoot tips. In the second half of the growing season HLVd was 

detected in all aerial tissues (Morton et al., 1993). 

Control of HLVd was achieved by using viroid-free plants, produced by storing infected 

plants at low temperature (2-4 °C) in the dark for several months, followed by meristem 

tip culture (Adams et al., 1 996). 
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1.4.5. Humulus j aponicus virus (HJV) 

Humulus j aponicus virus (HJV) is a member of ilarvirus subgroup III. HJV was first 

reported by Adams et a!. (1 989) in the United Kingdom infecting H japonicus seedlings 

grown from seed originating from China. The virus was eradicated from the United 

Kingdom and failed to spread to commercial hop gardens. 

HN virions are isometric particles, unenveloped and range between 24 and 33 nm m 

diameter, and exhibit a conspicuous capsomere arrangement (Brunt et a!., 1996). HJV 

transmission is by seed and mechanical inoculation. The experimental host range extends 

to over nine families, including cultivated hop, with symptoms including necrotic local 

lesions, chlorotic mottle, and mosaic. Serological testing found HJV distantly related to 

PNRSV isolates from Prunus spp. (Adams and Barbara, 1 988). 

1 .4.6. Tobacco necrosis virus (TNV) 

Tobacco necrosis virus, hop strain (TNV) has been reported infecting hops roots in the 

Czech Republic (Albrechtova et a!., 1 979), Romania (Macovei, 1988), and France 

(Eppler, 1988a). The highest level of infection recorded was 28 % in hop gardens in 

Alsace, France (Eppler, 1 988a). TNV is a member of the furovirus genus, the acronym 

describing that it is transmitted by fungi. TNV virions are isometric and 28nm in 

diameter. Certain isolates contain a selectively activated satellite nucleic acid. 
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Transmission relies upon an association with the uniflagellate zoospores of the root 

infecting fungus, Olipidium brassicae (Uyemoto, 1981)  in a non-persistent manner. The 

relationship between zoospore and TNV involves highly specific interactions controlled 

by the genomes of both TNV and the vector (Adams, 1991) .  

Symptoms of infection i n  hop were necrotic local lesions. Successful mechanical 

inoculation to Phaseolus vulgaris induced plant distortion, mottling and marginal 

chlorosis, while Datura stramonium plants also become distorted but systemic infection 

was unpredictable (Albrechtova et al., 1 979). No roots from hop plants in Australia have 

been tested for TNV. 

1.4.7. Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) 

Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) infected 2-3 % of hop plants of 'Huller B itterer' in hop 

gardens in Romania. CMV is the type member of the cucumovirus family. Virions are 

isometric and 30 nm in diameter. Rare infection in hop was associated with leaf distortion 

and chlorotic spots. The identity of this virus was confirmed by mechanical inoculations 

to Nicotiana glutinosa and electron microscopy (Macovei, 1 988). No testing for CMV of 

hop plants from commercial gardens in Australia has been done. 
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1.4.8. Strawberry latent ringspot virus (SLRV) 

Strawberry latent ringspot virus (SLRV) was detected by serological based surveys, 

infecting commercial hop gardens in the Czech Republic (Polak and Svoboda, 1 988) and 

is exotic to Australia. SLRV is a nepovirus belonging to the family comoviridae. This 

virus is transmitted by X diversicaudatum, the same nematode vector of ArMV 

(McNamara and Eppler, 1 988). 

1.4.9. "H-246" hop virus 

Symptoms of necrotic spots on sterns, shoots and leaves in hop gardens in Romania have 

been attributed to a previously uncharacterised virus, "H-246". Mechanical inoculation 

to Ocimum basilicum produced conspicuous black ringspots. Electron microscopy 

studies identified icosahedral shaped particles with diameters ranging between 32 and 

34nrn (Macovei, 1 988). Further investigations into the identity of H-246 are still 

pending. 

1 .4.10. Miscellaneous reports of viruses infecting hops 

Petunia asteroid virus (Smith et al., 1 988) and tomato bushy stunt virus (Polak and 

Svoboda, 1 988) were reported infecting commercial hop gardens in the Czech Republic. 

Alfalfa mosaic virus was reported infecting hops in Chinese gardens (Xie and Tian, 1984; 

Yu and Liu, 1987). 
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1 .5. Diagnostic techniques for hop viruses 

1 .5.1.  Biological methods 

Host symptom expression 

The traditional method of diagnosis involves symptom assessment in hops and in 

herbaceous indicator plants. However, in the case of hop viruses, symptom expression, is 

an unreliable diagnostic tool due to the lack of conspicuous, definitive symptoms. 

Symptoms may easily be confused with other viruses or disorders of a different nature. 

For example, Thresh and Adams (1 983) reported that symptoms of HpMV infection in a 

mosaic sensitive cultivar were similar to symptoms of herbicide damage or nutrient 

disorders such as potash deficiency. The expression of symptoms in hop is also 

ephemeral, inferring that in certain years and in some cultivars virus infections will 

remain asymptomatic. This is related to differences in environmental conditions or 

cultivar sensitivity (Martin, 1 985). For example, HpMV infection is easily diagnosed in 

'Goldings' cultivars, whilst it remains symptomless in others. Infections by HpLV and 

AHLV were asymptomatic in the majority of cultivars (Eppler, 1 998b ). 
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Mechanical inoculation to herbaceous indicator species 

Virus transfer to herbaceous indicator plants attempts to overcome problems associated 

with poor symptom development in hop. The most common inoculum transfer method is 

mechanical sap transmission, which is suitable for the majority of plant viruses. Viruses 

whose aetiology does not allow this type of transfer, such as phloem-limited luteoviruses, 

can be transmitted by grafting or aphid vectors (Agrios, 1997). 

Mechanical inoculation involves extracting the host tissues in an appropriate buffer, to 

prevent particle denaturation, and rubbing the sap extract on the leaf lamina of 

herbaceous indicator species. An abrasive (e.g. celite or carborundum powder) is added 

to inflict sublethal wounds on the epidermal cells, which act as an entry route for viruses. 

Success varies with virus stability, virus concentration, host inhibitor levels, and test 

plant susceptibility (Bos, 1 983). Symptom expression also varies with environmental 

conditions and infections by more than one virus may be missed. Mechanical inoculation 

has been particularly useful for the identification of previously undescribed viruses 

(Agrios, 1 997). 

Mechanical inoculation has been useful for the detection of the viruses infecting hop. 

Traditionally, HpMV was detectable only by graft inoculation to a 'Goldings' cultivar, 

which required skill, time, and space. Diagnostic indicator species have now been 

identified for each virus found infecting hops in Australia (Table 1 .5 . 1 ). 
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Table 1.5.1.  Diagnostic herbaceous indicator species recommended for viruses 

commonly found infecting hops in Australia. 

Virus Diagnostic herbaceous indicator species 

HpMV Nicotiana clevelandii 1 

HpLV Chenopodium murale 1 

PNRSV (A and I) Cucumis sativus I 

Chenopodium quinoa 2 

1 Probasco and Skotland (1 976a); 2 Fridlund (1 959). 

However, problems anse when symptom expressiOn IS erratic and inconsistent, 

developing in several days or only after several weeks. Symptom specificity can also pose 

a problem. Inoculation of PNRSV to C. sativus plants produces conspicuous symptoms 

within 3-8 days, strikingly similar to those of CMV (Thresh et al., 1 977). 

Mechanical inoculation of PNRSV from hop relies upon several external factors, 

influencing the infectivity of virions in sap preparations. The most critical parameters are 

temperature of both source and indicator plants, and the age and cultivar of C. sativus 

plants. Experience in the England found that prolonged hot weather reduced virus levels 

in hops below detectable levels (D.J. Barbara, pers. comm.). Tasmanian climatic 

conditions dictate that the optimal time for mechanical inoculation of PNRSV is spring. 
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Ambient temperatures below 20°C were identified as most suitable to grow source and 

indicator plants. C. sativus plants were most susceptible to infection when cotyledons 

were fully expanded and the first true leaf was expanding. C. quinoa plants of the same 

age were equally susceptible, but slower growing and successful inoculation was less 

likely to induce necrosis in the true leaf causing death (D.J. Barbara, pers. comm.) 

Indexing 

Indexing involves graft inoculation of plant species or cultivars sensitive to specific 

viruses. Successful transmission IS indicated by the development of characteristic 

symptoms (Huttinga, 1 996). Indexing is a commonly used technique in Prunus spp. for 

detecting infection by PNRSV and other economically important viruses (e.g. prune 

dwarf virus, PDV). The most common indicator species is P. serrulata Lindl. 

(Shirofugen flowering cherry). Several buds or bark pieces are budded onto a vigorously 

growing branch at Scm intervals. Bark pieces with PNRSV or PDV induce tissue 
. 

necrosis surrounding the inserted piece in 30-40 days. This test is highly accurate and 

can cope with large numbers of samples, but cannot distinguish between infections of 

PDV or PNRSV (Helton, 1962). 

An alternative indicator species for PNRSV infection of Prunus spp. in the glasshouse is 

Prunus tomentosa Thunb. This indicator is able to distinguish between certain isolates of 

PNRSV and PDV. Symptoms characteristic of PNRSV infection are necrotic spots, rings 
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and arcs on leaves, which appear shortly after budbreak, followed by collapse and death 

of some growing points. PDV infection induces chlorotic mottling, rings and arcs, and 

some necrotic spots (Fridlund, 1 954; 1 964 ). 

1.5.2. Serological Methods 

Serological based tests exploit the ability of a mammal to produce specific antibodies to a 

foreign protein (usually the viral coat protein) (Goulter and Randles, 1 997). Animals, 

usually rats or rabbits are intra-muscularly injected with a purified virus preparation 

(antigen) mixed with an adjuvant, added to enhance the immune reaction. This initiates 

innate immunity processes involving the aspecific recognition of foreign proteins. The 

second process is adaptive immunity involving specific antibody reactions. 

Antibodies are produced by the beta-lymphocytes, which serve as adapters between 

antigens and phagocytes. They are glycoproteins consisting of two heavy and light 

chains linked by disulphide bonds (Figure 1 .5 . 1), and are present in the tissue fluid and 

serum (Crowther, 1 995). The antigen-antibody relationship has three binding interaction 

levels. Epitopes are sequential or structural antigenic determinants consisting of 5-7 

amino acids, situated at the hypervariable regions of both heavy and light chains. 

Cryptotopes are epitopes on the subunit surfaces turned in following polymerisation. 

Neotopes are epitopes created through conformational changes in the inter-unit binding or 

relation of residues adj acent to each other (Randles, 1 986). There are five kinds of 
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Figure 1.5.1. Structural elements of an IgG molecule (Crowther, 1 995). 
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antibody, (IgM, IgG, IgA, IgE and IgD), differing in size, charge, amino acid 

composition, and water content (Crowther, 1 995). Antibodies are collected by bleeding 

the animal through a peripheral, subcutaneous vein, followed by blood purification. 

Polyclonal antiserum contains antibodies raised to the antigen and a variety of foreign 

proteins. The level of this contamination depends upon how purified the virus was prior 

to injection. If virus particles were not efficiently separated from plant proteins, 

subsequent testing will include high levels of background (non-specific reactions to plant 

proteins) making differentiation between virus-infected and healthy plants difficult. 

Monoclonal antibodies are prepared to a single epitope through in vitro cell line culturing 

derived from single antibody producing cells. They are produced by hybridomas, fusions 

between the antibody producing cell and a bone marrow tumour, or myeloma cell. 

Monoclonal antibodies are uniform and epitope specific and can detect variation within 

serogroups, but their specificity infers that even related viruses may be undetectable 

(Goulter and Randles, 1 997). 

1 .5.3. Serological based precipitin reactions 

Precipitin tests can be performed in liquid or gel media, by immunoelectrophoresis or in 

agglutination tests with latex or other markers. Such tests require formation of an antigen

antibody complex, visualised by precipitation and agglutination. Precipitin tests have 

limited sensitivity, and require virus concentrations of 0.5-20 mg/ml. They can be used 

to determine antiserum titre or dilution endpoint and to assess serological relationships 
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between homologous and heterologous antigens. Homologous interactions occur when 

the antiserum reacts with a like antigen strain. Heterologous interactions occur when the 

strain used to produce the antisera is closely related to the antigen strain. 

In the Ouchterlony double-diffusion test, the antigen and antibody are separated in 

adjacent wells and diffuse towards each other through a gel medium. Bands form if the 

antibody reacts with the antigen. The exact position of the band varies with diffusion co

efficients of the antigen and antibody. Virus isolates, either in crude or clarified plant 

sap, can be identified by band pattern. Radial diffusion tests involve antigen placement in 

wells surrounded by antibody impregnated agar. In both radial and double-diffusion tests 

the exact position of the band pattern is also influenced by reactant quantities and 

environmental conditions (Crowther, 1995). 

Immunoelectrophoresis differentiates complex mixtures of antigens by electrophoretic 

mobility and antigen specificity. This technique is used for virus characterisation and 

differentiation of closely related strains. The antigen mixture is first separated by 

electrophoresis. Antiserum is then placed in wells in the gel and allowed to diffuse 

towards the antigen. Precipitin lines develop where the antigen-antibody complex forms 

(Sward and Eagling, 1 995). 

Agglutination involves coupling of either the antigen or antibody to a larger particle (e.g. 

erythrocyte or latex bead). Protein-A-coated latex linked antisera (PALLAS) involves 

linking antisera to a latex bead with an intermediate layer of protein A, from the cell 
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walls of Staphylococcus aureus (Crowther, 1 995). Reverse passive haemoagglutination 

has been used to detect ArMY and PNRSY infection in hops, C. sativus, and N. 

clevelandii. Chymotrypsin-treated sheep erythrocytes were coupled with polyclonal or 

monoclonal antibodies by chromium chloride, and agglutinated by the appropriate 

antigen. However, in practice, field testing of hop plants infected by ArMY and/or 

PNRSY developed false positives. This was caused by a plant lectin-induced 

haemagglutination, in hop sap. False positives were circumvented by addition of 1 % 

peptone. The sensitivity of this test was comparable to DAS-ELISA, and completed 

within 90 minutes (Kolun and Sander, 1 988). 

1.5.4. Immunoelectron microscopy (IEM) 

Immunoelectron microscopy involves the direct observation of virus particles, selectively 

bound to the membrane of an electron microscope grid or by grids pre-treated with an 

antibody. Two common techniques associated with IEM are immunosorbent electron 

microscopy (ISEM) and decoration. ISEM immobilises the antibody to a grid support 

film and unadsorbed antibodies are removed by washing. The captured virus particles are 

visualised by negative staining. ISEM increases the numbers of virus particles trapped, 

enhancing the chance of detection (Sward and Eagling, 1 995). Detection by specific 

antisera can be enhanced by pre-coating grids with a labelled antibody (usually protein 

A). Protein A binds to the Fe portion of the antibody, doubling the binding ability 

(Gough and Shukla, 1 980). The addition of 0.4 M sucrose to virus extracts and washing 

buffers also improves detection levels by reducing the adhesion of plant debris to grids 
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(Derrick and Brlansky, 1 976). Decoration involves immobilisation of virus particles in a 

plant extract directly onto a grid support film, with unadsorbed material removed by 

washing. Trapped virus particles are exposed to antibodies and visualised by negative 

staining (Sward and Eagling, 1995). 

1 .5.5. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 

The development of enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) by Voller et a!., 

(1 976) and Clark and Adams (1 977) revolutionised the serological detection of plant 

viruses. The most common form, double antibody sandwich (DAS-ELISA) was adopted 

by Thresh et a!. ( 1977) for the detection of viruses in hop (Figure 1 .  5.2 ). 

The first step of DAS-ELISA involves coating antibodies to the internal surface of a 

polystyrene microtitre plate by passive adsorption. The success of this step relies upon 

hydrophobic interactions between the nonpolar protein subunits and the plastic matrix. 

The objectives of this step are maximal adsorption of the antibody, retained antigenicity 

and minimal desorption. Antigen adsorption increases to a plateau influenced by 

concentration, temperature, and time of incubation. The reaction efficiency can vary with 

the pH of the coating buffer (Venkatesan and Wakelin, 1 993). The optimum pH of the 

coating buffer is one or two units higher than the pi of the protein, usually consisting of 

0.05M sodium carbonate (pH 9.6). Coating efficiency can be increased by plate rotation 

while incubating, resulting from a higher rate of contact between antibody molecules and 

the solid surface. 
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The second step is the addition of plant sap extracts, containing the antigen. Extracts are 

prepared by grinding plant tissue at 1 : 10 dilution with buffer containing phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS), polyvinyl pyrrolidone (MW 40,000), and in some cases, albumin. 

Antigen particles adhere to the previously adsorbed antibodies. Antigens are detected by 

an enzyme-conjugate, containing an antibody covalently linked to a marker enzyme. 

Commonly used marker enzymes include alkaline phosphatase, horseradish peroxidase 

(HRPO), B-galactosidase, and urease. Alkaline phosphatase removes a phosphate group 

from the substrate, p-nitrophenylphosphate, activated by the presence of magnesium ions, 

in a diethanolamine (pH 9.6) buffer (Figure 1 .5 .3). This reaction can be stopped by 2M 

sodium carbonate. Urease acts by hydrolysing a urea substrate solution releasing 

ammonia, and raising the pH of the solution, subsequently detected by bromocresol 

purple (Crowther, 1 995). 

Over a wide range of concentrations, there is a linear relationship between antibody 

concentration and antigen binding. On examining relationships between conjugate and 

substrate over the same range of concentrations the optical density (OD) curve is 

sigmoidal. This can be explained by changes in the stoichometric ratio of conjugate to 

antibody. Changes in conjugate to antibody ratios are more likely over long incubation 

periods and with high conjugate concentrations (Venkatesan and Wakelin, 1 993). 

Between steps free reagents are removed by washing in buffers containing PBS (0.02M 

phosphate and 0. 1 5  M sodium chloride; pH 7.4) and Tween 20 to prevent antigen 

denaturation and decrease nonspecific reactions by 'wetting' the hydrophilic proteins 

such as immunoglobins. Skim-milk powder (1 %), an immunologically inert reagent, is 
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used to block protein-plastic interactions and protein-antibody interactions which 

contribute to nonspecific binding over long incubation periods. Measures taken to 

decrease nonspecific binding may also decrease specific binding. Finding an optimal 

balance depends upon distinguishing specific from nonspecific reactions and minimizing 

the latter. Incubation periods between all four steps are interchangeable between 37°C 

for four hours and 4°C overnight. If virus is present, it will bind to the antibody adsorbed 

to the solid phase, the antibody of the enzyme conjugate will then bind to the antigen, and 

the enzyme conjugate will cleave the substrate causing a colour change. When using 

alkaline phosphatase, positive samples cause the substrate to change from colourless to 

yellow, assessed by absorption at 405 nm. The extent of colour development, within a 

certain range, is directly proportional to the amount of enzyme conjugate, an indirect 

indicator of virus level. The rate of colour change is also influenced by the buffer 

concentrations, pH, temperature, substrate and/or co-factor concentrations, and complex 

and enzyme stability (Sward and Eagling, 1995). 

Specificity and antisera titre also limit ELISA, depending upon the Immunogen 

characteristics and production method. More injections of partially purified virus lead to 

antisera of lower specificity and increased titre. Later bleeds have lower antisera 

specificity and variable titres. Cross-absorption, which involves the addition of healthy 

plant sap in the enzyme conjugate, can be used to improve poor quality antisera, by 

binding antibodies raised against healthy plant proteins (Crowther, 1 995). 
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Figure 1.5.2. Steps of the DAS-ELISA technique for plant viruses 

(Clark and Adams, 1 977) 
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Figure 1 .5.3. Chemical reaction involved in colour development in DAS-ELISA, using 

the enzyme, alkaline phosphatase, to modify the substrate, 2-nitrophenyl phosphate 

(Skerritt and Appels, 1995). 
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One variation of DAS-ELISA substitutes the microplate solid phase for a magnetic 

microsphere. Antibodies are adsorbed to magnetisable beads and placed into a plant sap 

extract, followed by washing steps, and exposure to enzyme conjugate, and then 

substrate. This technique is equal in sensitivity to tests using a polystyrene plate, has a 

quicker reaction time, and is useful when there are high levels of impurities in the 

reactants (Sward and Eagling, 1 995). An alternative technique, radioimmunoassay (RIA) 

incorporates radioactive detection into ELISA. Antibodies are labelled with 1251 and 

substitute the enzyme conjugate. Virus presence is assessed by levels of emitted 

radioactivity, directly proportional to virus titre within certain ranges (Martin, 1985). 

Control of nonspecific reactions 

Nonspecific reactions are responsible for false positives and occur between the solid 

phase positively charged basic proteins and negatively charged reagents through ionic 

interactions (Clark and Adams, 1977). They can be caused by bacterial growth in buffers, 

inadequate washing steps, poor buffer preparation, and buffer splash between wells. 

These can be controlled, to a certain extent, by use of high quality antisera to decrease 

reactions against plant proteins and standardisation of buffers and incubation times. 

Indirect ELISA using F(ab')2 fragments of immunoglobins can decrease background 

reactions and are comparable in sensitivity to DAS-ELISA. This method is particularly 

useful for comparing antisera of different sources and different bleeds from the same 

source (Barbara and Clark, 1 982; Lommel et al., 1 982; Koenig, 1981  ). F( ab ')2 fragments 

are prepared by pepsin digestion of the IgG molecule. This method requires only a small 
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quantity of single VIrus specific antisera and does not require enzyme conjugation. 

Antigen particles are trapped to a solid phase by the F(ab')2 fragments of the IgG 

molecule. Trapped virus particles are then detected with intact IgG. Enzyme conjugates 

containing protein A are used to probe the second antibody, reactive only to the Fe 

portion of the immobilized antibody. Complexes are visualized by addition of an enzyme 

substrate. This technique allows the use of the second antibody at higher concentrations 

to reveal weak cross-reactions among heterologous combinations of virus and antibody 

(Barbara and Clark, 1 982). It is also useful for investigating cross-reactions between 

related viruses such as HpLV and HpMV (Adams and Barbara, 1 982) by reducing non

specific binding of enzymes at high concentrations of virus specifi.c conjugates (Lommel 

et al., 1 982; Koenig, 1981) .  False positives may also be caused by rheumatoid factor 

interference (RF), occurring when IgM binds to the Fe portion of the IgG and is 

recognised by the enzyme conjugate (Crowther, 1 995). 

ELISA detection ofPNRSV 

ELISA is widely accepted as the preferred routine detection method for PNRSV 

infections in rose (Stein et al., 1 987; Wong and Horst, 1 988), hop, and Prunus x 

domestica (Barbara et al., 1 978). ELISA is sensitive to the nanogram level, identifies 

strains, detects antigen molecules less than 2-5000 kDa in size, and is suitable for 

processing large numbers of samples. Samples should be herbaceous tissues and contain 

high virus titres (e.g. succulent leaves or petals). ELISA is not suitable for assaying 

woody host materials, which contain inhibitors (e.g. tannins and polyphenol oxides) and 
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increase nonspecific reactions. However, growth can be induced from dormant budwood, 

from which the young buds from budsticks and petals can then be tested (Martin, 1985). 

The detection accuracy of ELISA also varies with season and stage of growth, and may 

decrease with plant age. Testing of PNRSV infection in the same growing season in an 

Australian hop garden ('Pride of Ringwood') was 99 % successful in detecting infection 

in chronically infected plants in November, 78 % in January, and 55 % in February 

(Salier, pers. comm.). An understanding of virus titre changes throughout the growing 

season is essential prior to embarking upon widespread surveys to ensure samples are 

collected when detection accuracy is high. Studies by Thresh et al. (1 977) detected 

PNRSV and HpMV infection in hops by ELISA throughout the season in a wide variety 

of tissue types. PNRSV was also detected in roots and rhizomes. A study of PNRSV 

levels in 'Hallertauer Gold' also found that extinction values (A405) increased from May 

to early June, reaching a maximum in June or July and declining in August and 

September (Anonymous, 1 980). 

Interpretation of ELISA results and experimental design 

The significance of ELISA results is also influenced by factors including technique and 

statistical interpretation of results. Edge effects on plates from either cross-reactions or 

nonspecific reactions are a common cause of false positives. Edge effects occur when 

equilibrium has not been reached in any one of the ELISA steps (Sutula, et al., 1 986). 

Stacking plates is one cause, as temperature gradients develop between the outer and 

inner wells, which influence the rates of reaction. The choice of dilution for the antibody 
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and enzyme-conjugate is also crucial and must be established prior to commercial testing 

through dilution curves and determination of end point titre. The end point titre is 

defined as the level at which the positive samples equilibrates to negative samples. If 

positive, negative and blank (buffer only) samples are included on each plate optical 

densities (ODs) from test samples can be compared to a standard curve to allow for plate

to-plate and day-to-day variability. Direct ELISA results relate to the antibody levels, 

while indirect ELISAs indicate levels of antibody binding (Crowther, 1 995). 

Overinterpretation of ELISA results, such as drawing quantitative conclusions when only 

qualitative results are possible should be avoided (Sutula, et a!., 1986). 

To help ensure accurate results with ELISA, positive and negative thresholds, co

efficients of variation (CV) (CV = standard deviation of OD I mean of OD (%)) can be 

quoted. Negative standards should be established by a number of different individuals to 

ensure adequate coverage of possible values. A histogram of frequency versus 

absorbance values is useful for recognizing the distribution of data sets and to visualise 

differences between positive and negative populations. The negative population is not 

always normally distributed and may be skewed to the right. This "tail" area has a high 

potential for false positives and negatives to occur, depending upon data interpretation 

(Fenlop and Sopp, 1991) .  Commonly used standards in ELISA for setting the positive 

threshold include twice the mean of the healthy controls and Chebychev's Equivalent 

(Mean + 3 x standard deviation of the healthy controls) (Sutula, et al., 1 986). 

Discriminate analysis (CORROD) and dose response curves have also been used in 

clinical medicine to assess ELISA results. However, when discriminate analysis was 
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used to interpret plant virus testing results the number of false negatives increased and the 

number of false positives decreased, as thresholds were selected at higher absorbance 

levels (Burrows, et al., 1 984). Reporting of ELISA data requires thresholds to be clearly 

stated, the negative value range be familiar, negative and positive samples be included on 

each plate, control samples should match test samples with respect to host type, tissue 

type, age and position, and test samples should be replicated (Sutula et a/., 1 986). 

Experimental design is also an important consideration in the control of experimental 

error and variability between ELISA tests. Clark and Adams (1 977) first identified the 

peripheral wells of ELISA plates as being atypical in their reaction and recommended 

they be discarded. Hebert et al. (1 985) suggested pairing of duplicate samples and 

negative controls, so negative control absorbances could be subtracted from sample 

readings. Fenlon and Sopp (1991) suggested the combining of variances across plates, 

after removal of inter-plate differences, could increase the precision of estimates of the 

positive-negative threshold (critical value) and detection limit. Classical experimental 

designs such as blocking, Youden Square and Lattice Square were found to increase test 

precision but failed to accommodate large numbers of replicates (Burrows et a!., 1 984). 

Completely randomized block designs also increased the precision of result 

interpretation, as than the variation among treatments within blocks was less than 

variation among treatments between blocks. B auske et al. ( 1 994) found that alpha (0, 1 ), 

one-restrictional resolvable incomplete block designs allowed for higher precision than 

the larger, complete blocks of the randomized complete block design. This design is a 

generalized, resolvable lattice because if all the small, incomplete blocks were combined 
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a complete block is fonned. Randomization also decreases significant row and column 

effects, resulting in unacceptably high type I error rates. This design provides effective 

control of within plate variability and accommodates two replicates of 48 treatments on a 

single plate to reduce the effects of within microplate variability. 

1.5.6. Nucleic acid based methods 

Nucleic acid based methods are used for the detection of viroids, defective viruses, and 

viruses infecting woody hosts. Unreliable serological detection in some hosts may result 

from the presence of inhibitors of a coloured, oxidizing and cross-linking nature, low or 

variable virus titres, and uneven viral distributions within the plant (Newbury and 

Possingham, 1 977). Specific detection methods are based on labelled nucleic acid probes 

that hybridize to the pathogens genomic material or specific amplification of genomic 

material using polymerase chain reaction (PCR). These techniques rely upon 

determination of sections of the pathogen genome, many of which are lodged in 

GenBank/EMBL databases (Goulter and Randles, 1 997). Polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (PAGE) can also be used to detect pathogens by replicative virus double

stranded (ds) RNA or viroid RNA through nucleic acid separation. This is important for 

the identification of previously undescribed pathogens (Loening, 1967). Agarose gel 

electrophoresis gave better resolution of the three classes of nucleoproteins of PNRSV 

than sucrose gradients. Three PNRSV isolates inseparable by serology, were 

distinguished by electrophoretic mobility patterns (Ong and Mink, 1989). 
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Nucleic acid hybridization (NAH) methods are based upon the principle that a specific 

virus or viroid has a unique nucleotide sequence and related pathogens will show 

similarity. NAH involves the formation of double-stranded nucleic acid by specific 

hybridization between the target single-stranded (ss) nucleic acid sequence in the genome 

and complementary ss nucleic acid probe (Skerritt and Appels, 1 995). The detection of 

viruses can be based upon radioactivity, enzyme labels (e.g. fluorescein) or steroid 

antigens. The most widely used radioactive probe is 32P, its high energy resulting in a 

shorter detection time. Non-radioactive probes have advantages including prolonged 

stability, equal or better sensitivity, rapid detection, less cost, and safer preparations. 

However, results from probes involving assessment of a colometric product on a filter can 

be difficult to quantify (Waterhouse and Chu, 1 995). 

cRNA probes, used in dot-blot techniques, are useful for assessmg new inoculation 

techniques (Heuss-LaRosa et al., 1 995) and have been useful in elucidating the 

relationships between PNRSV isolates. Dot blots involve the binding of pathogen nucleic 

acid to a solid phase, such as nylon or nitrocellulose, followed by hybridization of 

complementary pathogen nucleic acid (eDNA), and detection by a labelled probe. Probes 

may be incorporated into a bacterial plasmid for propagation (Owens and Diener, 1 984). 

Dot blots were found to be capable of detecting lower quantities of virus than ELISA 

when testing Prunus spp. for viruses and that ELISA may miss infections due to isolate 

differences. Probes prepared against PNRSV isolates from Prunus persica were specifi.c 

and failed to react with PDV, ApMV, tobacco streak ilarvirus, and PNRSV -I (Crosslin et 

al., 1 992). 
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The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is used because of its simplicity and versatility 

(Waterhouse and Chu, 1 995). It is useful for detection of viroids and viruses, including 

those with genomes of ss DNA. PCR amplifies target DNA by heat denaturation, 

annealing, and extension using the enzyme, Taq polymerase. However, considering the 

genomes of most virus and virus-like pathogens consist of RNA, the target sequence must 

be converted to DNA using reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (R T -PCR). 

The heat denaturation reaction separates the ds RNA strands. Synthetic oligonucleotide 

primers are then hybridized to the 5 '  end of both sense and antisense strands, providing a 

template for Taq polymerase to synthesise new DNA (Waterhouse and Chu, 1 995). The 

success of PCR depends upon the ability to differentiate sequences unique to the 

pathogen. The careful choice of primers is, therefore, important. This sequence should 

ideally consist of conserved sequences specific to a virus or virus family, using a 

population of primers with base degeneracy in specific positions. Primers should consist 

of 20 base pairs (bp) to avoid decreasing the efficiency of the amplification (Goulter and 

Randles, 1 997). Rosner et al. (1 997) illustrated that PNRSV detection was improved by 

using a primer pair yielding a short (200 bp) product than a longer (785 bp) product. 

Cycle repetition results in an exponential increase in the number of target DNA 

molecules. Amplified sequences can be visualised following gel electrophoresis by 

staining with ethidium bromide and examination under UV illumination, by silver 

staining or chemiluminescence (Waterhouse and Chu, 1 995). RT-PCR has detected 

PNRSV in dormant Prunus per sica trees testing negative by serological methods (Spiegel 

et al., 1 996). 
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Immunocapture-PCR (IC-PCR) combines PCR and serology to detect low concentrations 

of viruses in oxidizing plant extracts. IC-PCR washes away inhibitory plant constituents 

from virions immobilized by antibodies and uses the virion as a template for reverse 

transcription. Oxidizing plant extracts are removed by washing and the bound virions 

detected by RT-PCR. Rowhani et al. ( 1 995) compared the detection of various viruses in 

a variety of plant tissue extracts using IC-PCR and DB-PCR. Detection levels were 

generally higher for ApMV and PNRSV using IC-PCR in herbaceous and woody hosts. 

Detection levels using IC-PCR and DB-PCR were higher in herbaceous hosts than woody 

hosts. Candresse et al. (1 997), developed a variation of the IC-PCR technique to 

simultaneously detect and identify PNRSV and ApMV by selection of a polyvalent 

primer pair. This method identified a viral isolate from rose reacting to PNRSV -ApMV 

primers but failed to react to either of the virus-specific capture probes. The isolate was 

concluded to belong to the "intermediate" PNRSV group. The lack of sequence 

information hinders further progress in the characterisation of PNRSV -I isolates. 

Previously uncharacterised PNRSV strains by serology or particle characteristics have 

also been identified infecting Prunus spp. Nucleotide sequence alignment of a 1 .5 kb 

PCR product obtained from RNA 3 of several PNRSV isolates revealed both symptom 

type and serotype correlated with nucleotide sequence and amino acid sequence of the 3a 

(putative movement protein) and 3b (coat protein) open reading frames. Specifically 

designed PCR assays based on this information have been useful in providing reliable 

methods of detecting strain specificity (Hammond et al., 1997). 
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1.6. Viral epidemiology 

1.6. 1 .  Principles of pathogen spread 

An epidemic results from pathogen spread amongst a population of many individuals 

over a relatively large area within a relatively short timeframe (Thresh, 1 982; Keane and 

Kerr, 1 997). The spread of plant viruses relies upon intimate associations with vectors, 

physical plant contact or transmission by pollen and/or seed. A detailed knowledge of 

how individual viruses spread among plants is vital to fully understand the economic 

impact of a disease and for the design of economically viable control options. There are 

several commonly adopted modes by which viruses can be disseminated to infect new 

host plants (Table 1 .6 . 1) .  
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Table 1 .6.1. Common modes of transmission for plant viruses and common examples 

(Thresh, 1 978) 

Mode of transmission Example 

Contact Tobacco mosaic virus 

Pollen/Seed Prunus necrotic ringspot virus 

Fungi Tobacco necrosis virus 

Nematode Arabis mosaic virus 

Mealybugs Cacao swollen shoot virus 

Thrips Tomato spotted wilt virus 

Beetles Squash mosaic virus 

Aphids Hop mosaic virus 

Whiteflies Cotton leaf curl 

Leaf/planthoppers Potato yellow dwarf virus 

Types of virus spread 

An infection "focus" was defined as "a site of localized concentration of infected plants, 

either about a primary source of infection or coinciding with an area originally favourable 

to establishment, and tending to influence the pattern of further spread of the disease" 

(British Mycological Society, 1 953). The term "cluster" was defined as "a number of 

diseased plants grouped closely together". These terms are generally synonymous. 
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However, an important distinction is that a focus may consist of one infected plant, while 

a cluster contains more than one infected plant (Nelson, 1 996). 

Virus spread can be either local or long distance. Local spread, originating from within 

or adjacent to a crop, leads to the progressive enlargement of existing outbreaks. The 

appearance of primary (initial) foci may result from pathogen dispersal from outside the 

crop. Primary foci may originate from infected crop seed or a vegetatively propagated 

unit ofthe crop itself. For viruses with a wide host range, the appearance ofprimary foci, 

may also be influenced by external virus reservoirs such as alternative weed hosts 

(similar or unrelated species of wild or cultivated plants) occurring within or outside 

plantings (Thresh, 1 978). The patterns of primary foci of insect-vectored viruses may be 

influenced by obstructions to wind caused by natural topography, artificial windbreaks, 

and hedgerows. These features disrupt air currents, affecting the dispersal of insect 

vectors flying above crops and the number that alight (Lewis, 1 969). Spread by infective 

vectors overwintering in nearby hedgerows is characterised by primary infections 

aggregated around the edges of fields. Edge effects occur when infection levels are 

greatest at the perimeter of the crop and decrease with increasing distance from the fields 

edge. Infection gradients are steeper if the vector has limited mobility (e.g. nematode), 

and typically shallow if the vector is more mobile (e.g. aphid). The distance beyond 

which infection reaches an asymptote is termed the 'horizon of infection'. Most viruses 

have evolved complementary dual methods of achieving spread involving both short and 

long distance dispersal (Thresh, 1 976). However, viruses differ greatly in their 

epidemiological competence, defined by Crosse (1 967) as "the ability of pathogens to 
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sustain the unbroken sequence of infection necessary for survival". From an ecological 

point of view, long distance spread increases over distances according to the inverse 

square law, is potentially hazardous considering the potential for spread of specific virus 

strains. 

1.6.2. Spatial analysis of discrete data 

When the objective is to determine spatial patterns of infected plants, the ideal situation 

entails the testing of every plant in a field. The practicality of this method is related to 

field size and testing procedures. When this type of census sampling is not achievable, 

fields, or small components of them, are often split into contiguous quadrats and the 

proportion of infected plants calculated. Spatial analysis can then attempt to fit quadrat 

count frequency data to discrete probability distributions. This method indicates whether 

a spatial pattern deviates from the assumed random distribution. If individual plant 

information is available, changing the data to this format would decrease the amount of 

obtainable information, because quadrat analyses are unable to detect disease density 

changes on a length scale larger or smaller than the quadrat size and spatial alignment of 

infected plants within quadrats (Ferrandino, 1996a). 

The techniques for spatial analysis of discrete data, are based on either the position of 

infected plants to each other within or across rows or distances between infected plants. 
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Two dimensional analyses 

Doublet runs analysis, was introduced by Vanderplank ( 1 946), for the detection of 

random or nonrandom spatial patterns of diseased plants within a field. A doublet was 

defined as two adjacent diseased plants. This method compares the observed number of 

doublets compared to those expected under a null hypothesis of randomness, calculated 

from the number of infected plants and total number of plants in the row or plot. The 

standard deviation, given under the null hypothesis, for this method was concluded as 

incorrect by Converse et a!. ( 1979) who proposed an alternative known as corrected 

doublet analysis. This calculation was complicated and despite this, results from both 

analyses were biased towards indicating clustering when disease incidence was high. 

Ordinary run analysis (Gibbons, 1 976) is now the preferred method for detecting 

randomness of infected plants (Madden et a!., 1 982). 

Ordinary run analysis defines a run as "a succession of one or more like events (healthy or 

infected plants), followed and preceded by a plant of the opposite state". The null 

hypothesis states the sequence of infected plants was random, whilst the alternative 

hypothesis is the aggregation of infected plants. The number of expected runs, E(U), is 

based upon the number of infected plants in a row (m) and the total number of plants (N) 

(Equation 1 .6 . 1 ) .  

E(U) = 1 + 2m(N-m) I N  Equation 1 . 6 . 1  

This is  compared to the number of observed runs, O(U). The standard deviation of U i s  

explained i n  equation 1 .6.2. 
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lf2 Su = (2m(N-m)[2m(N-m)-N)/[N (N- 1 ) ) Equation 1 .6.2 

Standardized U is given by equation 1 .6 .3 (the constant, 0.5, is the correction for 

continuity). 

Zu = [U + 0.5 - E(U))Isu Equation 1 .6.3 

The distribution ofZu  follows an asymptotic sampling distribution. S ample numbers less 

than 20 require tables for determining significance levels, but this is not recommended. 

Analysis of rows with disease incidence greater than 95 % or less than 5 % is also not 

recommended as the standard-normal approximation for the test statistic under the null 

hypothesis of randomness may (or may not) hold under these extreme conditions (L.V. 

Madden, pers. conun.). Nonrandom sequences (aggregation) of infected plants are 

concluded if Zu is less than - 1 .64 (P=0.05). This indicates the test is one-sided and hence 

only the left-tail probability is used (Madden et a!., 1982). 

Ordinary run analysis can combine rows in three different ways. The first combines the 

last plant of row i with the first plant of row i+ 1 in either direction (Madden et al., 1 987). 

Using this method with large sample sizes, the hypothetical row length (number of plants 

per row x number of rows, nN) and standard deviation become very small making it 

easier to conclude a clustered sequence of diseased plants as disease incidence increases. 

An alternative approach is to calculate the Z-statistic for each row and determine the 

percentage of rows with clustered patterns (Campbell et al., 1 984; Madden et al., 1987). 

A two-dimensional form of ordinary run analysis is also used in crops not arranged in a 

regular lattice arrangement, making runs assessment across rows usually impossible. To 

overcome this, an abstract lattice can be constructed by making transects across rows at 
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one metre intervals. If the transect crosses a diseased plant in a row this is recorded as a 

one. If a healthy plant was crossed it was recorded as a zero. Ordinary run analysis can 

then be used along transects and within rows (Jeger et a!., 1 987). 

Distance class analysis 

Distance-class based analyses are used to describe spatial patterns of diseased plants to 

characterize distance and spatial orientation among infected plants. This method analyses 

both quadrat-based data and discrete binary data arranged in an evenly spaced lattice. 

Gray et a!. (1986) developed two-dimensional distance class analysis for the 

characterization of spatial relationships of diseased plants within row crops. It was 

originally written in FORTRAN for a mainframe computer, and later adapted and 

compiled in Microsoft QuickBASIC language by Nelson et a!. ( 1992) into 2DCLASS, 

making it accessible as microcomputer software. This method uses a co-ordinate system 

to describe plant locations in terms of [X,Y] distance values. Distance classes, based 

upon the absolute difference between [X) and [Y) values, are assigned to all pairs of 

diseased plants. The total number of pairs of diseased plants in each distance class is 

standardized by dividing by the total number of healthy plants within the same class, 

referred to as the standardized count frequency (SCF). These frequencies can then be 

compared between any distance class. Expected counts are generated by monte carlo 

computer simulations, assuming a random pattern of diseased plants. The minimum 

number of simulations was 400. Expected counts are compared to observed counts for 

quantification of randomness of diseased plant pairs and their orientation within the 
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lattice. Two-dimensional distance class analysis also quantifies average cluster size, 

distance between/among clusters, relative cluster location within the lattice, within- and 

across-row aggregation, and edge effects (Gray et a!., 1 986). 

This method was later extended to include temporal information by the programme, 

STCLASS,  which detects and quantifies attributes of nonrandom patterns of disease 

increase in regularly spaced plant populations (Nelson, 1 995a). The null hypothesis 

dictates that healthy plants in a population have an equal (random) chance of becoming 

diseased in the period between two assessment dates. Expected spatial patterns of 

diseased plants for the second assessment date are generated by assigning the number of 

newly diseased plants to random spatial positions among the healthy plant population 

observed on the first date. Significance testing relies upon comparison between observed 

and expected SCF values in each distance class. This is based upon the number of times 

the observed standardized count frequency for each distance class exceeds the expected in 

the 400 monte carlo simulations. The significance of SCF values is summarised in a 

distance class matrix .  The proportion of significant SCF values to the size of the matrix 

indicates the extent of nonrandomness. Relative shape, size, and position of contiguous 

groups are also used to describe and quantify pattern attributes (i.e. core cluster, reflected 

clusters) .  The core cluster is  defined as the group of contiguous, significant (P�0.05) 

SCF values for distance classes adj acent to the [X,Y] region [0,0] of the distance class 

matrix. The intensity of aggregation is summarised by the 'proximity index', defined as 

the ratio of the number of significant SCF (P�0.05) values in a core cluster to the [X,Y] 

dimensions of the core cluster. If disease spread is nonrandom the proximity index 
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approaches one. Reflected clusters, indicating possible disease increase in secondary 

foci, are identified as contiguous groups of significant SCF (P:::;;0.05) values elsewhere in 

the distance class matrix. Datasets with >8% significant SCF values are concluded as 

nonrandom. Edge effects are significant if �12.5% of the SCF values at the right hand 

and bottom left edges of the distance class matrix were significantly greater than expected 

(P:::;;O.OS). A spatiotemporal distance class analysis is a descriptive form of analysis and 

not intended to provide an integrated, simultaneous evaluation of an entire epidemic or 

identify models that can account for the evolution of observed spatial patterns (unlike 

previous analysis methods, such as spatiotemporal autocorrelation) (Reynolds and 

Madden, 1988). It also has the advantage of being considerably simpler than other 

methods of analysis such as geostatistics and time series analysis (Nelson, 1 995b ). 

At the time of publishing, two-dimensional and spatiotemporal distance class analysis had 

certain limitations. Minor variability in results was observed from multiple analysis of a 

common data set. This resulted from the random placement of diseased plants during the 

monte carlo simulations, and changes in confidence limits between runs. This was 

counteracted, to a certain degree, by performing a large number of simulations for each 

data set concluding a common result. Conclusions were not valid when the proportion of 

infected plants was very small (less than 0.20) or very high (greater than 0.85), even when 

infected plants were arranged randomly. The number of significant count frequencies 

needed to draw the conclusion of nonrandomness therefore depends upon matrix size and 

uniformity, and disease incidence. The upper limits for the proportion of missing plants in 
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a lattice is unknown, and arbitrarily, the maximum proportion of missing plants was set at 

0.20 (Nelson et al., 1 992; Nelson and Campbell, 1 993). 

Two-dimensional distance class analysis was reviewed by Ferrandino ( 1996b). This 

study identified two problems, both related to the monte carlo simulation enumeration of 

confidence limits. For large fields with high disease incidence, it was shown that the 

appropriate number of simulations was closer to 4 x 1 05 than the recommended 400. This 

was because of the many distances and angular orientations tested and consequently the 

appearance of a high number of type one errors . This problem was seen in all multiple 

comparison tests, corrected only by employing a more conservative test of statistical 

significance. To overcome these problems, Ferrandino (1 996b) presented a new method, 

based on combinatorial theory, to calculate the mean and confidence limits of the 

expected number of infected plant pairs. This method involved constructing a 2 x 2 

contingency table for each distance-orientation class. Deviations from random behaviour 

were tested using a chi-square test of independence with one degree of freedom (Equation 

1 .6.4 ). 

I =  number of infected pairs 

N = number of pairs Equation 1 .6.4 

For validation of this method the expected number of pairs must be greater than five. If 

less than five the distribution becomes skewed and not well described by the symmetrical 

chi-square distribution. In this case the hypergeometric function may be used to calculate 

exact probability. Evaluation of how many comparisons had been mistakenly judged 
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significant (Type I errors) by a bonferroni confidence limit (Equation 1 .6.5) was also 

suggested. 

� = 1- (0.95) l/c 

c = number of plants in lattice 

Equation 1 .6.5 

Despite changes to the algorithms of two-dimensional distance class analysis, difficulties 

in result interpretation remained. The "core cluster" size was still a function of field size, 

and defined by a probabilistic limit linked to the number of infected plants in the lattice. 

The spatial displacement between regions of target and reference plants also created a 

problem due to possible differences in infection levels between the two populations 

(Ferrandino, 1 996a). This was enhanced when comparing areas particularly high or low 

in disease near the plot boundary confounding the detection of nonrandom behaviour at 

different length scales. Reflected clusters and edge effects were also shown to result from 

interactions between large-scale structures within the field and assumed equivalence of 

reference and target-plant populations (Ferrandino, 1 996b ). 
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Radial correlation analysis 

Radial correlation analysis addressed these concerns and is now considered the most 

appropriate method of spatial analysis for discrete binary data, carried out by the 

programme, '2DCORR' (Ferrandino, 1 998), and recently combined into the programme, 

'Epistats' (F.J. Ferrandino, pers. comm.). This analysis corrects for different degrees of 

spatial heterogeneity at varying length scales by a pair-count method. It is the discrete 

analog of correlation analysis applied to a two-dimensional lattice of plants. It also 

eliminates reflected clusters, enhances the core cluster (peak around the origin, X =0. 

Y=O), handles the problems associated with unrepresentative disease incidence near plot 

boundaries, and therefore enhances detection of short-range correlation. The probability 

of deviation from a random spatial distribution is calculated by a Kolmogorov-Smimov

type analysis, based on a cumulative probability density function for the total number of 

infected-infected plant pairs within a given distance. This distance is an estimate for the 

length scale over which disease is correlated. The number of infected plant pairs (lAB) is 

calculated by Equation 1 .6 .6 .  IA and IB are the number of infected reference and target 

plants respectively, and N is the total number of plants. 

Equation 1 .6 .6 

The observed number of pairs is  compared to the expected number of pairs (Equation 

1 .6 .7). Significance of deviation from the expected number of pairs is examined by 

Fisher's Exact test, through a chi-square comparison test with one degree of freedom. 

The chi-square value is given by Equation 1 .6 .7 .  
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X2 = [I lAB X N - lA X IBI - { Nr/2 } f N I lA X IB(N - lA) X (N - IB) 

Equation 1 .6.7 

A bonferroni correction is again applied to guarantee less than a 5% chance of one type 

one error. This correction is based upon the assumption that all comparisons will be 

considered with no assumption about spatial behaviour. Despite the high protection 

against false positives this may be too conservative in some instances and create problems 

with Type two errors (missed significance). To overcome this, the proximity hypothesis 

can be altered depending upon prior spatial pattern knowledge, by changing the 'n' term 

of the bonferroni correction (Ferrandino, 1 998). 

A radial cumulative probability distribution function (P(r)) is constructed based upon the 

total numbers of observed infected plant pairs less than a distance, 'r' apart. Values 

making up the probability distribution function are predicted from each distance

orientation class. The deviation between the observed and predicted functions is used to 

assess the distance range ('r' plant separation units where the deviation is _maximum) over 

which spatial correlation is important in all directions. The significance of deviation 

between expected and observed cumulative probability functions is assessed by a 

Kolmogorov-Smimov one-tail test, as the sole interest lies in positive differences (deltas) 

(Sokal and Rohlf, 198 1).  
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Disease foci analysis 

A simple method of analysing disease foci was proposed by Nelson (1 996), involving the 

direct description and summary of disease foci. The advantage of this analysis is its 

relatively simplicity and it permits epidemics to be examined from a population of 

disease foci rather than a population of individually diseased plants. This concept is 

strongly supported throughout ecological literature (Hastings and Harrison, 1 994). The 

method utilises the concept of spatial proximity from chess and from spatial lag 

correlation analysis of continuous data (Modjeska and Rawlings, 1 983; Gottwald et a!., 

1 992). Adjacent diseased plants (spatial lag = 1), and diseased plants sharing an edge 

(rook's case) or a comer (bishop's case) in a lattice are considered part of the same 

disease focus. To enhance the understanding of the spatial dynamics of the pathosystem, 

foci analysis is able to define several related variables. Focus number (N) is defined as 

the total number of disease foci in the matrix. Focus "size" (s) is defined as the number 

of diseased plants in a disease focus. Foci are also defined by the maximum row (r) and 

column (c) dimensions spanned. Proximity index (PI) indicate foci compactness, 

calculated as (sire), and vary inversely with compactness (Nelson, 1996). However, there 

are potential limitations associated with this type of analysis. Aggregation varies with 

disease mean, and therefore, usually with time (Madden, 1989; Yang and TeBeest, 1 992), 

implying that spatial and temporal model parameters, including focus number, size, and 

proximity index, are also density dependent. This infers that it may not be possible to 

assess the significance of some values because of difficulties in determining whether 
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temporal changes in foci attributes are due to changes in disease spatial pattern or 

changes in disease incidence. This does not preclude its use but infers that conclusions 

drawn should be interpreted with caution. 
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1 .7. Effect of viruses on yield and quality of hop cultivars 

Characteristic disease symptoms on hop, such as nettlehead, split leaf blotch, and 

barebine were studied for many years before being later associated with ArMY infection 

(Clark et al., 1 979; Davies and Clark, 1983). Nettlehead symptoms in 'Fuggle' reduced 

yield of cones by 96 % and 77 %, and alpha acid content by 15 % and 9 %  respectively in 

two separate trials (Keyworth, 1945). The cone yield of plants displaying split leaf blotch 

symptoms was 39 % and 48 % less than in symptomless plants. In addition, the alpha 

acid content in plants displaying split leaf blotch symptoms were 7 % and 4 % less than 

in symptomless plants in each of two trials (Legg, 1 959). ArMY infected plants 

displaying split leaf blotch symptoms were also 40 % less likely to establish after 

planting than healthy plants (Legg and Ormerod, 1 959). 

Many trials compared plants showing "virus associated symptoms" with plants with no 

symptoms. 'Late Cluster' plants showing a mosaic or leaf and cone malformation on 

average yielded 60 % and 3 1  % less respectively in two trials than symptomless plants 

(Romanko and Skotland, 1964). However, no effect on yield was demonstrated in 'Late 

Cluster' plants showing a line-ringspot leaf symptom. Likens and Nickerson (1 967) also 

failed to demonstrate yield loss in 'Late Cluster' plants showing a yellow-f1eck and line 

leaf symptom (Romanko and Skotland, 1964 ). 
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The first examination of virus effects over time demonstrated an average cone yield 

reduction of four bales per acre, but in some cases no yield losses were reported 

(Skotland, 1967). In plants showing virus-associated symptoms the alpha acid content 

was 1 8  % lower than in symptomless plants. No significant reductions in beta acid 

content were identified. Changes in the essential oil components were highly variable. 

The maximum reduction in total essential oil levels was 1 3  %. However, in some cases 

the essential oil composition in plants displaying virus-associated symptoms was 

identical to that of symptomless plants (Skotland, 1967). 

The development of effective serological detection procedures meant that suspicious 

symptoms could be definitively associated with virus infection and allowed rapid 

detection of non symptomatic infections. The first statistical companson of virus

infected and healthy plants, was conducted in 'Bullion' .  In this cultivar ArMY was 

associated with a 26 % reduction in yield, but alpha acid content was not signifi.cantly 

reduced (Thompson and Neve, 1 971) .  

1 .7.1. United Kingdom 

Of the three viruses found commonly infecting hops in Australia, PNRSV has been 

traditionally associated with causing the greatest negative impact on the production of 

cultivars grown in the United Kingdom (Neve and Thresh, 1 984). For example, in 

PNRSV infected 'Fuggle' plants the alpha and beta acid content was 0.5 % and 0.3 % 

lower respectively than in healthy plants. PNRSV infection was also associated with an 8 
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% decrease in yield. In 'Cascade' plants infected by PNRSV the alpha acid content, beta 

acid content, and yield was 3 %, 1 %, and 20 % lower respectively than in healthy plants. 

Similarly, PNRSV infected 'Bullion' plants had 20 % lower yields and 2 % lower alpha 

acid content than healthy plants. Beta acid content was identical in both PNRSV infected 

and healthy 'Bullion' plants (Anonymous, 1 976). Neve and Lewis, (1 977) associated 

PNRSV infection in 'Wye Northdown' plants with a 32 % reduction in yield and 8 % 

decrease in alpha acid content. Reductions in alpha acid content in PNRSV -infected 

plants have been associated with fewer resin glands with marginally lower alpha acid 

content (Thomas, 1 982c). However, delays in maturity were suggested by Neve and 

Thresh (1 984) as another possible cause of lower alpha acid content, as hop cones 

harvested from PNRSV infected plants also had lower dry matter content throughout the 

season. HpMV infection is lethal in sensitive cultivars (e.g. 'Goldings '). In a survey 

conducted by Chambers et al. (1 986), HpMV and HpLV caused no losses in yield or 

levels of bittering compounds in four cultivars commonly grown in the United Kingdom. 

In some cultivars, HpLV infection caused a reduction in yield in the first year after 

establishment with full recovery in the second year. Thus, this virus is no longer 

routinely screened for in virus certification schemes in England (P. Darby, pers. comm.). 

1.7.2. Germany 

Comparisons between plots of PNRSV -infected and virus-tested 'Huller Bitter' in 

Germany over a three year period (1 978, 1 979, and 1980) consistently recorded 

reductions in alpha acid content (21 %, 1 8  %, and 22 % respectively). Reductions in 
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cone yields were also found in PNRSV infected plants in 1 979 (27 %) and 1 980 (30 %). 

In a later study, the alpha acid content in PNRSV -infected 'Huller Bitter' and 'Northern 

Brewer' was 1 8% to 26% lower than in virus-tested plants (Kremheller, et al., 1988). 

1.7.3. United States of America (U.S.A.) 

Significant effects on agronomic and yield characteristics from infections by HpLV, 

HpMV, and PNRSV were identified in 'Chinook' in individual and mixed infections 

(Probasco and Murphey, 1 996). All three viruses significantly reduced lateral length, leaf 

weight, and the number of nodes per lateral. The height of plants infected by HpMV was 

also significantly reduced. Infection by HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV significantly 

reduced cone yield, dry matter content, and the number of cones per plant. Individual 

cone weights were also significantly reduced in plants infected by PNRSV and HpMV. 

All three viruses reduced levels of the brewing organic acids (% alpha acids and % beta 

acids) and brewing oils (% total oil, % myrcene, % humulene, % caryophyllene). Plants 

infected by HpMV had significantly reduced % cohumulone, and hQp storage index 

(Probasco and Murphey, 1 996). 

1 .7.4. New Zealand 

The effects of viruses on yield and the levels ofbittering compounds were studied in four 

trials in 'Superalpha' (Hay et al., 1 988). The effect was variable and at one site as no 

difference was recorded in dryweight of cones per plant, or cone alpha acid content 
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between virus tested plants and those infected with either HpLY alone, HpLY + HpMY, 

or ArMY alone. In the second trial, no difference in these variables occurred between 

virus tested plants and those infected with ArMY, HpLY, HpMY + HpLY, ArMY + 

HpLY, or ArMY + HpMY + HpLY. In the third trial, PNRSY-I + HpLY, ArMY + 

HpLY, and PNRSY-I + ArMY + HpLY reduced yields by 1 7  %, 29 %, and 39 % 

respectively, compared to infection by only HpLY. Cones from plants infected by 

PNRSY -I also containe� 3-4% less alpha acid. In the fourth trial, ArMY + HpMY + 

HpLY and PNRSY-I + ArMY + HpMY + HpLY reduced yields by 27 % and 35 % 

respectively, compared to mixed infection by HpLY + HpMY. Yield reductions caused 

by PNRSY -I were due to reduced individual cone weight, through reduced numbers and 

weights of bracteoles. Reduced cone alpha acid content resulted from fewer bracteoles 

with reduced numbers of glands (Hay et al., 1 988). 

1 .7.5. Australia 

The first study of the effect of viruses on hop cultivars grown in Australia was conducted, 

by Johnstone ( 1965), who reported a 45 % yield reduction in plants exhibiting nettlehead 

symptoms (assumed associated with ArMY infection) (Johnstone, 1 965). Later, Lewis 

( 1985) reported a signifi.cant reduction in the yield of '178 '  plants associated with 

PNRSY infection. However, the alpha acid content was not significantly different 

between PNRSY-infected and asymptomatic plants. PNRSY infection in '178' was also 

associated with a reduction in the number of plants to establish after planting. During a 
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hot dry summer, only 33 % of PNRSV infected 'J78' plants became established, 

compared with 88 % of virus tested plants (Lewis, 1 985). 

Trials conducted in 'Pride of Ringwood' were the first in Australia to test the effect of co

infection between two viruses on production (Lewis, 1 985). Plants infected by HpMV, 

PNRSV, and HpLV + PNRSV showed a 56 %, 35 %, and 40 % reduction in yield 

respectively than virus tested plants in the first year after planting. In the second year, 

plants infected by HpMV and HpL V + PNRSV showed conspicuous symptoms and yield 

was reduced by 28 % and 1 1  % respectively. Plants infected by HpMV were slow to 

emerge in spring and less vigorous throughout the season. No significant reduction in 

yield from PNRSV was identified (Lewis, 1985). 

1.  7 .6. Difficulties of examining the effects of viruses on hop production 

The lack of reliable symptoms as a diagnostic indicator of virus infection, suitable 

diagnostic indicator species, and presence of latent infections may have all confounded 

errors in early examinations of the effect of viruses on yield and levels of brewing 

organic acids. The development of serological detection by ELISA aided the 

identification of specific viruses and the association of infection by then with 

characteristic symptoms. However, despite the increased sensitivity, uneven v1rus 

distributions within the plant and temporal titre fluctuations may require the proper 

sampling schemes to eliminate bias. 
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The high fixed costs involved in establishing hop trials make it difficult for them to 

consist of identical clonal material, necessary to reduce variation in yield trials. For 

example, Chambers et a!. ( 1986), demonstrated differences in alpha acid content and 

yield between virus tested plants of the same cultivar propagated from different mother 

plants reinfected in the field. Results from early trials comparing yield and bittering 

compound parameters between areas failed to account for this variation. To overcome 

this problem, plants may be propagated from single mother plants (virus infected or virus 

tested), or produced by clone propagation from meristem tip culture. The latter material 

may then be artificially inoculated to provide infected material. However, the difficulties 

involved in virus purification and successful inoculation (mechanical for PNRSV, and/or 

aphid transmission for HpL V and HpMV) make this option unviable. 

Yield reductions may also be enhanced by inter-plant competition. For example, healthy 

plants surrounding a virus-infected plant may be more vigorous and exacerbate the 

effects of virus infection by shading the infected plants. For this reason, use of single 

plants as an experimental unit for comparison between virus infected and healthy plants 

is discouraged. Assessment of the temporal effects of virus infection on production is also 

important. Virus infection may either have the most significant impact early in the life of 

the plant and plateau over time, or the effect may not become evident until later when 

infection has reduced plant vigour over an extended period of time. However, assessment 

of virus effects in the long term requires that a particular plant's  virus status remain 

stable. This is made difficult from spread from natural sources of inoculum (e.g. by 

aphid vectors) and the increased probability of spread from infected plants within the 
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trial. For example, trials in the United Kingdom examining the effect of HpLV and 

HpMV on yield were discontinued after the rapid reinfection of healthy plots (Thresh and 

Ormerod, 1976; Adams et al.. 1979). Yield comparisons of plants within blocks in 

different gardens of the same age may overcome this, but problems relating to differences 

in clonal material, and local site effects still apply. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

VIRUS INCIDENCE IN AUSTRALIAN HOP GARDENS 

2.1.  INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge of virus incidence and rate of virus spread, combined with information on the 

economic impact on production are pre-requisites for the implementation of cost-efficient 

management strategies. If the rate of infection following establishment with virus tested 

material is rapid and the economic impact on production great, additional methods for 

control other than the initial use of virus tested material need to be explored. If the rate of 

re-infection is rapid but the cultivar is tolerant to infection, then control by planting with 

virus tested material is possibly unnecessary, except that gardens would serve as a source 

of inoculum (virus reservoir) for other gardens. However, if the rate of re-infection is 

slow, and virus infection causes significant losses, adequate control may still be achieved 

by use of elite material and by additional roguing of infected plants early after 

establishment. Ideal cultivars would be resistant to infection. 

Three viruses occur commonly in Australian hop gardens: HpL V, HpMV, and PNRSV 

(A and I). These viruses are assumed to have been introduced in the past in breeding 

material from Europe and United States of America (U.S.A). 
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Strict quarantine restrictions now apply for the importation of hop breeding material from 

overseas. This helps minimise the possibility that pathogens such as AHLV, ArMV, and 

HSV d remain become introduced to Australian hop gardens. Prior to quarantine 

restrictions being imposed, AHLV was found infecting the imported cultivar, 'Cluster' ,  

that was imported from the U.S.A., which was subsequently destroyed (Munro, 1987). 

Symptoms of nettlehead (thought to result from ArMV infection) have also been 

described in Australian hop gardens (Cartledge, 1956; Wade, 1 9 62), and were later 

studied by Johnstone ( 1 9 65). The symptom failed to reappear after a fallow period and 

re-planting with different cultivars. Since these studies, ArMV has not been detected in 

Australian hop gardens. 

One means of controlling viruses m vegetatively propagated crops is through the 

implementation of a certification scheme for the propagation and distribution of virus 

tested planting material. The first such scheme for production of virus tested hops was 

implemented in the United Kingdom (Thresh et al., 1988). Along with many other 

countries, Australia also implemented a policy of planting only virus tested material 

where possible. This followed extensive surveys in gardens of the traditionally grown 

diploid hop cultivar, 'Pride of Ringwood' which found high levels of all three viruses 

(Munro, pers. comm.). Surveys following replanting of this cultivar, identified large 

variations in virus incidence between sites but generally low levels of infection by HpLV, 

HpMV, and PNRSV. The highest level of carlavirus incidence was 68 %, whilst PNRSV 

incidence ranged from 4 - 9 % (Munro, 1 9  87). 
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In the late 1 980's, the Australian hop industry instituted a change to higher yielding 

triploid cultivars, which replaced many of the traditional cultivars. Small-scale screening 

of field material for propagation purposes suggested PNRSV incidence may be greater in 

one of these new cultivars than commonly occurred in 'Pride of Ringwood' (Munro and 

Johnstone, 1 993). 

The objective of this study was to assess virus incidence and rate of spread of viruses in 

locally produced hop cultivars and to use this knowledge to assess the effectiveness of the 

virus certification scheme for these cultivars in Australia. 
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2.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Virus detection 

Collections of six randomly selected expanding leaves from individual plants (0. 1g) were 

homogenised using a leaf press in 1 .0 ml of O.Ol M phosphate buffer saline (pH 7.4) 

containing Tween 20 (mLIL) and polyvinyl pyrrolidone (MW=40,000) (20 g/L). 

S amples were stored at 4°C for no longer than five days prior to testing. The extracts 

were tested by double antibody sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (DAS

ELISA) (Clark and Adams 1 977; Thresh et al. 1 977) for presence ofHpL V, HpMV, and 

PNRSV (A & I serotypes) (Appendix 2). 

Virus surveys 

Block one - 'Victoria' (Bushy Park) 

Block one was located at Bushy Park, Tasmania, Australia, and consisted of 1 275 

'Victoria' plants, an Australian bred triploid cultivar. Plants were arranged in a 51 x 25 

planting pattern with 1 .8 m between plants within rows and 2.1  m between plants across 

rows. The plot was planted in 1989 with elite virus tested material. Expanding leaf tissue 

from every plant was sampled on 1 o�� October 1996 and 1 5�1 October 1 997, and tested by 
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ELISA for HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV (apple,' A' and intermediate,'!' serotypes) 

(Appendix 2). Results were compared with results of individual plant testing for HpMV 

and PNRSV (A & I) in the year following planting (1 990) (D. Munro, Department of 

Primary Industries, Water and Environment, Tasmania, Australia). 

Block two - 'Victoria' (Myrtleford) 

Block two was located at Myrtleford, Victoria, Australia, and consisted of 500 'Victoria' 

plants, in a 25 x 20 planting pattern, with 2 . 1  m separating plants both within and 

between rows. The plot was planted in 1 994 with elite virus tested material. Randomly 

selected exapnding leaf tissue was sampled from every plant on 2 1 st October 1 998, and 

tested by ELISA for HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV (A & I) (Appendix 2). 

Block three - cultivar x row spacing trial (Bushy Park) 

Block three was a replicated cultivar x row spacing trial, situated at Bushy Park. The trial 

consisted of plots containing three Australian bred triploid commercial cultivars, 'T25' 

(total number of plants, n=774), 'Tl l '  (n=774), 'Victoria' (n=760), and a diploid female, 

'Opal' (n=764 ). All plots were planted in 1 989 with virus tested material, except for 

'T25' ,  where an unknown proportion of the planting stock was infected by PNRSV. 

Plots of each cultivar were duplicated in four different spacing treatments with four (three 

rows per bay), three (four rows per bay), 2.5 (five rows per bay), and two (six rows per 

bay) metres between plants across rows, and a further treatment where spacing between 
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plants across rows alternated between three and two (three x two rows per bay) metres 

(Figures 2 .1  a & b). Spacing between plants along rows was two metres in all plots. 

Randomly selected expanding leaf tissue was collected from every plant on 1 st November 

1996 and 4u1 November 1997. Samples were tested by ELISA for HpLV, HpMV, and 

PNRSV (A & I) (Appendix 2). The proportion of plants infected by each virus was 

calculated for each plqt. Data was subjected to arcsin transformation to account for a 

skewed distribution, prior to comparison by analysis of variance (Genstat 5, Version 3. 1) .  

Transformation reduced a curvilinear trend in the normal probability and residual versus 

fitted graphs. 

Block four - Virus re-infection trial 

Block four was a replicated cultivar x virus re-infection trial situated at Bushy Park. The 

trial consisted of 1 5 1  plots each of 'Nugget', 'Opal', 'Victoria', and 'Pride of Ringwood' .  

Plots each consisted of six virus infected or healthy ("treatment") plants, arranged with 

three plants along two rows, and were surrounded by 24 virus tested plants of like cultivar 

arranged so treatment plants between plots were separated by three healthy plants both 

along and across rows. Spacing between plants was 2.1 m between plants across rows 

and 1 .8 m between plants along rows. The plot was planted in 1 996 and was also used to 

determine the effect of viruses on growth and yield (chapter six). 
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Figure l.la. Map of block three (cultivar x row spacing trial • first replicate) at Bushy Park, Tasmania. 
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Figure 2.Ib. Map of block three (cultivar x row spacing trial · second replicate} at Bushy Park, Tasmania. 
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Rates of virus infection into buffer plants were compared between cultivars in 1 998. 

Bulk samples collected on 5th November, consisted of randomly selected expanding leaf 

tissue from every virus tested buffer plant in each row of every plot. All leaf samples 

were stored at 4 o C for no longer than three days prior to being tested by ELISA for 

HpL V, HpMV, and PNRSV (A & I) (Appendix 2). When infection by any of the viruses 

was detected, young leaf tissue was taken from individual buffer plants and re-tested by 

ELISA (Appendix 2 ).. The proportion of buffer plants infected by each virus was 

calculated for each plot. Virus infection was assumed to result from local spread from 

known infected plants. Infection by viruses not present in the treatment plants was 

discarded in comparisons of re-infection rates. 

Surveys of 'Opal', 'Agate', and 'Super Pride' gardens 

Surveys were conducted to assess virus incidence in commercial 'Opal' gardens in Bushy 

Park, and plots of two experimental cultivars, 'Super Pride' and ' Agate'. 'Super Pride' is 

a triploid cultivar, closely related to 'Pride of Ringwood' and 'Victoria'. 

Randomly selected expanding leaves were collected on 14th November 1998, from 50 

plants in each of seven 'Opal' gardens of various ages (3-8 years) (collected by L.J. 

Sherriff, AHM). The virus status of all gardens except the youngest, which was planted 

with elite virus tested material, was unknown. Plants were selected systematically in a 

diagonal transect across each garden. Randomly selected expanding leaves were collected 
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on 1 2th November 1 998 from 75 plants in a three-year old 'Super Pride' experimental 

plot. Plants were selected in a block from six to 1 5  plants from the garden edge, across 

five rows. Randomly selected expanding leaves from 1 08 plants (27 plants in four rows) 

in a two-year old plot of 'Agate' were collected on 1 1 th  November 1998. Both 'Super 

Pride' and 'Agate' plots were planted with virus tested material. 

All leaf samples were . stored at 4 oc for no longer than three days prior to testing by 

ELISA for HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV (A & I) (Appendix 2). 

2.3. RESULTS 

Block one - 'Victoria' (Bushy Park) 

In the year following planting ( 1990), low levels ofvirus incidence had been detected (D. 

Munro, pers. comm.). HpMV and PNRSV (A & I) infected 0.8 % and 2 % of plants 

respectively (Table 2 .1  ). The proportion of plants infected by either virus was 3 %. In 

1 996, HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV (A & I) were detected in 65 %, 60%, and 66 % of 

plants respectively (Table 2 .1) .  In 1 997, HpLV incidence was 88%, HpMV was 77 %, 

and PNRSV (A & I) incidence was 92 % of plants. The incidence ofPNRSV-A was 27% 

and 30 % of plants in 1 996 and 1 997, respectively. The incidence ofPNRSV-I was 39 % 

in 1 996, and 62 % in 1997. Overall virus incidence levels increased from 9 1  % in 1996, 

to 99 % in 1 997 (Table 2 .1) .  
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Table 2.1.  Incidence of viruses affecting 'Victoria' (block one) at Bushy Park (n=1275), 

in 1 990, 1 996, and 1997. 

Virus Incidence (%) 

Plot 1 - 19901 Plot 1 - 1 996 Plot 1 - 1997 

HpLV n.t.2 65 

HpMV 0.8 60 

PNRSV-A n.t.2 27 

PNRSV-I n.t.2 39 

PNRSV 2 66 

(A & I) 3 

Total4 3 9 1  

1 data from 1 990 kindly supplied b y  D .  Munro (DPIWE, Tasmania) 

2 not tested 

88 

77 

30 

62 

92 

99 

3 apple (PNRSV -A) and intermediate (PNRSV -I) serotypes not differentiated 

4 Percentage of plants infected by one or more viruses 
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Block two - 'Victoria' (Myrtleford) 

Four years after planting, the incidence of HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV (A & I) was 17 %, 

12 %, and 31 %, respectively. The incidence of PNRSV-A (19  %) was higher than 

PNRSV-1 (13 %). 

Block three - cultivar � row spacing trial (Bushy Park) 

In 1 996, the incidence of HpL V ranged from 9 % in 'Opal' to 3 7 % in 'Victoria' and 

'T 1 1 '  (Table 2.2). H pL V incidence in 'Opal' was significantly lower than in all other 

cultivars, which were not significantly different from each other. HpMV infection ranged 

from 14 % in 'Opal' to 32 % in 'Victoria',  however no significant differences in 

incidence were identified between cultivars. PNRSV infection was significantly smaller 

in 'Opal' (6 %), and 'Tl l '  ( 15  %), than in 'Victoria' (66 %). Comparisons between 

PNRSV incidence in 'T25' and the other cultivars in both years were not valid as an 

unknown percentage of the original planting material was infected. Total virus incidenye 

was less in 'Opal' (2 1 %) than any other cultivar, and virus incidence was significantly 

greater in 'Victoria' (80 %), than 'Tl l '  (43 %) (Table 2.2). 
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Table 2.2. Comparison of virus incidence in 'Ti l ' , 'Opal', 'T25', and 'Victoria' plots in 

a cultivar x row spacing trial (plot three) at Bushy Park in I 996 and I 997. 

Cultivar HpLV HpMV PNRSV Overall 
I 996 

'Tl l '  36 (37t b 28 (23) I 8  ( I5) a 40 (43) b 
'Opal' I 2  (9) a I 7  (I4) 1 1  (6) 26 (2I) a 
'T25' 3 I  (3 I)  b 29 (24) n.t.l n.t. 

'Victoria' 37 (37) b 33 (32) 55 (66) b 66 (80) c 
L.S .D. I O  na I 5  I 2  

P <  O.OOI n.s. O.OOI O.OOI 
1 997 

'Ti l '  47 ( 45) b 43 (42) b 13 ( 13) a 6 I  (58) b 
'Opal' 8 (8) a 24 (24) a I 2  (I2) a 32 (3 I) a 
'T25' 40 (40) b 4I (4I) b n.t. 99 (98 ) c 

'Victoria' 43 (47) b 53 (52) c 9 I  (87) b 99 (98) c 
L.S.D. I2 I O  I 8  I4 

n.t., not tested 

Means within columns followed by the same letter are not significantly different 

A angular transformed means (actual means) 

In I 997, the incidence of HpLV, HpMV, and virus infection in 'Opal' was significantly 

lower than 'Tl l '  and 'Victoria' .  HpLV incidence did not significantly differ between 

'Ti l '  (45 %), 'T25'  (40 %), and 'Victoria' (47 %). HpMV incidence did not significantly 

differ between 'Ti l '  (42 %), and 'T25' (41 %), however, the incidence in 'Victoria' (52 

%) was significantly greater. The incidence ofPNRSV in 'Ti l '  ( 13  %) and 'Opal' (12 %) 

was significantly lower than in 'Victoria' (87 %). Total virus incidence in 'Tl l '  (58 %) 

was significantly lower than in 'Victoria' (98 %) (Table 2.2). 
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Block four - Virus re-infection trial 

Rates of re-infection of all three viruses were low in all cultivars in 1 99 8 after one year of 

growth (Table 2.3). The incidence of HpLV was marginally higher in 'Pride of 

Ringwood' (2 %) and ' Victoria' (3 %) than 'Nugget' (0 %) and ' Opal' (0 %). HpMV re

incidence was greatest in 'Pride of Ringwood' (5 %). Virus incidence was recorded in 

'Nugget' (0.7%) and 'Victoria' (0.8%), while none was detected in 'Opal ' .  Incidence of 

PNRSV-A was 6 %  in 'Pride of Ringwood'. The incidence of PNRSV-I was highest in 

'Victoria' (4 %), and 'Nugget' (3 %). Low levels were recorded in 'Pride of Ringwood' 

(0.3%). PNRSV (A & I) incidence was marginally higher in 'Pride of Ringwood' (5 %), 

than 'Nugget' (3 %) and 'Victoria' (3 %). No PNRSV was detected in 'Opal' (Table 

2.3). 
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Table 2.3. Comparison of virus incidence in 'Nugget', 'Opal', Victoria', and 'Pride of 

Ringwood' plots at Bushy Park in 1998. 

Virus Virus incidence (%) 

'Pride of 'Nugget' 'Victoria' 'Opal' 

Ringwood' 

HpLV 2 0 3 0 

HpMV 5 0.7 0.8 0 

PNRSV-A 6 NA1 0 0 

PNRSV-I 0.3 3 4 0 

PNRSV (A & I) 5 3 3 0 

1 no samples tested 

Surveys of 'Opal', 'Agate', and 'Super Pride' gardens 

In the majority of commercial 'Opal' gardens, the incidence of all three viruses was 

relatively low. HpLV incidence ranged from 4 to 28 %, HpMV from 0 to 14 %, while 

levels of PNRSV (A & I) were 0 to 66 % (Table 2.4 ). In the majority of gardens, the 

incidence of PNRSV-A was higher than PNRSV-I (Table 2.4). Virus incidence, in the 
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only garden established from virus tested material, was comparable to the levels found in 

'Opar plots in the cultivar x row spacing trial (block three). 

Virus incidence was low in both �super Pride) and �Agate) experimental plots. HpLV 

incidence was 14 % in �super Pride),  and 2 %  in 'Agate). HpMV incidence was 4 % in 

�super Pride' and 4 % in �Agate'. No plants infected by PNRSV (A or I) were infected in 

either plot. 
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Table 2.4. Virus incidence of 'Opal' gardens at Bushy Park. 

Garden Virus incidence (%) 

Age Material 1 HpLV HpMV PNRSV-A PNRSV-1 

(years) 

Glovers 6 n.t. 24 2 1 2  5 4  

Bentleys 8 n.t. 14 8 24 0 

Shoulder 6 n.t. 1 8  1 4  32 4 

Picil 8 n.t. 1 0  0 3 1  8 

Island 6 n.t. 28 1 44 8 

Roadside 23 3 elite 8 0 0 0 

Specials 8 n.t. 4 8 8 4 

1 Virus status of planting material; n.t .  virus status of planting material was unknown 

PNRSV(A&I) 

66 

24 

36 

39 

52 

0 
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2.4. DISCUSSION 

Incidence of all three viruses in 'Victoria' was consistently higher in several gardens at 

two sites, than in other cultivars tested. In block one, initial testing one year after 

establishment detected low levels of HpMV and PNRSV (A & I). This suggests that a 

small percentage of the planting material may have been virus infected, or in the case of 

HpMV, there was low initial infection by viruliferous alatae aphid vectors from external 

sources. There was no information on HpL V incidence in 1 990. However, as plants were 

propagated from virus tested material, it can be assumed HpLV incidence in earlier years 

was also low. After only eight years, block one was almost totally infected by all three 

viruses. Virus incidence in block two (after only four years) was also high, suggesting the 

increase in virus incidence may follow the trends of those in block one. The incidence of 

PNRSV-I in ' Victoria' at plot one between 1996 and 1 997 were much greater than those 

of PNRSV-A. In contrast, more PNRSV-A than PNRSV-I was observed in block two, 

after only four years. This may reflect differences between proportions of the two 

PNRSV serotypes in initial planting material, isolate exclusion patterns during virus 
I 

epidemic development due to cross-protection activity, or perhaps differences in contact 

transmission efficiencies of the isolates of each serotype at either site. High virus 

incidence in 'Victoria' was again detected in block three (cultivar x row spacing trial). 

Results from surveys conducted by Australian Hop Marketers, in 'Victoria' gardens at 

Gunns Plains Hop Farms in north-west Tasmania (Table 2. 7) also identified higher levels 

of virus incidence in 'Victoria'. Despite gardens being planted with virus tested material 
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and ranging in age between seven and nine years, the average incidence of any of the 

three viruses was greater than 80 % (G. Leggett, pers. comm.). 

Conversely, virus incidence in 'Pride of Ringwood' gardens ranging between 10 and 1 9  

years of age, (surveyed by Australian Hop Marketers), ranging between 1 0  and 1 9  years 

of age, at Gunns Plains Hop Farms were always relatively low (G. Leggett, pers. comm.). 

Despite, gardens being established with material of unknown virus status, carlavirus 

incidence was below 28%, while the highest incidence of PNRSV was 60%. In one 

quarter of the gardens surveyed, PNRSV was not detected (Table 2.7). These findings 

suggest a phenotype with a low susceptibility to all three viruses, and supports previous 

surveys conducted in 'Pride of Ringwood' gardens, which also identified low levels of 

PNRSV (Munro, 1987). This is interesting considering the close genetic relationship 

between 'Pride of Ringwood' and 'Victoria'. 'Victoria' is  the progeny of a tetraploid 

'J78 ' ,  while 'Pride of Ringwood' is a parent of 'J78'  (G. Leggett, pers. comm.). 

Carlavirus incidences in both 'Pride of Ringwood' and 'Victoria' gardens surveyed in 

Australia were considerably less than re-infection levels recorded in hop gardens in the 

United Kingdom. For example, Adams et a!. (19 82), found 60 % of plants were infected 

by HpMV after only two years. Similar findings have also been recorded in the 
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Table 2.5. Virus incidence in 'Victoria and 'Pride of Ringwood> (POR) gardens at Gunns 

Plains Hop Farms, Tasmania in 1998. 

Garden Cultivar Age Material' Virus Incidence (%) 

HpLV HpMV PNRSV 

(A & I) 

Rudds Wire Victoria I 9 Elite 89 87 87 

Leven Brewer Victoria 7 Elite 98 96 100 

Dobson West Victoria 9 Elite 98 87 85 

L.  Half Mile Victoria 9 Elite 96 72 89 

L. Ansells Victoria 9 Elite 92 77 94 

Stuarts South POR 1 8  Unknown 0 0 0 

L. Hill POR 1 9  Unknown 0 0 0 

L. HalfMile POR 1 8  Unknown 0 53 0 

L. Office POR 1 9  Unknown 0 20 28 

D. West POR 1 4  Unknown 45 69 77 
� 

S. Spicers POR 1 8  Unknown 0 0 0 

L. Managers POR 1 2  Unknown 28 0 28 

Stuarts -Heka POR 1 8  Unknown 0 28 0.0 

L. Ansells POR 1 9  Unknown 35 49 0 

D.  S. Cross POR 10 Unknown 49 28 57 

Stuarts - Comer POR 1 8  Unknown 28 0 0 

Leven - East POR 1 9  Unknown 28 0 0 
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U.S.A, where incidence of HpL V infection was 92 % of samples collected from 160 hop 

gardens, making it the most common virus infecting hop cultivars in the Pacific 

Northwest (Klein and Husfloen, 1 995). The slow spread of carlaviruses in Australian 

hop gardens is probably related to the absence of the hop damson aphid, Phorodon 

humuli Shrank, (Munro, 1988), which reaches high population levels on hops overseas 

and is considered the dominant vector in regions where it is found (Mayer and Cone, 

1985). However, experimental transmission rates with HpMV, by either Macrosiphum 

euphorbiae Thomas and Myzus persicae Sulzer, were similar to those obtained with P. 

humuli (Adams and B arbara, 1 980). M. euphorbiae and M persicae are found commonly 

in Australian hop gardens (M.' Williams, pers. comm.), but they may be less important in 

virus transmission because they do not reach as high populations on hops as P. humuli, or 

from the presence of different aphid biotypes of differing vector efficiencies. Despite 

extensive vector transmission trials, P. humuli remained the only vector found to be 

capable of transmitting HpLV in the UK (Adams and Barbara, 1 980). However, the 

spread of HpL V into gardens established with virus tested material, the lack of 
' 

transmission by seed and pollen, or readily by mechanical transmission, and the lack of 

association between higher carlavirus incidence and the shift to new triploid varieties, 

suggest that alternative vectors may exist in Australia. Possibly, the spread of HpLV may 

rely upon the transmission of HpMV through co-transmission events (e.g. 

transencapsidation), discussed further in chapter seven. Similar findings have also been 

recorded in New Zealand where the incidence ofHpLV is transmitted between plants, but 

P. humuli is  also absent. In New Zealand hop gardens the incidence of HpLV was found 
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to vary between 3 - 40 % in the cultivars 'Harleys Fulbright' and 'Sticklebract ' ,  

respectively. Similarly, HpMV incidence was also variable, ranging between 3 - 3 1 % in 

'Harleys Fulbright' and 'Sticklebract' (Hay et al., 1992). 

Based on virus incidence, 'Opal' was identified as significantly less susceptible to all 

three viruses than 'Victoria' and 'T1 l '  in the cultivar x row spacing trial (block three). 

These findings were further supported by surveys of 'Opal' gardens in Bushy Park, 

Tasmania, which identified low virus incidence in gardens established with virus tested 

material. 'Opal' was an anonymous cultivar, but one of its parent was 'Pride of 

Ringwood'. 

'T1 1 '  had an intermediate phenotype being more susceptible than 'Opal', to HpL V, 

HpMV, and infection by all three viruses but less susceptible than 'Victoria' in 1997. 

'Tl l '  was equivalent to 'Opal' in susceptibility to PNRSV (Table 2.5-). 'Tl l '  shares,' a 

common mother with 'Pride of Ringwood', the tetraploid, '178'. 

Low incidence of all three viruses was detected in 'Pride of Ringwood',  'Victoria', 

'Nugget', and 'Opal' after only two years in block four (infection trial). The incidence of 

all three viruses was marginally higher (approximately 2 %) in 'Pride of 'Ringwood' than 

'Victoria' plants. However, incidence levels over time are too low for valid comparisons 
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to be made. These rates may also reflect that a certain proportion of the original planting 

material was virus infected despite the selection of virus tested mother plants for 

softwood cuttings. This may occur from an asymmetric virus distribution within the 

plant (chapter five). 

Low carlavirus incidence was detected in new cultivars, 'Super Pride' and 'Agate' .  The 

absence of PNRSV from both plots is promising preliminary evidence, to suggest these 

varieties may be less suceptible than 'Victoria', and may prove suitable virus resistant 

cultivars in the future. 'Super Pride' is not related to 'J78' ,  but is directly related to 

'Pride of Ringwood' .  'Agate' is not related to either ' J78' or 'Pride of Ringwood' or their 

parents. Low carlavirus incidence maybe related to differences in aphid preferences to 

colonise certain hop cultivars, or differences in contact (mechanical) transmission due to 

higher levels of inhibitors. 

Studies overseas have also demonstrated that PNRSV incidence varies with cultivar 

(Thresh and Ormerod, 1 973). However, there have been relatively few studies examining 

rates of virus spread within plantings that were originally established with virus tested 

material. A recent study by Klein and Husfloen ( 1 995), correlated low PNRSV levels 

with the introduction of a PNRSV-free rootstock program in the U.S .A. In New Zealand 

hop gardens, PNRSV incidence was high in older cultivars (e.g. 96 % in 'Greenbullet'), 

probably reflecting the virus status of planting material. PNRSV incidence in newer 

cultivars ranged between 9 %  in 'Alpharoma' to 1 6 % in 'Superalpha', in gardens ranging 
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in age from five to nine years (Hay et al., 1 992). Surveys of commercial gardens of 

'Northern Brewer' planted with virus tested material in England, identified that 30 % of 

plants were infected by PNRSV within four years. In a second trial of 'Northern Brewer' 

the incidence ofPNRSV was shown to increase from 12 % in the third year to 39 % after 

six years. Increase in virus incdence was less rapid in plots of 'Wye Northdown' in which 

PNRSV was first detected four years after planting and only increased to 9 % after six 

years (Thresh, et a!., 1 9.88). A survey of hop gardens in Slovenia, Yugoslavia, by Dolinar 

(1988) found the incidence ofPNRSV ranged between 1 3  and 5 1  % in gardens varying in 

age between nine and 1 5  years. Furthermore, the incidence of PNRSV was related to the 

occurrence of 'Savinj a  Golding' rogue plants, which were totally infected by PNRSV at 

release. However, surveys conducted in 'Tettnang' gardens in Gennany found no 

infection after 1 3  years. 

In conclusion, the rapid increase in PNRSV incidence consistently identified in 'Victoria' 

gardens was up to six times greater than that previously described in the traditionally 

grown Australian cultivar 'Pride of Ringwood', making traditional methods for vims 

control, such as roguing and planting with virus tested material less necessary. The rapid 

increase in PNRSV incidence may indicate an enhanced susceptibility of 'Victoria' to 

PNRSV. The minimal virus infection in 'Opal' gardens of varying ages (three to eight 

years) suggests this cultivar is less sucepti ble. Assuming markets remain stable, 'Opal' 

and 'Tl l ', or their parents may prove useful as sources of resistance for breeding virus 

resistant hop cultivars in the future. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

SPATIAL PATTERNS OF VIRAL EPIDEMICS 

IN AUSTRALIAN HOP GARDENS 

3.1 .  INTRODUCTION 

The spatial pattern of plant pathogens in the environment and pathogen in plant 

populations provides valuable information on pathogen spread and epidemic progress. 

Quantitative analysis of plant virus epidemics in a particular crop at a point in time and 

changes in patterns of p athogen spread over time can be used to characterise epidemics, 

compare treatments, characterise the spread of viruses in certain crops, identify suitable 

sampling regimes, and predict yield loss. The ultimate goal of spatial and temporal 

analysis in epidemiology is to suggest physical and biological mechanisms influencing 

disease progress. 

The advantages of spatial and temporal description of epidemics have been recognised 

since the 1 940's (Vanderplank, 1 946). Since then, statistical analyses of viral epidemics 

have been conducted by runs analyses, which characterise disease aggregation in one 

dimension (Madden et al., 19 82). To account for the two-dimensional aspect of 

aggregation several approaches have been proposed. Pathogen incidence can be described 

by assessments of pathogen incidence or disease pathogen "units" from sub-populations 

of plants within quadrats (Cliff and Ord, 198 1 ;  Campbell and Noe, 1 985). This type of 
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data can be used in spatial point p attern analysis, involving determination of the mean, 

variance, and frequency distribution of infected plants. The downfall of this method is it 

generally fails to preserve distance location (Madden et a!., 1 987). Quadrat-based data 

may also be used for spatial autocorrelation analysis, which correlates disease levels in 

each quadrat with disease in proximal quadrats (Reynolds and Madden, 1 988). 

However, if a field is intensively mapped (the infection status of every plant is recorded) 

more information can be gained from using individual plant data to test specific 

hypotheses regarding patterns of disease. A number of methods have been suggested for 

the spatial and temporal analysis of this type of discrete data. These techniques have 

developed from two-dimensional distance class analysis, proposed by Gray et a!. (1 986), 

and later developed into the programme, 2DCLASS (Nelson et al., 1 992). Distance class 

based analyses are based upon quantification of the distances between infected plants for 

the evaluation and quantification of the distribution (either random or nonrandom) of 

infected plants at  one point in time. A later version, spatiotemporal distance class analysis 

was developed to evaluate and quantify the randomness of increase in newly infected 

plants from one assessment date to the next (Nelson, 1995a; Nelson, 1995b). A recent 

review of distance class analysis by Ferrandino ( 1996b) identified problems with this 

type of analysis related to spatial heterogeneity of pathogen incidence throughout a field, 

and the enumeration of confidence limits through the use of monte carlo simulations. 

Radial correlation analysis (Ferrandino, 1998) addresses these concerns and is now 

considered the most appropriate method for the spatial analysis of intensively mapped 
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binary data. It is based upon calculation of the number of infected plant pairs within 

certain distances. 

Few studies of viral epidemics in hop gardens, have mapped virus incidence patterns after 

planting with virus tested material (Thresh et a!., 1 988), or quantiatively analysed the 

spatial patterns. Despite this, the study of symptoms, later associated with viral 

epidemics in hop gardens, dates back to the 1 920's (Salmon, 1 923). Nettlehead, now 

known to be caused by ArMY and a satellite nucleic acid, is the only disease in hops to 

be characterised by spatial analysis (Gray et al., 1 986). 

The mechanism of spread of viruses in Australian hop gardens remains largely unknown. 

Previous studies of PNRSV epidemics in hop gardens world-wide have demonstrated, on 

a qualitative basis only, an autocorrelated spread pattern of PNRSV within rows. This 

pattern is suggestive of direct plant contact or a non air-borne vector (Thresh and 

Ormerod, 1 973).  Previous studies of carlavirus epidemics in hop gardens in the United 

Kingdom, where P. humuli is the dominant aphid vector, found most infestations resulted 

from flight durations of less than one hour. This lead to a gradient of infection decreasing 

with distance from the edge of the crop, probably resulting from preferential aphid 

colonisation of border plants (Adams, et a!., 1 983; Eppler, 1988c). 

The obj ectives of this study were to characterise the spatial and temporal characteristics 

of HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV epidemics in Australian hop gardens and to assess the 

influence of cultural operations on virus spread and postulate the dominant modes of 
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spread for each virus from spatial distributions. By determining how viruses spread 

among hop plants, more effective and economical control tactics may be formulated. 

3.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Field Blocks - Spatial Analysis 

The spatial characteristics of epidemics of HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV (A & I) were 

assessed at four intensively surveyed sites. Field blocks one to three were those 

described in chapter two. Maps were generated using the computer program, Microsoft 

ExcelR at each assessment for all sites. 

Block one - 'Victoria' (Bushy Park, Tasmania) 

The distributions of virus infected plants in 1 996 and 1 997 were analysed using ordinary 

runs (Madden et a!., 19 82), and radial correlation analyses (Ferrandino, 1 998). Ordinary 

runs and radial correlation analyses were not conducted on data collected by D. Munro 

(DPIWE, Tasmania) in 1 990 due to low pathogen incidence. Ordinary runs analyses 

assessed the incidence of both within (within) and across (between) rows showing 

significant (P=O.OS) aggregation of virus infected plants, and overall aggregation by 

combining contiguous rows in either direction (Madden et a!., 1 982). Distributions of 

plants infected by HpMV and PNRSV (A & I) in 1 990, and all three viruses in 1 996 and 

1 997 were also characterised by 'FOCI' analysis (Nelson, 1996). 
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At this site all cultural practices (e.g. mowing, stringing, bine-training, and harvesting) 

operated exclusively within the rows, which encouraged extensive contact of basal 

growth between neighbouring plants within rows (Plate 3 . 1 ) .  At approximately mid

season, when plants had reached the top of the framework (5 .5m), the block was grazed 

by sheep, which removed superfluous basal growth to a height of approximately one 

metre (Plate 3 .2). 

Block two - 'Victoria' (Myrtleford, Victoria) 

Distributions of virus infected plants in 1 998 were analysed by ordinary runs (Madden et 

a!., 1 982), radial correlation (Ferrandino, 1 998), and 'FOCI' analyses (Nelson, 1 996). 

Ordinary runs analysis assessed both the proportion of within and across rows with 

significant (P=0.05) aggregation of virus infected plants, and overall aggregation in either 

direction by combining contiguous rows (Madden et a!., 1982). 

In contrast to block one, mowing at this site was done both within and across rows, 

throughout the cropping season. This kept basal growth minimal and prevented adjacent 

plant contact, and grazing by sheep was therefore not used at this site. 
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Plate 3.1.  Mowing within rows at plot one (Bushy Park) encouraged extensive 

contact between plants within rows. 

Plate 3.2. Superfluous basal growth and lower laterals removed after sheep grazing 

in plot one (Bushy Park). 
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Block three - cultivar x row spacing trial (Bushy Park, Tasmania) 

Distributions of virus infected plants in individual plots were analysed by ordinary runs 

(Madden et al., 1 982) in 1 996 and 1 997. Distributions were determined by combining 

adj acent rows of plants in either direction (within and across rows). 

Cultural practices at this site were identical to those in plot one, encouraging extensive 

contact of b asal growth between neighbouring plants within rows prior to sheep grazing 

later in the season. 

Block four - 'Victoria' (Myrtleford, Victoria) 

Infection by HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV (A & I) was monitored in a plot of 'Victoria' 

(n=1 00 at planting), geographically isolated from other hop gardens, at Myrtleford. The 

plot was planted in 1 993 with virus tested material. Randomly selected young leaf tissues 

from every plant were collected in the spring of 1 994, 1 995 (Leaves sampled by P. 

Hamilton, AHM and tested by the Tasag Pathogen Testing Service, DPIWE, Tasmania), 

1 996, and 1 997, and tested by ELISA (Appendix 2). Plants testing positive to infection 

by any virus in 1 994 and adj acent plants within rows were removed and not replaced. 

Plants testing positive to any virus in subsequent years were not removed. At this site, 

basal growth was controlled by mowing within rows. 
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Spatial analysis techniques 

Ordinary runs analysis 

Ordinary runs analysis was used to analyse the proportion of both within and across rows 

exhibiting significant (P=0.05) aggregation. Rows in either direction were also combined 

(e.g. first plant of row i was considered contiguous to the first plant of row i+ 1 ) .  A run 

was defined as a succession of one or more like events (virus tested or infected plants) 

followed or preceded by a plant of the opposite infection state in an ordered sequence 

(Madden et a!., 1 982 ). Ordinary runs analyses were perfonned through Microsoft Excel. 

Radial correlation analysis 

Radial correlation analysis was performed using the program, '2DCORR', and spatial 

correlation assessed for significance (P<0.05) by a Kolmogorov-Smimov statistic at 'r' 

plant separation units (Ferrandino, 1 998). The program was modified to account for 

datasets with virus incidence greater than 50 %. When more than half of the plants were 

infected, a certain number of plant pairs would be infected irrespective of the spatial 

arrangement of infected plants. This effectively reduced the degrees of freedom in the 

Kolmogorov-Smimov analysis by the total number ofpredetermined infected plant pairs. 

Since the cumulative difference between the observed and expected number of plant pairs 

is the same, this reduction in the degrees of freedom increased the power of the 

Kolmogorov-Smimov test (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981). Spatial correlation was performed by 

the probability of deviation from a random spatial distribution. Radial cumulative 
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distribution functions (P(r)), based upon the total numbers of observed infected plant 

pairs less than a distance, 'r' apart were constructed. The deviation between observed 

and predicted cumulative distribution functions was used to assess the length scale over 

which disease was correlated (Ferrandino, 1998). A Kolmogorov-Smimov one-tail test 

was used to assess the significance of deviation between observed and expected 

cumulative distribution functions (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981) .  Comparisons to ordinary runs 

analyses were made by examination ofthe down row and across row probability values in 

the '2DCORR' probability matrix (without the application of a bonferroni correction). 

'FOCI' analysis 

Analysis of the number and characteristics of foci was conducted by the program, 'FOCI' 

(Nelson, 1 996). A focus was defined as one or more neighbouring infected plants. 

Infected plants immediately across, within, and diagonally proximal to each other, were 

considered part of the same disease focus. Focus number (N) was defined as the total 

number of virus foci in the garden. Focus size ( s) was defined as the number of infected 

plants in a virus focus. Focus shape was defined by maximum row (r) and column (c) 

dimensions spanned by an individual foci, summarised by a proximity index (s/rc). 
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3.3 RESULTS 

Block one - 'Victoria' (Bushy Park, Tasmania) 

Spatial patterns of PNRSV (A & I) and HpMV in 1 990 are in figures 3 . 1  and 3.2, 

respectively. Spatial patterns of HpLV, HpMV, PNRSV-A, PNRSV-I, and PNRSV (A & 

I) in 1 996 are in figures 3 .3 to 3 .7, respectively. Spatial patterns of virus infection by the 

same viruses in 1 997 are in figures 3 .8  to 3 . 1 2, respectively. 

Ordinary runs analyses of spatial patterns in block 1 in 1996 indicated the distribution of 

plants infected by all three viruses was strongly clustered within rows, with lesser, but 

significant aggregation across rows (Tables 3 . 1  & 3 .2). This was supported by results 

from radial correlation analysis, which detected significant spatial correlation in 

epidemics of HpLV (r=15), HpMV (r=18), and PNRSV (A & I) (r= 15) (Table 3 .3) .  In 

1 997, the distribution of HpLV infected plants was again strongly aggregated within 

rows, with lesser, but significant aggregation across rows (Tables 3 . 1  & 3.2) . Radial 

correlation analysis detected significant spatial correlation in epidemics of HpL V (r=14) 

in 1 997 (Table 3.3). The distribution of HpMV infected plants in 1 997 was aggregated 

solely within rows (Tables 3 . 1  & 3 .2). Despite this, radial correlation analysis detected 

significant spatial correlation in the distribution of plants infected by HpMV in 1997 

(Table 3 .3). The distribution of PNRSV infected plants in 1 996 was aggregated both 

within and across rows, however, the number of individual within rows showing 

significant aggregation was at least double that for across rows. In 1997, the distribution 
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of PNRSV infected plants was significantly aggregated within but not across rows 

(Appendices 3 . 1 - 3.5). 

·. 
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Figure 3.1. Map of PNRSV (apple, 'A' and intermediate, 'I' serotypes) infection in block one ('Victoria') at Bushy Park in 1990. 
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Figure 3.2. Map ofHpMV infection in hop block one ('Victoria') at Bushy Park in 1990. 
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Figure 3.3. Map ofHpL V infection in block one ('Victoria') at Bushy Park on 1 Oth October 1996. 
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Figure 3.4. Map ofHpMV infection in block one ('Victoria•) at Bushy Park on l Oth October 1996. 
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Figure 3.5. Map ofPNRSV (apple, 'A' serotype) infection in block one ('Victoria') at Bushy Park onlOth October 1996. 
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Figure 3.6. Map ofPNRSV (intermediate> 'I' serotype) infection in block one ('Victoria') at Bushy Park on l Oth  
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Figure 3.7. Map ofPNRSV (apple, 'A' and intermediate 'I' serotypes) infection in block one ('Victoria') at Bushy Park on lOth October 1996. 
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Figure 3.8. Map ofHpLV infection in block one ('Victoria') at Bushy Park on 1 5th October 1997. 
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Figure 3.9. Map ofHpMV infection in block one ('Victoria') at Bushy Park on 1 5th October 1 997. 
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Figure 3.10. Map ofPNRSV (apple, 'A' serotype) infection in block one ('Victoria') at Bushy Park on 1 5th October 1 997 . 
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Figure 3.11. Map ofPNRSV (intermediate, 'I' serotype) infection in block one ('Victoria') at Bushy Park on 15th October 1997. 
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Table 3.1 .  Frequency of clustered rows (across and within) using ordinary runs analysis 

to test for aggregation of virus infected hop plants in block one on 1 Otll October 1 996 and 

1 5tl1 October 1 997. 

Virus (Year) Frequency of clustered Frequency of clustered rows 

rows (acrosss) to total (within) to total number of rows 

number of rows (proportion) 

(proportion) 

HpLV (1 996) 1151 (0.02) 9/25 (0.36) 

HpLV (1 997) 6/49 (0.12) 1 3/24 (0.54) 

HpMV(1 996) 2/51 (0.04) 5/25 (0.24) 

HpMV(1997) 1/5 1  (0.02) 6/25 (0.24) 

PNRSV1 ( 1996) 6/51 (0. 1 2) 12/24 (0.50) 

PNRSV1 4/45 (0.08) 6/2 1 (0.29) 

( 1997) 

1 apple, 'A' and intermediate, 'I' serotypes ofPNRSV were not differentiated 
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Table 3.2. Spatial analysis of virus infected hop plants to test for aggregation using 

ordinary runs and radial correlation analyses in block one on 1 Oth October 1 996 and 1 5th 

October 1 997. 

Virus (Year) Ml N2 E(U)3 O(U)4 

(within/across 

rows) 

HpLV(1996) 823 1 275 584.52 425 I 523 

HpLV(1997) 1 123 1 275 268.76 175 I 243 

HpMV(1 996) 764 1 275 6 1 3 .39 422 I 554 

HpMV(1997) 985 1 275 449.08 327 I 429 

PNRSV6 847 1 275 569.65 384 I 484 

(1 996) 

PNRSV6 1 1 69 1 275 1 95.38 1 5 1  I 1 9 1  

( 1997) 

1 total number of infected plants; 2 total number of plants 

3 expected number of runs; 4 observed number of runs 

Z-statistic5 

(within/across 

rows) 

-9.74 I -3.74 

- 12.45 I -3.37 

- 1 1 . 14  I -3.44 

-9.69 I - 1 .56 

- 1 1 .63 I -5.35 

-8.08 I -0.71 

5 Z-statistic = ([observed number of runs + 0.5 - expected number of runs]/standard 

deviation), rows treated as contiguous. If Z-statistic is less than -1 .64 (P=0.05) the row 

of plants had a nonrandom sequence of infected and healthy plants. 

6 apple, 'A' and intermediate, ' I '  serotypes ofPNRSV were not differentiated 
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Table 3.3. Spatial test for aggregation of virus infected hop plants by radial correlation 

analysis in block one on 10°1 October 1996 and 15 !11 October 1997. 

Virus(Year) Radial spatial Within row Across row 

correlation1 significance2 sig nificance2 

HpLV(1996) 1 5  2.22 X 10-16 0.002 

HpLV(1997) 1 4  2.22 X 10-16 0.0 1 2  

HpMV(1996) 1 8  2.22 X 10-16 0.021 

HpMV(1997) 1 5  2.22 X 10"16 0.953 

PNRSV3(1 996) 1 5  2.22 X 10-16 5.85 X 1 0-6 

PNRSV3(1997) 34 5.55 x 1 0-16 0.539 

1 Radial spatial correlation is significant if there were more plant pairs (either healthy or 

infected) than expected within 'r' plant separation units (distance between target and 

reference plants) in all directions. 

2 Probability values from the 2DCORR probability matrix (8) for expected viruses 

observed like pairs of adjacent plants (infected-infected or healthy-healthy plant pairs 

either down-row or cross-row). 

3 apple, <A' and intermediate, ' I '  serotypes ofPNRSV were not differentiated 
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For HpL V and HpMV epidemics, there was a decrease in both the number of foci and 

number of foci consisting of only one spatially isolated virus infected plant (s=1), and an 

increase in mean focus size with time, all suggestive of foci coalescence. Mean focus 

shape dimensions in epidemics of HpL V and HpMV in 1 996 and 1 997 also reflected 

anisotropic within row spread, as the mean number of rows spam1ed by foci were 

approximately two or more times greater than the mean number of columns (Table 3.4). 

Comparison of infection foci attributes between the apple and intermediate serotypes of 

PNRSV shows a greater rate of foci coalescence (both decrease in the number of foci and 

number of foci consisting of a single spatially-isolated infected plant(s), and increase in 

mean focus size) for PNRSV-I than PNRSV-A foci. This was accompanied by a greater 

increase in PNRSV-I incidence between 1 996 and 1997 (chapter two). 

The low mean focus size and mean column and row dimensions and relatively high 

numbers of foci for PNRSV (A & I) in 1 990 demonstrated that the majority of primary 

foci consisted of one or two plants spatially distant from each other. The rapid increase 

in PNRSV (A & I) infected plants in 1 996 (chapter two) and associated decrease in the 

number of foci, suggested spread from existing foci. Mean dimensions in columns were 

almost double those of the rows, suggesting PNRSV foci were longer than they were 

wide (Table 3.4 ). 
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Table 3.4. Infection foci attributes for viral epidemics of HpLV, HpMV, PNRSV -A, 

PNRSV-I, and PNRSV (A & I) in block one ('Victoria') at Bushy Park in 1990, 1 996, 

and 1 997. 

Virus(Y ear) N2 Mean s3 Number of foci Mean c5 Mean rb Mean PI 

with s=l4 

HpLV( 1996) 6 137.3 3 5.3 9.7 0.9 

HpLV(1 997) 1 1 124.0 0 25 5 1  0.9 

HpMV(1 990) 9 1 . 1 0  8 1 . 1  1 1 

HpMV(1 996) 5 153.0 3 1 1 .2 5.8 0.9 

HpMV(1 997) 2 493.5 1 1 3  26 0.9 

PNRSV-A (1996) 66 5.2 30 1.9 2.9 0.8 

PNRSV-A (1997) 49 7.6 21  2.3 2.9 0.8 

PNRSV-1(1996) 50 9.9 23 2.7 3 .4 0.8 

PNRSV-1(1 997) 2 394.0 1 13 26 0.8 

PNRSV1(1990) 1 6  1 .7 7 1 .0 1 .6  0.9 
-

PNRSV( 1996) 6 2.0 2 5 . 1  9 . 8  0.8 

PNRSV( 1997) 1 0 0 25 5 1  0.9 

1 ' , ' '  apple, A and rntermedmte, I serotypes were not d1fferentmted 

2 Number of infection foci, defined as a discrete group of one or more spatially isolated infected plants (:?:1 

infected plant). 

3 Mean focus size is defined as the average number of infected plants in a focus. 

4 Number of foci consisting of only one spatially isolated infected plant. 

5 Mean maximum colunm distances; 6 Mean maximum row distances spanned by foci. 

7 Mean proximity index, calculated as focus size/(row x colunrn dimensions ofthe infection focus). 
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Block two - 'Victoria' Myrtleford 

The distributions of plants infected by HpLV, HpMV, PNRSV-A, PNRSV-I, and PNRSV 

(A & I) in 1 998 are in Figures 3 . 1 3  to 3 . 17. 

The low proportion of rows with significant aggregation (P=O.OS) of plants infected by 

HpL V and HpMV (Tables 3 . 5 & 3.6) and lack of significant spatial correlation (P<O.OS) 

(Table 3 .7) suggested the distribution ofboth viruses was random (Appendices 3.7 & 

3.8). The low mean focus size (<1 .9) and high proportion of number of foci (>57 %) 

consisting of only one diseased plant for both HpL V and HpMV also suggested the 

majority of infected plants occurred randomly within plots. Low mean foci dimensions 

both within and across rows, and high mean proximity indices (inversely related to 

compactness) for both viruses also indicated that the majority of foci were small (Table 

3 .8). Ordinary runs analysis of the distribution of plants infected by PNRSV (A & I) 

detected significant (P<O.OS) clustering both within and across rows. Radial correlation 

analysis detected significant spatial correlation ofPNRSV incidence within 7 plant 

separation units (Table 3 .7; Appendix 3 .9). Analysis of disease foci attributes 

demonstrated the number ofPNRSV -I foci consisting of only one spatially isolated 

diseased plant (s=l) was approximately double the number of identical PNRSV -A foci. 
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The greater proportion of more diffuse PNRSV -A foci was also demonstrated by a mean 

focus size five times higher than that ofPNRSV-I. A predominance of larger, more 

diffuse PNRSV -A, PNRSV -I, and PNRSV (A & I) foci was also suggested by greater 

mean column and row dimensions (Table 3.8). 

Table 3.5. Test for aggregation of infected plants using ordinary runs analysis results 

along and across rows in block two on 2 Pt October 1 998. 

Virus Frequency of clustered rows across Frequency of clustered 

to total number ofrows propo1iion) rows within rows to total 

number of rows 

proportion) 

HpLV 1120 (0.05) 0/25 (0.0) 

HpMV 2/18 (0. 1 1) 0/24 (0.0) 
-

PNRSV1 8/20 (0.40) 9/25 (0.36) 

2 apple, 'A' and intermediate, ' I '  serotypes were not differentiated 
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Fi�ure 3.13. Map of HpL V infection in block two ('Victoria') at Myrtlef ord. Victoria on 21st October 1998. 
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Figure 3.14. Map of HpMV infection in block two CVictoria� at Myrtleford, Victoria on 21st October 1998. 
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Figure 3.15. Map ofPNRSV (apple, 'A' serotype) infection in block two ('Victoria') at Myrtleford, Victoria on 21st October 1998. 
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Figure 3.16. Map of PNRSV (intennediate, 'l' serotype) infection in block two ('Victoria') at Myrtleford, Victoria on 21st October 1998. 
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Fi£Ure 3.17. Map of PNRSV (apple, 'A' and intennediate, 'I' serotypes) infection in block two ('Victoria') at Myrtleford, Victoria on 2 1 st October 1998 . 
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Table 3.6. Spatial analysis results to test for aggregation of infected plants by ordinary 

runs analysis in block two on 21 st October 1 998. 

Virus mi N2 E(U)3 O(U)4 

(along/across 

rows) 

HpLV 84 500 140.8 1 30/1 30 

HpMV 58 500 1 03.5 1 01197 

PNRSV6 1 57 500 2 1 6.9 136/144 

1 total number of mfected plants; 2 total number of plants 

3 expected number of runs; 4 observed number of runs 

Z-statistic5 

(along/across 

rows) 

-1 .63 I -1 .63 

-0.45 I - 1 .3 2 

-8 .30 I -7.47 

5 Z-statistic = ([observed number of runs + 0.5 - expected number of runs]/standard 

deviation), rows treated as contiguous. If Z-statistic is less than -1 .64 (P=0.05) the row 

of plants had a nonrandom sequence of infected and healthy plants. 

6 apple, ' A' and intermediate, ' I '  serotypes of PNRSV were not differentiated 
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Table 3. 7. Spatial test for aggregation of infected plants by radial correlation analysis in 

block 2 on 21 st October 199 8. 

Virus Radial spatial Along row Across row 

correlation1 significance2 significance2 

HpLV n.s.4 0 .529 0 .049 

HpMV n.s. 0.823 0.2 1 0  

PNRSVj 7 1 .78 X 1 0'15 1 .54 x 1 o·lJ 

1 Radial spatial correlation is significant if there were more plant pairs (either healthy or 

infected) than expected within 'r' plant separation units in all directions. 

2 Probability values from the 2DCORR probability matrix (8) for expected viruses 

observed like pairs of adjacent plants (infected�infected or healthy-healthy plant pairs 

either down-row or cross-row). 

3 apple, 'A' and intermediate, 'I '  serotypes ofPNRSV were not differentiated 

4 not significant 
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Table 3.8. Attributes of foci of infected plot for epidemics of HpLV, HpMV, PNRSV-A, 

PNRSV-I, and PNRSV (A & I) in block two ('Victoria') on 21st October 1 998. 

Virus N t  Mean s 2 Proportion of Mean c 4 Mean r 5 Mean PI 6 

foci with s=13 

HpLV 42 . 1 .9  0.57 1 . 9  1 .5 0.9 

HpMV 3 6  1 .6 0.66 1 .4 1 .4 0.9 

PNRSV-A 8 1 1 .8  0.25 4.6 3 .0 0 .8 

PNRSV-I 22 2.8 0.50 1 .4 2.3 0.8 

PNRSV' 22 7 . 1  0.36 2.7 3 . 1  0.8 

1 Number of mfect10n foci, defined as a discrete group of one or more spatially Isolated 

infected plants c� 1 infected plant). 

2 Mean focus size is defined as the average number of infected plants in a focus. 

3 Proportion of foci consisting of only one spatially isolated infected plant. 

4 Mean maximum column distances spanned by foci. 

5 Mean maximum row distances spanned by foci. 

6 Mean proximity index, calculated as focus size/(row x column dimensions of the disease 

focus). 

7 apple, 'A' and intermediate, 'I '  serotypes were not differentia ted 
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Block three - cultivar x row spacing trial (Bushy Park) 

The distributions of plants infected by HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV (A & I) in 1 996 and 

1 997 are in Figures 3 . 1 8  to 3 .29. 

At least half of plots in 1 996 and all 'T25' plots over all row spacing treatments showed 

significant aggregation of plants infected by HpLV along rows. However, no more than 

60 % of plots showed signifi.cant aggregation of HpLV infected plants across rows. In 

1 997 the difference between aggregation of HpLV infected plants in the two directions 

became greater, with at least 66 % of plots showing signifi cant aggregation along rows 

and less than 50 % across rows. In general, a higher proportion of plots with closer 

spacings between plants across rows had significant aggregation of HpLV infected plants 

along and across rows. As spacings between plants across rows became larger a higher 

proportion of plots showed significant aggregation of HpLV infected plants along rows 

and minimal aggregation across rows (Table 3 .9 ;  Appendix 3 .9 & 3 . 1 0) .  

In 1.996 a higher proportion of plots, except 'T25' ,  showed significant aggregation of 

plants infected by HpMV within rather than across rows. However, in 1 997 over all row 

spacings, more than half of the plots showed significant aggregation of plants infected by 

HpMV within rows. In 1 996, a lower proportion of plots with larger distances between 

plants across rows showed significant aggregation of HpMV infected plants either within 

or across rows. In 1 997, at least double the number of plots showed significant 

aggregation within than across rows. In plots with equal distances between plants in 
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either direction a high proportion showed significant aggregation both along and across 

rows (Table 3 . 10; Appendix 3 . 1 1  & 3 . 12) .  

In 1 996 the proportion of plots showing significant aggregation along rows of plants 

infected by PNRSV (A & I) was also higher than across rows. Despite low incidence of 

PNRSV (A & I) in many 'Opal' plots, those which could be analysed by ordinary runs 

showed significant aggregation within rows but no aggregation across rows. Similarly, in 

'Victoria' plots, 90% showed significant aggregation within rows, however only 20 % 

had significant aggregation across rows. The highest proportion of plots showing 

significant aggregation of plants infected by PNRSV (A & I) on 1st November 1 996 in 

both directions was in plots with equal spacing between plants in either direction. In 

plots with larger distances between plants across rows the proportion of plots showing 

significant aggregation within rows was greater than those showing significant 

aggregation across rows. In 1 997, high levels of PNRSV (A & I) in 'T25' and 'Victoria' 

plots made comparisons difficult. However, in ' Opal' and 'Tl l '  plots a greater 

proportion also showed significant aggregation within rows (Table 3 . 1 1 ;  Appendices 3 . 13  

& 3 . 14) .  

Block fou r - 'Victoria' (Myrtleford, Victoria) 

The distribution of plants infected by HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV (A & I) in 1 994, 1 995, 

1 996, and 1 997 is in Figure 3.30. 
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Figure 3.18. Map ofHpLV infection in block three (cultivar x row spacing trial · fust replicate) at Bushy Park, Tasmania on 1st November 1996. 
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Figure 3.19. Map ofHpLV iofectioo in block three (culfivar x row spacing trial· firsf replicate) at Bushy Park, Tasmania on 4th November 1997. 
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Figure 3.20. Map ofHpL V infection in block three (cultivar x row spacing trial- second replicate) at Bushy Park, Tasmania on 1st November 1996. 
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Figure 3.21. Map ofHpL V infection in block three (cultivar x row spacing trial· second replicate) a tBushy Park, Tasmania on 4th November 1997. 
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F"tgure 3.22. Map of HpMV infection in block three (cultivar x row spacing trial • first replicate) at Bushy Park, Tasmania on Is t November 1996 . 
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Figure 3.23. Map ofHpMV infection in block three(cultivar x row spacing trial· fll'S! replicate) at Bushy Perk, T3Smania on 4th November 1 997. 
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Figure 3.24. Map ofHpMV infection in block three (cultivar x row spacing trial· second replicate) at Bushy Park, Tasmania on 1st No\oember 1996. 
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Figure 3.2S. Map of HpMV infection in block three (cultivar x row spacing trial · second replicate) at Bushy Park, Tasmania on 4th November ���7. 
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Figure .3.26. Map ofPNRSV (apple, 'A' and intermediate, T serotypes) infection in blcx:k Um:e (cultivar K row spacing trial- first replicate) at Busby Park, Tasmania on 1st Novembo' 1996. 
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Figure 3.2'1. Map ofPNRSV (apple, 'A' and intermediate. 'I' se.-otypes) infection in block tl!= (cultivar 11: row spacin��:trilll - second replicate) at Bushy Park, Tasmania on 4th November I '1'17. 
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Table 3.9. Ordinary run analyses of the distribution of HpL V infected plants in block three 
(cultivar x row spacing trial) at Bushy Park, Tasmania on 1 >t November 1996 and 4 tll November 1997. 

1996 1997 
Replicate Row Cultivar Virus Along Across Virus Alon� Across 

Spacing Incidence Rows1 Rows1 Incidence Rows Rows1 
1 3x2 Opal 0.05 - 1 .69* -3.92* 0 . 1 2  - 1 .54 -0.57 
2 3x2 Opal 0.01 NA NA 0.03 NA NA 
1 3x2 T l l  0.27 -3.41* -2.91 * 0.38 -2.36* -1 .51  
2 3x2 T l l  0 . 1 1  -2.36* - 1 .51 0 . 1 8  -2.64* -0.57 
1 3x2 T25 0.31 -2.87* -3.86* 0.43 -2.41 * -3.93* 
2 3x2 T25 0.08 -2.41* -3.93* 0.08 -3.35* -0.53 
1 3x2 Victoria 0.43 -3.07* -3.07* 0.50 -3.18* -2.33 * 
2 3x2 Victoria 0.24 -3.18* -2.33* 0.29 -2.84* - 1 . 8 1  * 
1 6 Opal 0.07 -1.06 - 1 .06 0. 1 1  -2.06* -0.97 
2 6 Opal 0.07 -2.06* -0.97 0.09 -3.74* -1.06 
1 6 T l 1  0.65 - 1 .87* -0.56 0.84 - 1 . 1 3  -2.64* 
2 6 T l 1  0.48 - 1 . 1 3  -2.65* 0.59 - 1 .73* -2.56* 
1 6 T25 0.37 -3.84* -2.92* 0.46 -3.57* -3.77* 
2 6 T25 0.19 -3.56* -3.77* 0.33 - 1 .67* - 1 .43 
1 6 Victoria 0.86 -3.89* -2.62* 0.88 -5.92* -3.00* 
2 6 Victoria 0.57 -5.92* -3.00* 0.74 -2.23* -2.74* 
1 5 Opal 0.0 NA NA 0.01 NA NA 
2 5 Opal 0.03 NA NA 0.03 NA NA 
1 5 T l l  0.20 0.00 -0.73 0.32 - 1 .24 0.89 
2 5 T l l  0.09 - 1 .24 0.89 0 . 1 3  -1 .71  * 1.36 
1 5 T25 0.36 -5.28* -3.16* 0.51 -4.25* -3.38* 
2 5 T25 0 . 1 5  -4.25* -3.38* 0.28 -3.10* -0.4 
1 5 Victoria 0.21 0.29 -0.41 0.39 1.09 -1.37 
2 5 Victoria 0.15 1 .09 - 1 .37 0.25 - 1 .07 0 . 1 1  
1 4 Opal 0.07 0.69 - 1 . 1 8  0.09 -0.74 -0.74 
2 4 Opal 0.10 -0.74 -0.74 0 . 1 3  -2.51 * -3.04* 
1 4 T l l  0.28 -2.05* -0.76 0.40 -2.66* -1.57 
2 4 T l l  0 . 1 3  -2.66* - 1 .57 0.25 -1.92 * -1.22 
1 4 T25 0 . 1 3  -5.21 * -0.88 0.26 -2.67* 0.48 
2 4 T25 0.31 -2.67* 0.48 0.34 -4.49* -2.85* 
1 4 Victoria 0.27 - 1 . 1 6  0.18 0.45 -3.87* -0.18 
2 4 Victoria 0.37 -3.87* -0.18 0.43 -4.37* - 1 . 1 8  
1 3 Opal 0.0 NA NA 0.0 NA NA 
2 3 Opal 0.09 -3.37* -0.41 0.22 -3.06* -0.95 
1 3 T l l  0.40 -0.50 -0.51 0.62 -0.69 0.27 
2 3 T l l  0.63 -0.69 0.27 0.75 -2.76* -2.01 * 
1 3 T25 0.39 -2.17* - 1 .57 0.65 -3.19 * 0.84 
2 3 T25 0.51 -3.19* 0.84 0.58 -2.46* 0.94 
1 3 Victoria 0.24 -0.93 1.45 0.31 -0.32 0.67 
2 3 Victoria 0.49 -0.32 0.67 0.60 -2.08* - 1 .76* 

1 Rows combined by last plant of row i contiguous with first plant of row i+ 1 
* Z-statistics less than -1.64 indicate significant aggregation of infected plants (?=0.05) 
NA results from ordinary run analysis invalid due to either low (<5%) or high (>95%) disease incidence 
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Table 3.10. Ordinary run analyses of the distribution of HpMV infected plants in block three 
(cultivar x row spacing trial) at Bushy Park, Tasmania on 1 '1 November 1996 and 41h November 1997. 

1996 1997 
Replicate Row Cultivar Virus Along Across Virus Along Across 

Spacin� Incidence Rows1 Rows1 Incidence Rows1 Rows1 

1 3x2 Opal 0.2 - 1 .94* - 1 .94* 0.27 - 1 . 9  I *  -0.41 
2 3x2 Opa l 0.02 NA NA 0.25 0.2I -0.63 
1 3x2 T 1 1  0.38 -3.19* -2.36* 0.51 -3.18 * -0.79 
2 3x2 T 1 1  0.08 -0.26 -4.05* 0.35 -0.56 - 1 .65* 
I 3x2 T25 0.32 -1.53 -2.02* 0.48 -2.32* - 1 .89* 
2 3x2 T25 0.05 -1 .21 -3.07* 0.30 -2.39* 0.43 
l 3x2 Victoria 0.56 -3.07* - 1 .34 0.67 -2.39* - 1 .67* 
2 3x2 Victoria 0.1 1.08 -2.53* 0.54 0.93 -0.14 
1 6 Opal 0.24 0.22 -0.36 0.29 0.26 -1.29 
2 6 Opa[ 0.06 -3.71 * -0.18 0.22 -1.89* -0.65 
1 6 T l l  0.44 -3.69* - 1 .47 0.78 -1.33 -1.33 
2 6 T l l  0.28 -4.78* O.I2 0.42 -5.05* 0.66 
1 6 T25 0.24 - 1 .22 - 1 .79* 0.39 -2.4 1 * -2.18* 
2 6 T25 0 . 1 5  -3.I2* -0.67 0.34 -2.03* -1.56 
1 6 Victoria 0.68 -3.45* -2.76* 0.85 -2.24* - 1 .44 

2 6 Victoria 0.18 2.67 2.0I 0.66 - 1 .76* -0.44 
1 5 Opal 0.01 NA NA 0.04 0.49 0.49 
2 5 Opal 0.05 - 1 .92* 0.52 0.2I -2.5 1 * 0.29 
1 5 T 1 1  0.09 -0.49 -0.49 0.32 -0.97 0.63 
2 5 T l l  0 . 1  NA -0.18 0 . 1 9  -0.29 1 .25 
1 5 T25 0.37 -4.39* -2.77* 0.49 -3.82* -3.16* 
2 5 T25 0.04 NA NA 0.35 -2.83* 0.52 
1 5 Victoria O.I2 - 1 .03 -1.03 0.4 0 - 1 .94* 
2 5 Victoria 0.23 -1.39 -0.79 0.65 - 1 .76* 0 . 1 9  
I 4 Opal 0.08 -0.74 -2.31* 0.21 -4.61 * 0.66 
2 4 Opal 0 . 1  -NA -1.06 O . I 9  -2.41 * -2.41 * 
I 4 T l l  0 . 1 6  -2.22* - 1 .27 0.37 -3.61 * -0.8I 
2 4 T l l  0.06 0.59 0.59 0 . 1 3  0.65 -0.49 
1 4 T25 0 . 1  I -3 .09* - 1 .74* 0.26 -3.31 * -0.15 
2 4 T25 0 . 1 6  -4.77* -2.94* 0.38 -4.49* -2.85* 
1 4 Victoria 0 . 1  NA 0.89 0.43 - 1 .72* 0.94 

2 4 Victoria 0.37 -4.17* 0.04 0.4I -4.86* -0.04 
1 3 Opal 0.33 -2.04* -0.68 0.33 -2.64* -0.68 
2 3 Opal 0.3I -1 .63 0.34 0.33 -3.19* -0.09 
1 3 T l l  0.04 NA NA 0.44 -1.59 1 . 1 5  
2 3 T l l  0.58 -4.59* -4.0 1 * 0.63 -3.59* -3.59* 
1 3 T25 0.23 0.26 -1 .33 0.58 - 1 .67* 0.67 
2 3 T25 0.44 - 1 . 9  -0.37 0.5I - 1 .96* -0.45 
1 3 Victoria 0.33 - 1 .49 1.06 0.45 -2.64* 0.2I 
2 3 Victoria 0.53 - 1 .64 - 1 .64 0.56 -1.59 -2.2I * 

1 Rows combined by last plant of row i contiguous with first plant of row i+ 1 
* Z-statistics less than -1.64 indicate significant aggregation of infected plants (?=0.05) 
N A results from ordinary run analysis invalid due to either low ( <5%) or high (>95%) disease incidence 
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Table 3.11. Ordinary run analyses of the distribution of PNRSV (A & I) infected plants in block three 
(cultivar x row spacing trial) at Bushy Park, Tasmania on 1st November 1996 and 411' November 1997. 

1996 1997 
Replicate Row Cultivar Virus Along Across Virus Along Across 

Spacin2 Incidence Rows1 Rows1 Incidence Rows1 Rows1 

1 3x2 Opal 0.08 -4.05* 1 0.26 -4.03* 1 .6 1  
2 3x2 Opal 0 NA NA 0.06 0.59 0.59 
1 3x2 T l l  0.02 NA NA 0.07 -2.44* -0.83 
2 3x2 T 1 1  0 NA NA 0.07 -2.44* -4.84* 
1 3x2 T25 0.92 -0.69 -2.21* 0.98 NA 0.15 
2 3x2 T25 0.99 NA 0.14 0.99 NA 0.14 
1 3x2 Victoria 0.93 -5.47* -4.59* 1 NA NA 
2 3x2 Victoria 0.23 -3.04* -1.85* 0.62 -0.75 -2.10* 
1 6 Opal 0.03 NA NA 0.07 -0.69 0.83 
2 6 Opal 0.03 NA NA 0.13 -3.63* 0.09 
1 6 T 1 1  0.05 -1 .21  - 1 .2 1  0.18 -4.93* - 1 .63 
2 6 T 1 1  0.20 -6.53* -4.09* 0.43 -6.50* -3.25* 
1 6 T25 0.63 -3.61 * 1.64 0.98 NA 0.15 
2 6 T25 0.51 -5.08* - 1 .27 1 NA NA 
1 6 Victoria 0.79 -6.84* - 1 .64 0.86 -5.59* -0.92 
2 6 Victoria 0.43 -5.28* -0.41 1 NA NA 
1 5 Opal 0 NA NA 0 NA NA 
2 5 Opal 0.02 NA NA 0.12 - 1 .59 -0.47 
1 5 T 1 1  0.01 NA NA O.Dl NA NA 
2 5 T l l  0 NA NA 0.05 -5.58* -3.14* 
1 5 T25 1 NA NA 1 NA NA 
2 5 T25 0.95 0.49 -2.09* 1 NA NA 
1 5 Victoria 0.93 -2.28* 0.65 0.98 NA 0.16 
2 5 Victoria 0.8 -3.85* - 1 .09 0.97 NA 0.26 
1 4 Opal 0.02 NA NA 0.1 -0.38 -0.38 
2 4 Opal 0.12 -5.48* 1 . 1 3  0.17 -6.13* 1 . 1 7  
1 4 T 1 1  0.08 -4.59* 0.74 0.1 -3.58* 0.89 
2 4 T 1 1  0.06 -6.04* 0.59 0.1 -5.82* 0.89 
1 4 T25 0.99 NA 0.17 1 NA NA 
2 4 T25 1 NA NA 1 NA NA 
1 4 Victoria 0.71 -5.27* -1 .41 0.98 NA 0.19 
2 4 Victoria 0.43 -3.31* 2.26 0.67 -4.89* -2.54* 
1 3 Opal 0 NA NA 0 Na NA 
2 3 Opal 0.21 -2.22* 1 . 1 6  0.29 -3.82* 0.97 
1 3 T 1 1  0.24 - 1 .49 0.16 0.46 -5.27* - 1 .03 
2 3 T 1 1  0 NA NA 0.02 NA NA 
1 3 T25 0.58 -3.13* 1.25 1 NA NA 
2 3 T25 0.96 NA NA 1 NA NA 
1 3 Victoria 0.72 0.61 -0.83 0.98 NA 0.2 
2 3 Victoria 0.71 -4.24* 2.41 0.87 -5.64* -0.27 

1 Rows combined by last plant of row i contiguous with first plant of row i+ 1 
* Z-statistics less than -1.64 indicate significant aggregation of infected plants (P=0.05) 
NA results from ordinary run analysis invalid due to either low (<5%) or high (>95%) disease incidence 
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Fig11re 3.30. Maps of infection by HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV (A & I) in block four ('Victoria') at Myrtleford, Victoria from 1994 to 1 997. 
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Despite planting with virus tested material in a geographically isolated location, after 

only one year approximately 7 % of plants were infected by predominantly HpLV and 

HpMV. Removing infected plants and additional buffer plants in the immediate vicinity 

failed to prevent further infections, predominantly by HpLV and HpMV in 1 995. In 

1 996, HpLV and HpMV, were found infecting 52 % of remaining plants, while only a 

single plant was infected by PNRSV (A & I). In 1 997, the incidence of plants infected by 

both HpLV and HpMV had risen slightly to 57 %. The number of PNRSV (A & I) 

infected plants increased by an additional four plants in 1 997. Half of these plants were 

within close proximity to the plant infected in 1 996, but two of these appear, 

qualitatively, to be spatially isolated from both each other and the plant infected in 1 996 

(Figure 3 .30). 
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3.4. DISCUSSION 

Spatial pattern and virus foci for HpL V, HpMV, and PNRSV (A & I) epidemics were 

monitored in four Australian hop gardens in two states. Similar patterns of PNRSV 

infected plants across cultivars and sites were observed, except in block two where 

cultural practices may influenced spread patterns. In both states, mowing of basal growth 

was implicated in the spread of PNRSV (A & I). Differences in spatial pattern of 

epidemics of HpLV and HpMV were identified between the two 'Victoria' sites, 

suggesting environmental and/or cultural differences between states influenced 

distributions. 

The low incidence of both HpMV and PNRSV (A & I) one year after planting in 1 990 

may reflect a low proportion of original planting material infected by either virus, or in 

the case of HpMV, infection from an external source by viruliferous aphids. HpLV was 

not tested for in 1 990, however, the high level of incidence with it found in 1 996 suggests 

that it was probably also present in low levels in 1 990. The distribution of plants infected 

by all three viruses in 1 996 showed strong clustering within rows. There was enough 

clustering across rows for significant spatial correlation in all directions to be detected. 

Coalescence of existing foci of plants infected by HpLV or HpMV was demonstrated by 

increases in mean size of foci, and a decrease in the number of foci consisting of one 

spatially isolated infected plant between 1996 and 1 997. The spread of HpLV (1996 and 

1 997) and HpMV (1 997) in block one may have been influenced by basal growth 
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intertwining. This may have directed apterous or alatae aphid vectors within rows. 

Alternatively, it may have been due to contact transmission through mowing or other 

cultural practices (e.g. fertiliser and spray application). 

PNRSV incidence in block one in 1996 was predominantly autocorrelated within rows 

(greater mean maximum row than column distances of foci) implicating cultural practices 

(e.g. mowing) and basal growth intertwining in virus spread. Spread from existing foci 

was suggested by a decrease in the mean number of foci and number of foci consisting of 

one spatially isolated infected plant between 1996 and 1997. The lesser amount of across 

row aggregation of HpL V and PNRSV may reflect coalescence of existing foci, or spread 

through initial basal growth plant contact, occurring across rows prior to the first 

mowing. Comparison of infection foci attributes between PNRSV serotypes reflects a 

greater rate of PNRSV -I foci coalescence than PNRSV -A. The inability to detect mixed 

infections between the two serotypes, implies that infection by one serotype effectively 

halts the spread of the other serotype in a dually infected plant. This causes difficulties in 

the spatial analysis of epidemics of the two serotypes individually and was responsible 

for the relative compactness of PNRSV -A foci compared to those ofPNRSV -I foci. 

In block three, analysis of the distributions of infected plants in plots of four Australian 

bred cultivars also suggested a preference for within row spread of HpL V and PNRSV (A 

& I) in 1 996 and 1 997, and of HpMV in 1 997. In 1 996, the proportion of plots with 

significant aggregation of HpMV infected plants in 'Victoria' and 'T25' plots was lower 

in both across and within row directions. This may suggest that predominantly random 
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distributions typical of spread by alate aphid vectors. A higher proportion of plots showed 

significant aggregation of plants infected by HpLV, HpMV, or PNRSV (A & I) 

preferentially within rows than across rows in wider spacing plots. Also, higher 

proportion of plots showed significant aggregation of infected plants across rows in those 

with equal plant spacings in either direction. This suggests that plant intertwining 

increases the probability of successful contact transmission, particularly early in the 

season when virus titre .is high (chapter five), or in the case of HpLV and HpMV aided 

the movement of aphid vectors. 

Results from both ordinary runs and radial correlation analyses, and analysis of infection 

foci attributes showed that the distribution of plants infected with either HpLV and 

HpMV. In block two, the distribution of infected plants was random, which is suggestive 

of spread by alate aphid vectors. The difference in distribution of HpLV and HpMV in 

blocks one and two probably reflects differences in cultural practices between the two 

sites. At block three, cross-cultivation through mowing both within and across rows 
-

prevented plant contact through basal growth intertwining, which fonned extensive 

"green bridges" within rows in blocks one and three early in the season. This encouraged 

aphids to move greater distances between landings, whereas "green bridges" may 

encourage alatae or apterous aphid vectors to adj acent plants. Both sites have mild 

climates, allowing aphid populations to remain polyphagous throughout the year. 
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The PNRSV epidemic in block two was more diffuse and was significantly spatially 

correlated in both within and across row directions. This suggested the spatial pattern of 

PNRSV infected plants was influenced by the direction of mowing (all other cultural 

practices remained linear), and strongly indicated a mechanical mode of spread during 

this cultural operation. At this site the role of plant-to-plant intertwining in virus spread 

was discounted as mowing was in both within and across row directions, which when 

combined with slightly . wider plant spacing, meant that basal growth between plants 

minimal. 

Roguing of infected plants in block four, was a poor method for virus control in the hop 

cultivar, 'Victoria'. The majority of new infections one year after planting were from 

HpLV and HpMV, possibly because a small proportion of the original planting material 

was virus-infected, or despite being planted away from existing gardens, spread by 

viruliferous alate aphid vectors. The spread of hop viruses, predominantly HpLV and 

HpMV, in subsequent years may reflect further spread by alate aphid vectors, new 

infections late in the following growing season following serological testing, or the 

inability to detect infections until the following season. It is also interesting to note that 

all new carlavirus infections were co-infections between HpLV and HpMV, suggestive 

of dissemination by a common aphid vector (chapter seven). The appearance of plants 

infected by PNRSV several years after roguing is hard to explain considering the lack of 

knowledge surrounding the transmission of this virus. Neighbouring plants may have 

been infected but virus titre may not have been sufficient for detection in them by ELISA 

until after dormancy. However, the spatial pattern of PNRSV to plants in close proximity 
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to existing infected plants in years where roguing was not practiced, also implicates 

cultural practices and/or plant intertwining in spread. 

In conclusion, quantitative analysis in three blocks of hops has characterised spatial 

pattern and disease foci attributes of HpL V, HpMV, and PNRSV epidemics. The 

autocorrelated within row spatial pattern of PNRSV was previously suggested in hop 

gardens in the United Kingdom but based only on qualitative data (Thresh and Ormerod, 

1 974). Comparison of PNRSV epidemic attributes between blocks one and two strongly 

associated mowing of basal growth in PNRSV spread, but the relative role of intertwining 

and other plant contact (e.g. root grafting; chapter four) remains unclear. Identification of 

factors involved in PNRSV transmission led to the design of glasshouse and field trials 

(chapter four) to examine the timing and mechanism of transmission. Spatial analysis of 

viral epidemics in these Australian hop gardens has proved useful in elucidating 

mechanisms of transmission. The importance of basal growth and mowing to suggest 

alternative methods of basal growth control, such as dessicant herbicides should be 

investigated as a means of virus control. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

MECHANISMS OF SPREAD OF PNRSV IN AUSTRALIAN HOP GARDENS 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

The means by which PNRSV is transmitted among hop plants remains unknown, posing 

a significant constraint to the assessment of their effects on yield and implementation of 

control measures. Concern has escalated over the past ten years over the increase in the 

number of PNRSV infected plants in the Australian bred triploid cultivar, ' Victoria' 

(chapter two). Assuming viruses have an economically significant effect on yield in 

Australian gardens and the levels of bittering compounds in this cultivar, a detailed 

knowledge of virus transmission would aid in the design of economically viable control 

measures, and help to determine why the spread of PNRSV has accelerated in certain 

cultivars. 

The increase in incidence of PNRSV in many countries (Eppler and S ander, 1 9 8 1 ;  

Dolinar, 1 988;  Thresh e t  al., 1 988), including traditional cultivars grown in Australia 

(Munro, 1 987) was slow. This made PNRSV easy to control by planting with virus 

tested material and roguing infected plants. However, the rapid increase in infected 

plants in 'Victoria' (chapter two) has made traditional control methods ineffective. 

Analysis of the spatial pattern of PNRSV epidemics in Australian hop gardens identified 
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an autocorrelated along row spread pattern along rows (chapter three), similar to that 

qualitatively suggested in the United Kingdom (Thresh et a!., 1 988). 

The spatial pattern ofPNRSV epidemics in commercial hop gardens is not representative 

of pollen-associated spread, characterised in Prunus spp. orchards (Cole et a!., 1 982). 

Pollen can be discounted as a major means of transmission in commercial hop gardens 

because of the lack of correlation in PNRSV spread with the shift to triploid cultivars and 

associated reduction in number of male plants, and transmission to both flowering and 

nonflowering hops. Despite reports of the role of insect and mite vectors (Swenson and 

Milbraith, 1 964; Proeseler, 1 967), and nematodes (Fritzsche and Kegler, 1 968) in 

PNRSV transmission, these are now considered to be artofacts of experimental design. 

The lability of ilarviruses and other crucial genome differences also make nematode 

transmission of PNRSV unlikely. Mechanical transmission of PNRSV by cultural 

operations such as mowing (chapter three), stringing, training, leaf stripping, and thinning 

have also been suggested (Thresh et a!., 1 988), and despite the lability ofPNRSV warrant 

further assessment. Spread by root grafting is also possible considering the large root 

mass, close planting spaces, and perennial nature of the commercial hop. The role of root 

contact in transmission was also suggested in glasshouse trials (Eppler and 

Dahdahbiglou, 1 99 1) .  

The obj ective of  this study was to assess possible means of PNRSV transmission, in 

Australian hop gardens for the development of control measures to reduce spread. 
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4.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

All glasshouse trials used virus tested and PNRSV-infected plants, propagated from 

softwood cuttings from mother plants in commercial gardens (Appendix 4 . 1 ) .  Infection 

by HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV (A & I) were not detected in mother plants in the field 

after testing twice early in the season. Mother plants were surrounded by a minimum of 

two plants, also testing negative to all three viruses, both along and across rows. Rooted 

plants were also tested for infection by all three viruses. 

Plants in all glasshouse experiments were grown in pots containing pasteurised soil 

(Appendix 4.2), in an insect-proofed glasshouse maintaining 20°C. Two-spotted spider 

mite (Tetranycus urticae) populations were controlled by application of tebufenpyrad 

(PyranicaR) at 0.625g L-1 as needed. Aphids were controlled by fortnightly routine 

fumigation with synthetic pyrethroids. 

Mechanical inoculation of PNRSV 

A glasshouse trial was conducted to assess susceptibility of hop cultivars to mechanical 

inoculation by PNRSV. 

Ten hop plants each of cultivars 'Nugget', 'Opal ' ,  'Victoria',  and 'Pride of Ringwood', 

were inoculated using expanding leaves infected by an PNRSV-I isolate from 'Victoria'. 

'Victoria' was selected as an isolate source because of high titres throughout the season 
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(chapter five) and rapid transmission m commercial gardens (chapter two). Fifty 

seedlings each of herbaceous indicator species, Chenopodium quinoa and Cucumis 

sativus ( 'Crystal Apple') were also inoculated. Plants were subjected to a 24-hour dark 

period before inoculation, to increase susceptibility to infection, and after inoculation to 

allow adequate time for abrasive wounds to heal. Inoculum was diluted 1 : 1 0  with O . lM 

potassium phosphate buffer (Appendix 4.3). Celite was added to the inoculum as an 

abrasive and inoculum applied to leaves by rubbing with the forefinger. Inoculations 

were conducted in late spring (November) to increase the probability of success (Barbara, 

pers. comm.). Six weeks after inoculation and following a dormancy period of three 

months, the youngest expanding leaves from every hop plant (both symptomatic and 

asymptomatic), were tested by ELISA for PNRSV-I (Appendix 2). Six and ten weeks 

following inoculation, the tip leaves of herbaceous indicator plants showing suspicious 

symptoms (e.g. chlorotic and necrotic spots, vein clearing) were tested by ELISA for 

PNRSV-I (Appendix 2). 

Transmission of PNRSV by simulated mowing (pruning) 

Two glasshouse trials were conducted to assess PNRSV transmission from infected to 

healthy hop plants by simulated mowing (pruning) of shoots. Mowing was simulated in 

the first trial by pruning elite virus tested plants with blades used to prune the shoots of 

infected plants. Mowing was simulated in the second experiment by pruning elite virus 

tested plants, with blades dipped in freshly prepared inoculum. 
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In the first experiment, the shoots of 32 each of elite virus tested 'Victoria' and 'Pride of 

Ringwood' plants were pruned by scalpel blades, which had been previously used to 

prune PNRSV-I infected plants. Half of the elite virus free plants of each cultivar were 

trimmed by blades, previously used to prune PNRSV-I infected plants of the same 

cultivar. The remainder was trimmed with blades previously used to prune infected 

plants of the alternative cultivar. Blades were used to prune two shoots on the infected 

plant, and the same blade used to prune two shoots of each of three virus tested plants in 

succession before replacement. Pruning was conducted at monthly intervals throughout 

the growing season. Rapidly expanding young leaves from individual plants were tested 

by ELISA for PNRSV-I (Appendix 2) bi-monthly throughout the growing season and 

following a dormancy period of three months. 

In the second experiment, infected sap from 'Victoria',  'Pride of Ringwood', and 'Opal' 

PNRSV-I infected plants was prepared in a 1 : 1 0  dilution using 0.1  M potassium 

phosphate buffer (Appendix 4.4 ). Scalpel blades dipped in fresh inoculum were used to 

prune two shoots each of ten virus tested plants of each cultivar. Blades were dipped in 

inoculum prior to individual cuts and replaced between cultivars. Rapidly expanding 

young leaves from individual plants were tested by ELISA for PNRSV-I (Appendix 2) 

bi-monthly throughout the growing season and following a dormancy period of three 

months. 
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Transmission of PNRSV by shoot contact 

Two glasshouse trials were conducted to determine the role of shoot contact in PNRSV 

transmission between hop plants. Plant intertwining was simulated in both trials by 

placing infected and healthy plants adjacent to each other. 

In the first experiment the shoots of each of 20 ' Victoria' and 'Pride of Ringwood' plants 

infected by PNRSV -I and ten virus tested plants were left intertwined from October to 

April (six months). In addition, the shoots of ten PNRSV-I infected 'Nugget' plants 

were intertwined with the shoots of ten virus tested 'Nugget' plants. Plants were 

positioned next to air conditioning vents to help simulate the abrasive effect of wind. 

Rapidly expanding young leaves from individual plants were tested by ELISA for 

PNRSV (A & I) (Appendix 2) twice during the growing season (December and April) 

and following a dormancy period of three months. 

In the second experiment, the shoots of ' Opal', 'Victoria', and 'Pride of Ringwood' 

plants, infected by either PNRSV-A or PNRSV-I were intertwined with the shoots 6f 

virus tested plants of the same cultivar. The canopy was shaken regularly (every two to 

three days) to simulate the effect of wind. The number of replicates of each cultivar 

varied between five and ten. Rapidly expanding young leaves from individual plants were 

tested by ELISA for PNRSV (A & I) (Appendix 2) twice during the growing season 

(December and April) and following a dormancy period of three months. 
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Transmission of PNRSV by simulated root contact 

Two glasshouse trials were conducted to assess the fonnation of root grafts between 

infected and healthy plants grown in close proximity and determine the role of root 

contact in PNRSV transmission between hop plants. 

In the first experiment, PNRSV -I infected ' Victoria' and 'Pride of Ringwood' plants 

were planted in the same pot as elite virus tested plants of the same cultivar. Similarly, 

PNRSV -I-infected plants of one cultivar were planted in the same pot as elite virus tested 

plants, of the alternative cultivar. The roots of each plant were rinsed with water to 

remove propagation potting mixture and intertwined together at planting. Five pots were 

prepared of each infected and healthy combination. As a control, four pots each of two 

elite virus tested ' Victoria', and two elite virus tested 'Pride of Ringwood' plants grown 

in the same pot were prepared. In all pots contact between the shoots of infected and 

healthy plants were prevented by plastic dividers, and regular pruning using sterile 

blades. Rapidly expanding young leaves from individual plants were tested after eight 

and twelve months by ELISA for PNRSV (A & I) (Appendix 2). After eights months, 

one pot of each cultivar combination was destructively harvested. Plants were removed 

and roots cleaned by washing. The root system was examined for the presence of root 

grafts. Four months later, and following a donnancy period, the stems of the infected 

plants in the remaining pots were injected with 1 0  mls of a 50 % glyphosate ((N

phosphonomethyl)glycine) solution (Roundup
R

; Monsanto) using a 1 0  ml syringe and 24 
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gauge needle. In pots containing only elite virus tested plants of the same cultivar the 

injected plant was randomly selected. Fourteen and 28 days following injection, plants 

were assessed for symptoms of herbicide injury (e.g. chlorotic and bleached leaves, bine 

death). 

In the second experiment, PNRSV (A or I) infected 'Pride of Ringwood' plants were 

planted in the same pot as elite virus tested plants of the same cultivar. Twelve pots 

containing infected and virus tested plants, and three pots containing two elite virus tested 

'Pride of Ringwood' plants were prepared. The roots of each plant were rinsed to remove 

propagation mixture, and the main root of each plant bisected longitudinally using sterile 

scalpel blades (Plate 4.1) .  Infected and healthy plants were bound together using budding 

tape (Plate 4.2). Contact between the shoots ofinfected and elite virus tested plants, was 

prevented by plastic dividers (Plates 4.3 and 4.4) and regular pruning using sterile blades. 

Young leaves from individual plants were tested after eight and twelve months by ELISA 

for PNRSV (A & I) (Appendix 2). After twelve months, the infected plant in each pot 

was injected with 1 0  mls of a 50 % glyphosate solution using a 1 0  ml syringe and 24 

gauge needle. In pots containing both elite virus tested plants of the same cultivar the 

injected plant was randomly selected. Fourteen and 28 days following injection plants 

were assessed for symptoms of herbicide inj ury. 

An experiment was also prepared to examine whether high doses of glyphosate solution, 

as used in experiments one and two, could spread between plants in pots through soil. An 
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equivalent dose of glyphosate solution was injected onto the soil surface of ten 'Pride of 

Ringwood' plants. After fourteen and 28 days> plants were assessed for symptoms of 

herbicide injury. 
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Plate 4.1. 

Plate 4.2. 

Roots ofPNRSV infected and virus tested hop plants bisected 

longitudinally. 

Roots ofPNRSV infected and virus tested hop plants bound together by 

budding tape to increase probability of root graft formation. 
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Plate 4.3. 

Plate 4.4. 

Aerial growth contact between PNRSV infected and virus tested hop 

plants prevented by plastic dividers. Roots bound by budding tape. 

Pots in the glasshouse with aerial growth contact prevented by plastic 

dividers and roots bound by budding tape. 
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Root grafting between hop plants in commercial gardens 

A field trial was conducted to assess the frequency of root grafting between hop plants in 

commercial gardens. 

The trial was situated in a cultivar x row spacing trial (chapter two, block three), situated 

at Bushy P ark. Three randomly selected plants in each plot (four cultivars x five row 

spacings x two replicates) were treated with 20 ml of neat glyphosate (RoundupR; 

Monsanto). Glyphosate was inj ected with a 1 0  ml syringe, with a 24 gauge needle into 

the pith at the base of one bine per string. Plants were injected in late January, when the 

sink was theoretically the root system. One bine per string of an additional randomly 

selected plant in each plot was injected with 20 ml of distilled water. One month after 

injection the treated, untreated, and adj acent plants were assessed for symptoms of 

herbicide uptake. Unfortunately, plants could not be assessed the following spring due to 

re-planting of trial sites. 

The presence or absence of adj acent plants both along and across rows, showing 

symptoms of herbicide injury was noted for each injected plant. Explanatory variables 

(treatment, row spacing, and cultivar), were included in a log-linear model if the effects 

were independent. Main factors were analysed by the likelihood chi-square test (Genstat 

5, Version 3 . 1) (B. McCorkell, pers. comm.). 
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Effect of plant contact on l?NRSV transmission in commercial hop gardens 

Two field trials were conducted to examine the effect of plant contact on PNRSV 

transmission and to identify when transmission occurred. 

The first experiment was situated within a ten year old 'Victoria' garden at Bushy Park, 

Tasmania, Australia (block one in chapters two and three). It consisted of 1 275 plants, 

arranged in a 5 1  x 25 planting pattern with 1 .8 m between plants within rows and 2 . 1m 

between plants across rows. At this site, basal growth was controlled b y  mowing along 

rows for the first half of the growing season, followed by sheep grazing. From intensive 

surveys in 1 997, six plants per treatment were identified with no detectable infection by 

HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV (A & I), which were surrounded by plants infected by 

PNRSV (A or I) both across and along rows. Plant contact was prevented in all 

treatments by application of 3 .0 L ha-1 paraquat (GramoxoneR) when needed. The first 

treatment prevented only basal growth contact between infected and virus tested adj acent 

plants throughout the season. In this treatment both infected and virus tested plants were 

trained up strings. The second treatment prevented contact between infected and virus 

tested adj acent plants throughout the season, by not stringing and training the infected 

plants and application of paraquat to the infected plant on the ground when necessary 

throughout the season to restrict growth. The third treatment prevented all contact 

between infected and virus tested adjacent plants from the end of November 

(approximately three months after emergence). At this time the strings of infected plants 

were cut from the trellis top and paraquat applied to the entire plant on the ground for the 
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remainder of the season. The fourth treatment prevented all contact between infected and 

virus tested adj acent plants from the end of January (approximately five months after 

emergence). At this time the strings of infected plants were cut from the trellis top and 

paraquat applied to the entire plant on the ground for the remainder of the season. A 

control treatment allowed normal contact between plants throughout the season. 

The second experiment was conducted in a four year old ' Victoria' garden at Myrtleford, 

Victoria, Australia (block two in chapters two and three). The plot contain�d 500 plants 

arranged in a 20 x 25 planting pattern with 2 . 1  m between plants both across and along 

rows. At this site basal growth was controlled by mowing both across and along rows. 

This prevented extensive contact between basal shoots of adj acent plants both across and 

along rows, making sheep grazing to control basal growth unnecessary. From intensive 

surveys in 1 998, six plants per treatment were identified, with no detectable infection by 

HpLV, HpMV, and PNRSV (A & I), which were surrounded by plants infected by 

PNRSV (A or I) both across and along rows. In all treatments plant contact was 

prevented by application of 3 .0 L ha-1 paraquat when necessary. The first treatment 

prevented plant contact throughout the growing season, and adjacent infected plants wer'e 

not strung or trained. The second treatment prevented only basal shoot contact 

throughout the season. In this treatment, adj acent infected plants were strung, hines 

trained, and allowed to grow normally for the remainder of the season. The remaining 

treatments prevented contact between infected and virus tested adj acent plants from mid 

December, January, and February respectively (approximately, four, five, and six months 

after emergence) by removing the strings of infected plants from the trellis top and 
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application of paraquat to the entire plant on the ground. A control treatment to which no 

herbicide was applied allowed normal contact between plants throughout the season. 

In both experiments young leaves were sampled from individual elite virus tested plants 

prior to harvest> and tested by ELISA for PNRSV (A & I) (Appendix 2). In addition> in 

experiment one> plants in which no virus was detected at the end of the growing season 

were tested again the following spring . 

. -----------·--- -··---· 
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4.3. RESULTS 

Mechanical inoculation of PNRSV 

S ap inoculations were successful to all 'Victoria' plants, and virus was detected in all leaf 

samples by DAS-ELISA. However, none of the symptoms usually associated with 

PNRSV infection in the field (e.g. chlorotic and necrotic spots, vein clearing) were 

observed. Inoculations to the remaining hop cultivars, and both herbaceous indicator 

species were unsuccessful (Table 4.1) .  

Table 4.1.  Frequency of mechanical inoculation of PNRSV-I from the hop cultivar, 

'Victoria' to four hop cultivars and herbaceous indicators. 

Hop Cultivar Frequency of plants infected/ 

Total number of plants inoculated 

Opal 0 / 1 0 b I 

Victoria 1 0  110 a 

Pride of Ringwood 0 I 1 0  b 

Nugget 0 / l O b  

Herbaceous Indicators 

Chenopodium quinoa 0 I 50 

Cucumis sativus 0 I 50 

' . Culttvars with the same letter do not differ sigmficantly m moculatwn success 

according to chi-square test (P<0.05); virus detected by DAS-ELISA. 
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Transmission of PNRSV by simulated mowing (pruning) 

Transmission by pruning of elite virus tested hop plants with blades used to prune 

PNRSV -I infected plants (experiment one) was occasionally successful, but only where 

the source and recipient plants were of the same cultivar. Transmission was only 

detected in young leaves following a dormancy period (Table 4.2). No transmission was 

successful when an alternative cultivar was used as the source. However, the frequency 

of successful transmissions were low (Table 4.2). 

Table 4.2. Transmission efficiency of PNRSV-I from 'Victoria' and 'Pride of 

Ringwood' to 'Pride of Ringwood' and 'Victoria' plants after simulated mowing 

(pruning) (experiment one). 

PNRSV-I infected Elite virus free hop Number of plants Number of plants 

hop cultivar cultivar (recipient) infected after six infected following 

(source) months I number of dormancy I number 

plants pruned 1 of plants pruned1 

' Victoria' 'Victoria' 0 1 18 2 1 1 8 

' Victoria' 'Pride of R ingwood' 0 1 18 0 1 1 8 

'Pride of Ringwood' 'Victoria' 0 1 1 8 0 1 1 8 

'Pride of Ringwood' 'Pride of R ingwood' 0 1 1 8 1 1 1 8 

I VIrus was detected by DAS-ELISA. 
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Transmission by blades dipped in freshly prepared and bu ffered inoculum (experiment 

two) was sometimes successful in all cultivars. A low proportion (2120) of successful 

transmissions to 'Victoria' plants were detected six months following the first prunings, 

but new infections in 'Pride of Ringwood' and 'Opal' were only detected following a 

dormancy period (Table 4.3). The highest rate of transmission was in 'Victoria' plants 

(7120). The frequencies of transmission to 'Pride of Ringwood' (1120) and 'Opal' (2120) 

were low (Table 4.3). 

Table 4.3. Transmission efficiency of PNRSV -I to elite virus free hop plants using 

infected blades ( experiment two). 

Elite virus free hop Number of plants infected I Number of plants infected I 

cultivar (recipient) number of plants pruned number of plants pruned 

after six months 1 following dormancy 1 

'Victoria' 2 1 20 7 1 20 

<Pride of Ringwood' 0 1 20 1 1 20 

<Opal' 0 1 20 2 1 20 

'Virus detected b y DA� -ELISA 
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Transmission of PNRSV by shoot contact 

Transmission of PNRSV -I by shoot contact was sometimes successful between like 

cultivars (experiment one). New infections were detected only after a donnancy period in 

all cultivars. The success of transmission was slightly higher with 'Victoria' plants 

(6110), than with 'Pride ofRingwood' (4110) and 'Nugget' plants (211 0) (Table 4.4). 

Table 4.4. Transmission efficiency of PNRSV-I to hop plants by shoot contact 

(experiment one). 

PNRSV-I infected Elite virus fi·ee hop Number of plants Number of plants 

hop cultivar cultivar (recipient) infected I number of infected I number of 

(source) plants pruned after plants pruned 

six months (April) following dormancy 

' Victoria' 'Victoria' 0 I 1 0  6 1 1 0 

' Victoria' 'Pride ofRingwood' 0 I 10 0 I 1 0  

'Pride of Ringwood' 'Pride ofRingwood' 0 I 1 0  4 I 1 0  

'Pride of Ringwood' 'Victoria'  0 I 10 0 1 1 0 

'Nugget' 'Nugget 0 I 1 0  2 I 1 0  

Transmission of PNRSV plants by shoot contact was also demonstrated in experiment 

two. Transmission of PNRSV-A to 'Pride of Ringwood' plants (316) was greater than to 

the remaining cultivars, and than transmission of PNRSV-I in all cultivars. However, the 
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transmission of PNRSV-I was higher with 'Opal' plants (2/9), and the transmission of 

PNRSV -A, with 'Opal' plants, which was not successful. Detection of transmission of 

both PNRSV serotypes was successful only following a dormancy period (Table 4.5). 

Transmission of PNRSV by simulated root contact 

In experiment one, testing of young leaves by ELISA after twelve months failed to detect 

successful transmission of PNRSV. Destructive harvesting and root examination was 

difficult without inflicting significant damage to the annual roots, making it ineffective as 

an assessment method of root grafting between two plants in the same pot. Glyphosate 

injection after twelve months successfully killed the injected plant, but no herbicide 

damage was observed in adj acent plants. Thus, there was no evidence of natural root 

grafting between hop plants in the same pot. 

Unfortunately, in experiment two both infected and virus tested plants in two pots died 

within two days of experiment initiation. An equal mortality rate was observed between 

pots containing PNRSV-A and PNRSV-I infected plants, decreasing the total number of 
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Table 4.5. Transmission efficiency of PNRSV -I to virus tested hop plants by shoot 

contact (experiment two). 

PNRSV (A or I) Elite virus free hop Number of plants Number of plants 

infected hop cultivar cultivar infected I number of infected I number of 

plants pruned after plants pruned 

six months following dormancy 

'Victoria' 'Victoria' 0 1 7  2 1 7  (0.29) 

(PNRSV-A) 

'Victoria' 'Victoria' 0 1 10 2 1 1 0 (0.20) 

(PNRSV-I) 

'Pride of Ringwood' 'Pride of Ringwood' 0 1 6  3 1 6  (0.50) 

(PNRSV-A) 

' Pride of Ringwood' 'Pride of Ringwood' 0 1 7  2 1 7  (0.29) 

(PNRSV-I) 

'Opal' 'Opal' 0 1 6  0 1 6  (0.00) 

(PNRSV-A) 

'Opal' 'Opal' 0 1 9  2 1 9  (0.22) 

(PNRSV-I) 

1 proportion of successful transmissions. 
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replicates for each PNRSV serotype to five. PNRSV -I was detected after eight months in 

young leaves of two recipient plants (2/10), which had been root.grafted to an infected 

plant. Testing after an additional four months detected PNRSV -I in a further two 

recipient plants ( 4/1 0). PNRSV -A was not detected in any recipient plants. Glyphosate 

injection after twelve months successfully killed only the injected plant in those pots still 

containing a virus tested plant. Glyphosate injection in pots where virus transmission 

was successful, killed the injected plant and produced chlorotic, bleached leaves in 75 % 

of adjacent plants. No symptoms of herbicide injury were observed after 28 days in 

plants following injection of 1 0  mls of a 50 % glyphosate solution onto the soil surface. 
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Root grafting between hop plants in commercial gardens 

The relative positions of plants showing symptoms of glyphosate uptake to plants 

injected with glyphosate are in Figures 4 . 1  and 4.2, and associations with virus infection 

are in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. The glyphosate injection was lethal to the majority of plants 

within 2 1  days (Plates 4.5 and 4.6). No symptoms were observed in plants injected with 

distilled water (Plate 4.7), nor in weeds surrounding treated plants (Plate 4.8). Within 28 

days sublethal symptoms of herbicide injury were also observed in adjacent plants both 

along and across rows (Plates 4.9 to 4. 12). The presence of plants showing symptoms of 

herbicide injury adj acent to injected plants both along and across rows was not 

significantly different between row spacing treatments, but more were affected along 

rows (Table 4.6). Likewise, the presence of plants showing symptoms of herbicide injury 

adj acent to inj ected plants along rows was not significantly different between cultivars. 

However, significantly more plants showing symptoms of herbicide injury were found 

across rows in 'T1 1 '  and 'Victoria' than 'Opal' and 'T25'  (Table 4.7). 
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Figure .u. Map of glypbosate injection and symptoms in surrounding plants in plot three (cultivs.r x row spacing trial ·first replicate) at Bushy Park, Tasmania in 1 997. 
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Table 4.6. Effect of spacing between plants across rows on the number of plants 

showing symptoms of herbicide injury across and along rows to plants injected with 

gly phosate in a cultivar x row spacing trial in Bushy Park in 1997. 

Row Spacing Number o f  plants showing symptoms of 

herbicide injury 

Across Rows Along Rows 

3 x 2  7 1 6  

6 8 7 

5 8 1 8  

4 1 1  2 1  

3 4 1 8  

X" 3.49 8.33 

df1 4 4 

p <0.05 0.48 0.08 
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Table 4.7. Effect of cultivar on the number of plants showing symptoms of herbicide 

injury across and along rows to plants injected with glyphosate in a cultivar x row 

spacing trial in Bushy Park in 1 997. 

Cultivar Number of plants showing symptoms of 

herbicide injury 

Across Rows Along Rows 

Opal 7 25 

T 1 1  1 2  1 8  

T25 4 1 5  

Victoria 1 5  22 

� 8. 1 1  2.93 

df 3 3 

Probability 0.044 0.40 
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Plate 4.5. Glyphosate injection was lethal to the majority ofhop plants within 21 

days. 

Plate 4.6. Symptoms of glyphosate injection in hop plants within 2 1  days. 
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Plate 4.7. No symptoms of glyphosate injury were observed in hop plants injected 

Plate 4.8. 

injected hop plants within 21 days. 
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Plate 4.9. Sublethal symptoms ofherb1cide injury in both injected hop plants (yellow 

tag) and adjacent hop plant in foreground within 28 days. 

Plate 4.10. Glyphosate injected hop plant in foreground and sublethal symptoms in 

adjacent plant along row within 28 days. 
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Plate 4.1 1 .  Glyphosate injected hop plant in foreground (red tag) and sublethal 

symptoms in adjacent hop plant along row within 28 days. 

Plate 4.12. Sublethal symptoms of glyphosate in both treated hop plant (yellow tag) 

and adjacent hop plants within 28 days. 
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Association between herbicide injury symptoms and virus infection in adj acent plants 

was difficult in 'T25" and 'Victoria' plots due to high levels of virus infection (chapter 

two). Qualitative assessment of ' Opal' and ' T l l '  failed to associate multiple or single 

virus infections between injected and adj acent plants showing symptoms. In many cases 

the treated and adj acent plants showing symptoms were infected by a common virus but 

multiple infections in the treated plant were not observed in the adj acent plants. 

Effect of plant contact on PNRSV transmission in commercial hop gardens 

Prevention of shoot contact in experiment one between adj acent plants from early in the 

season (October and November) reduced the incidence of PNRSV by one-half (Plate 

4. 1 3).  When contact was not restricted between adj acent infected and virus free plants, all 

plants became infected by PNRSV within the growing season (Plate 4 . 14). Similarly, all 

virus free plants became infected when contact was not restricted until later in the season 

(January). Control of basal shoot contact (Plate 4 . 1 5) reduced the proportion ofvirus free 

plants becoming infected during the season by 1 7  %. All new infections were detected 

within the same growing season. No new infections were detected the following spring 

(Table 4.8). 
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Plate 4.13. Control of aerial growth by paraquat application. Adjacent infected hop 
plants have been removed from the trellis top (virus free hop plant has 
blue tag). 

Plate 4.14. Aerial growth ofPNRSV infected and virus free hop plants (marked with 
yellow tag) allowed to intertwine (control treatment). Normal cultural 
practices still applied. 
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Plate 4.15. Control of basal growth of hops by paraquat application. 
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Table 4.8. Effect of plant contact on PNRSV transmission in a commercial hop garden, 

cultivar 'Victoria' at Bushy Park, Tasmania (experiment one). 

Treatment Number of infected Number of infected 

plants/total number of plants/total number of 

plants prior to harvest plants the following season 

Contact throughout season 616 616 

Basal shoot contact restricted 5/6 5/6 

Contact restricted from 3/6 3/6 

October 

Contact restricted from 3/6 3/6 

November 

Contact restricted from January 616 616 

In the second experiment, prevention of shoot contact between adjacent plants from mid

November and mid-January, and basal shoot contact throughout the season prevented the 

spread of PNRSV to all virus free plants. When contact was not restricted between 

adjacent plants four of six virus tested plants became infected by PNRSV within the 

growing season. When contact between adjacent infected plants was not restricted until 

mid-February, only one of six of virus tested plants became infected b y  PNRSV within 

the growing season. Unfortunately, plants could not be tested the following spring (Table 

4.9). 
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Table 4.9. Effect of plant contact on PNRSV transmission in a commercial ' Victoria' 

garden at Myrtleford, Victoria (experiment two). 

Treatment Number of virus tested plants infected prior to 

harvest/total number of plants 

Contact throughout season 4/6 

B asal shoot contact restricted 0/6 

Contact restricted from November 0/6 

Contact restricted from December 0/6 

Contact restricted from January 0/6 

Contact restricted from February 1/6 
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4.4. DISCUSSION 

Possible mechanisms of PNRSV transmission among hop plants in commercial gardens 

were investigated in several field and glasshouse trials. While no single mechanism was 

entirely responsible for the transmission of PNRSV, the role of plant contact in 

influencing mechanical transmission through mowing wounds was suggested, but a role 

for root grafting was not excluded. Greater susceptibility to PNRSV may also be 

responsible for the accelerated rate ofPNRSV spread in 'Victoria' .  

Glasshouse trials investigating using pruning to simulate mowing transmitted PNRSV at 

low frequencies. Rates of PNRSV transmission through simulated mowing were higher 

with blades dipped directly in freshly prepared virus inoculum than with blades 

contaminated by pruning infected plants. This is probably due to higher virus titres in the 

freshly prepared inoculum, with additional protection against RNA degrading enzymes, 

which is particularly important for the transmission of labile viruses, such as PNRSV. 

The success in both simulated mowing experiments, in transmitting PNRSV between 

plants of like cultivars may suggest the presence of virus strains specific to certain hop 

cultivars. This may result from lower levels of strain specific inhibitors in particular 

cultivars, or slight viral genome mutations to overcome cultivar resistance. 

The low frequencies ofPNRSV transmission in both simulated mowing and plant contact 

glasshouse trials may possibly be related to the poor ability of hops to grow in glasshouse 
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conditions. Despite the provision of additional lighting and optimal nutrient levels, the 

aerial growth of hops appeared brittle and less thrifty than growth in plants in the field. 

This may have reduced virus titre and/or increased ELISA inhibitor levels, making 

detection by ELISA more difficult and/or transmission less likely. Testing of the spring 

growth of plants used for glasshouse trials, following a dormancy period, proved 

important in increasing the probability of detecting infections, due to higher virus titres 

within the dormant buds and emerging leaves (chapter five). However, the difficulty in 

extrapolating results from glasshouse trials to the field because of differences in growth 

habits should be emphasised. For example, it is impossible to extrapolate transmission 

efficiency in a glasshouse experiment with young plants and few shoots in well 

established plants in commercial gardens that may be producing many basal shoots, all 

containing high virus titre. 

Field trials were unable to differentiate between mowing and plant contact in PNRSV 

spread in commercial gardens. The role of mowing was strongly suggested by 

comparison of epidemic characteristics between two sites, where different mowing 

practices were used to control basal shoots (chapter three). In experiment one, preventing 

plant contact early in the season reduced the number of infected plants by one-half, while 

when plant contact was not restricted, all plants became infected, indicating that the 

majority of PNRSV spread occurred early in the season. At this site, this coincides with 

mowing, (contact transmission), for the control of young succulent basal shoots, with 

high virus titres (chapter five), increasing the probability of virus transmission. 
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In the second experiment, the relative lack of PNRSV transmission when no restrictions 

to plant contact were applied ( 4/6 virus free plants became infected) in a similar trial in a 

' Victoria' garden at Myrtleford, Victoria made comparisons to paraquat treatments more 

difficult. At this site, the commercial method of basal shoot control was cross-cultivation 

(mowing both along and across rows), which prevented extensive plant contact in either 

direction throughout the season. The marginal difference in plant spacings along rows 

(30 em wider) was assumed not to have a major influence on spread rate comparisons 

between the two sites. At this site, plant contact restrictions early in the season and basal 

shoot contact restrictions throughout the season may have prevented transmission despite 

mowing. The transmission of PNRSV to one of six virus tested plants when contact was 

not restricted until later in the season also suggested the majority of spread occurred early 

in the season. Despite sustained high virus titre and a symmetrical distribution of 

chronically infected plants in 'Victoria' (chapter five), contact later in the season at the 

top of the trellis failed to influence spread. In ' Victoria' this may be due to a 

predominance of less succulent shoot tissue with higher levels of inhibitors or an 

enhanced resistance with increasing physiological age. In other cultivars, this may also 

be due to asymmetrical virus distributions within the plant and/or reductions in virus titre 

later in the season. 

Glasshouse trials investigating PNRSV transmission by root contact suggested 

intertwining of intact roots between infected and virus tested plants, was not sufficient to 

initiate root grafting or PNRSV transmission. Artificial root grafting by splinting cut 

roots together was successful in transmitting PNRSV. Glyphosate inj ection was 
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identified as a useful method of detecting root grafts in potted plants and was used for 

their detection in commercial gardens. 

The presence of root grafts in a commercial cultivar x row spacing trial was suggested by 

injection of glyphosate. The failure to associate the incidence of adj acent plants showing 

symptoms of glyphosate injury, both along and across rows with row spacing suggested 

the distance between plants across rows does not influence root graft formation. The 

failure to associate symptoms in adj acent plants along rows with row spacing is not 

surprising considering the distance between plants along rows was equal in all treatments. 

However, qualitative assessment of the number of plants showing symptoms of herbicide 

injury is much greater along rows than across. The failure to associate symptoms in 

adj acent plants along rows with virus incidence suggested that root grafting may not 

contribute substantially to virus transmission. Similarly, the weak association between 

virus infection in treated and adj acent plants with herbicide injury, also questions the 

extent to which root grafting may be involved in virus transmission. This may result from 

insufficient time for virus transmission to the adj acent plants, asymmetric virus 

distributions in the plant and/or translocation resistance mechanisms preventing 

translocation. 

Root grafting in perennial plants in commercial plantings probably occurs more often 

when roots of adjacent plants are forced together by obstructions (e.g. rocks) or 

discontinuity in the soil profile (e.g. clay impeding layers) (C. Elmore, pers. comm.). 

Several management factors may contribute to the probability of root graft formation in 
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hop gardens. These include, a) the commercial life; b) the frequency of traffic along 

rows leading to soil compaction; and c) the shift to minimum tillage systems for weed 

control and soil conservation, and d) the move away from root pruning (still practiced in 

some European countries, such as the Czech Republic) (J. Polak, pers. comm.), leading to 

minimal soil profile disturbance. These factors may force the roots of adj acent plants 

along rows together, increasing the probability of root graft formation. Virus infection 

may also influence the formation of root grafts through tissue incompatability reactions 

(J. Uyemoto, pers. comm.). 

Despite the predominantly identical patterns (i.e. autocorrelated along rows) of virus 

spread and herbicide uptake symptoms, it must be noted that this trial was preliminary. 

More extensive trials are needed to determine the extent of this phenomenon. Checking 

for plant death and symptoms of herbicide uptake in the young tissue the following spring 

would have been beneficial in the interpretation of symptoms from the previous season. 

Unfortunately, the removal of the garden containing treated plants made this impossible. 

Further investigations could also examine whether grafts form only between plants of like 

virus status or freedom. 

Mechanical inoculation using extracted sap containing PNRSV was only successful with 

plants of 'Victoria' .  This suggested that 'Victoria' is more susceptible to infection by 

PNRSV than the other cultivars tested. This is generally observed in the other 

transmission trials described here and in the incidence and transmission data from field 

surveys (chapters two and three). Anatomical cultivar differences may influence the 
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transmission of viruses in different cultivars. The hooked hairs on the shoots of 

'Victoria' qualitatively appear longer and more numerous than on 'Pride of Ringwood' 

and 'Opal' shoots. This was hypothesised to increase the rate of virus spread by contact 

transmission (Johnstone et al., 1 995). Another possible indirect role for the greater 

number and pronounced hooked hairs of 'Victoria' could be to hold the basal shoot 

canopy intact to a greater degree than other cultivars. This would bring the shoots of 

intertwined infected and virus tested plants in closer proximity, increasing the probability 

of contact transmission through processes such as mowing of basal shoots. However, the 

most probable reason for the ease of PNRSV inoculation in ' Victoria'  is enhanced 

susceptibility to contact transmission, not morphology. 

In conclusion, basal shoot contact early in the season and mowing have been implicated 

in the spread of PNRSV in Australian hop gardens. The direct role of shoot contact has 

been suggested in glasshouse trials, while shoot contact may also play an indirect role in 

increasing the probability of transmission by contact through mowing. Root grafting may 

also contribute to the spread of all viruses, but further investigations are necessary to 

quantify this factor. The accelerated spread ofPNRSV in commercial ' Victoria' gardens 

was suggested to result from enhanced cultivar susceptibility to contact transmission. 
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